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Abstract

Long round-trip delays, heavy traffic fluctuation and uncertainty of traffic param-

eters pose a significant challenge for any traffic control scheme in high speed net-

works. An enormous amount of proposed solutions to these problems are based on

conventional control algorithms which normally require exact mathematical equa-

tions and a fixed set of precise threshold values. However, when the complexity

of systems increases, the ability to describe control mechanisms mathematically

becomes difficult. This may lead to low network efficiency, quality of service (QoS)

degradation and fairness problems.

This thesis attempts to address these problems by proposing several intelligent QoS

algorithms based on fuzzy logic prediction and control. It has been observed that

the approximate nature of human reasoning provided by the fuzzy sets theory is

generally able to overcome the problems of imprecision and uncertainty.

This thesis first provides an examination of closed-loop reactive control for asyn-

chronous transfer mode (ATM) available bit rate (ABR) service. A novel fuzzy

logic congestion control scheme is proposed to alleviate the problem of long round-

trip delays in the feedback control loop. The feedback control message incorporates

a fuzzy logic link utilization factor which is targeted one round-trip delay in ad-

vance based on the predicted queue length in the switch. As a result, end systems

are able to react to congestion earlier. Simulation results demonstrate that the

proposed scheme exhibits a faster convergence time in rate and queue length, lower

buffer requirements and cell loss, and is able to maintain high link utilization over

the conventional control scheme. This design method is also applicable to other

similar end-to-end feedback control schemes.
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The open-loop preventive connection admission control (CAC) is considered next.

To overcome the problem of uncertainty in describing traffic parameters during the

connection setup phase, and the inaccuracies and errors involved in the conven-

tional measurement-based CAC, a novel predictive fuzzy logic measurement-based

CAC scheme is introduced. Traffic parameters are predicted by an on-line fuzzy

logic predictor, and the QoS requirements are targeted indirectly by a fuzzy logic

adaptive weight factor. Admission decisions are then based on real-time measure-

ment of aggregate free bandwidth with the fuzzy logic adaptive weight factor as

well as the predicted traffic parameters. Simulation results show that the pro-

posed CAC achieves higher link efficiency with guaranteed QoS when compared to

a conventional model-based CAC. The benefits of fuzzy logic prediction are also

demonstrated by applying the prediction technique to the conventional model-

based CAC.

Due to the increasing demand of Internet services, and the adoption of ATM as

a backbone for Internet protocol (IP) networks, this thesis also provides an in-

vestigation of congestion control for transporting Internet applications over ATM

networks. An intelligent fuzzy logic selective cell drop scheme for transmission con-

trol protocol (TCP) over ATM unspecified bit rate (UBR) service is proposed to

tackle the problem of long round-trip delays. The scheme is able to accept or drop a

new incoming packet dynamically based on the predicted future buffer condition in

the switch. It can thereby compensate the effect of long round-trip delays and react

to congestion earlier. In addition, fairness is maintained by a fuzzy logic inference

system using soft-computing. Consequently, cell loss is kept to a minimum, and

high TCP throughput with fairness is delivered. Simulation results show that the

proposed scheme achieves significant improvement in TCP efficiency and fairness

over the conventional schemes. Fuzzy logic prediction and control on TCP over

ATM ABR congestion control is also shown to have a better performance.

This thesis demonstrates the advantages of fuzzy logic applications in three major

aspects of traffic control in high speed networks. It appears that fuzzy logic systems

also have a great potential to control traffic more effectively in other emerging

technologies, such as satellite networks and wireless communications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Current and future networking technologies are expected to deliver multimedia

applications such as voice, video and data on the same physical link. These ap-

plications generate traffic streams with different burstiness and magnitude. They

also have different quality of service (QoS) requirements. QoS requirements are

typically expressed in terms of delay and loss within a negotiated rate across the

network. In order to be competitive, network operators have to achieve the highest

possible efficiency by multiplexing different types of traffic as well as maintain QoS

guarantees.

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is a modern communication network technol-

ogy. It has been widely deployed in local backbones and wide area networks. It is

designed to support different types of service from a single network infrastruv-j ure,

and has the ability to enforce QoS guarantees and regulate traffic flows. Service.1.;

provided by the ATM can be categorized into real-time services such as constant

bit rate (CBR) and variable bit rate (VBR.) services, and non real-time services

such as unspecified bit rate (UBR) and available bit rate (ABR) services. Real-time

services have a higher priority over non real-time services as they cannot tolerate

delays. Examples of real-time services are voice and video, whereas non real-time

services are data applications.

Over the past decade, demand on Internet services such as email (electronic mail),

telnet (terminal access), file transfer protocol (FTP) and world wide web (WWW)

I



Chapter 1. Introduction

access has increased exponentially. These services are built based on the transmis-

sion control protocol (TCP) and the Internet protocol (IP). Therefore, it is very

important that ATM as a backbone technology supports the seamless and efficient

transport of TCP/IP data.

Traffic management is thus necessary for the efficient network resource utilization

and delivery of the negotiated QoS to users. It is a set of mechanisms that manages

and controls traffic and congestion in the ATM networks. These mechanisms in-

clude connection admission control (CAC), traffic policing and shaping (also known

as usage parameter control, UPC), scheduling, selective cell discard and feedback

control.

There has been an enormous amount of research and publications since the intro-

duction of ATM technology, especially in the area of traffic management. Despite

all these efforts, there are still many substantial unsolved problems. Particularly,

the problems of uncertainty in traffic parameters and large bandwidth-delay prod-

uct. This thesis aims to address these problems using an unconventional approach.

1.1 Motivations and Direction

Fuzzy logic control has become one of the most attractive areas of fuzzy set theory

applications following the pioneering works of Zadeh [Zad73, Zad65]. It has been

successfully deployed in many real-world automatic control systems such as wash-

ing machines, air-conditioners, automobile transmissions, and industrial robots.

However, the applications of fuzzy logic control in telecommunication systems

and networks are recent and considerably less compared to the automatic con-

trol. Some research efforts in the areas of traffic management using fuzzy logic are

CAC [RROO, CC96], UPC [CFP96, CD95] and congestion control [LHOO, PcR97].

(A comprehensive survey could be found in [CD97]). As it can be observed, these

works are quite recent, hence there is an enormous room to realize the full poten-

tial of fuzzy logic control in telecommunication networks, in particularly, the traffic

management area.
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Another motivation for using fuzzy logic in ATM traffic management has come

to light from the analysis of the limitations in conventional control algorithms.

These algorithms normally require exact mathematical equations and a fixed set

of precise threshold values for control mechanisms. When the complexity of sys-

tems increases, especially due to traffic fluctuation and uncertainty, the ability

to describe control mechanisms mathematically becomes difficult. This may lead

to poor dynamic action in the control mechanisms, which in turn can cause low

network efficiency, QoS degradation and fairness problems.

In contrast, fuzzy sets theory provides a robust mathematical framework for dealing

with imprecision, non-linear and uncertain processes. This is because it allows the

approximate nature of human decision making and the soft-computing capability.

It has been observed that the approximate nature of human reasoning is generally

able to overcome the problems of imprecision and uncertainty. Fuzzy logic control

thus appears to have greater potential to adapt to fluctuations of network traffic.

The ability to forecast workload is an important factor for efficient network per-

formance. The main idea is to predict traffic or workload far enough in advance so

that one can control traffic flows or resource usage in time to avoid congestion and

achieve high network utilization. Traffic prediction has been successfully applied

to various traffic management areas, such as dynamic resource allocation [MPS96,

WCS95], UPC [dlCAM97, JM95] and congestion control [JTOO, HLP95]. These ap-

plications use traditional prediction models, such as autoregressive (AR) or autore-

gressive moving-average (ARMA) or autoregressive, integrative, moving average

processes (ARIMA), to exploit the high correlation inherent in traffic data. These

models express stochastic processes in different orders. The higher the order of the

model, the more tuning parameters are needed. In addition, higher order models

require more computation and do not necessarily always provide better results.

Intelligent technique such as artificial neural networks (ANN) can also be used to

predict traffic [LD97, LO97, MLNH96]. However, neural network approach tends

to have long training periods which often have to be performed off-line. Recent re-

search shows that fuzzy logic prediction outperforms the traditional autoregressive
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predictions for multimedia network traffic [QiuOl, Qiu98]. This is because fuzzy

logic control allows the modeling of complex systems based on intuition and expert

knowledge. Hence it appears that fuzzy logic systems have a potential to control

traffic more effectively. The objective of this research is thus to apply the fuzzy

logic prediction and control techniques in three major aspects of traffic manage-

ment: (1) flow and congestion control for the ABR service, (2) CAC for the VBR

service and (3) congestion control for TCP/IP over ATM. Their performances are

examined by extensive simulation and analysis.

t

1.1.1 Flow and Congestion Control

The first aspect of traffic management under investigation in this thesis is the

flow and congestion control for the ATM ABR service. It is a reactive control with

closed-loop feedback that aims to detect and control congestion within the network

by limiting flow rates of appropriate sources. As a result, network efficiency can

be increased and cell loss ratio can be kept to minimum. This control action takes

place during the life time of a connection. It is for applications which can tolerate

delay and accept a low or zero cell loss. These types of application usually cannot

predict their own bandwidth requirements, and are expected to share fairly the

left-over bandwidth by the higher priority services with other ABR sources.

The ATM Forum has adopted a rate-based flow and congestion control scheme as

the standard for the ABR service [ATM96]. Hence the fair allocated bandwidth

is conveyed to sources by control messages using the explicit rate (ER) field of

resource management (RM) cells. However, these control messages may be delayed

due to propagation delays in the round-trip feedback control loop. Consequently,

the control messages are usually inaccurate for most current network conditions.

This can cause buffer overflow and QoS degradation.

To tackle the problems of long round-trip delays, many switch schemes are proposed

[ to detect and control congestion. Their objectives are to protect network resources,

minimize queue length and cell delay, and maximize throughput. Some of these

i
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switch schemes use queue length as a measurement unit for congestion detection.

Single or duel thresholds on queue length are commonly used [Rob94, CXK96,

CAXC97]. Differential queue length or mathematical equations are also developed

by some researchers [CXK96, JKG+96]. Others use queue growth rate or prediction

techniques [JTOO, LHOO, PcR97, HLP95].

Due to highly fluctuated traffic in ATM networks, congestion control based on

static threshold values, or mathematical equations which arc inflexible and abrupt

may cause high variance in queue fluctuations. As a result, they cause high cell
j
! loss or low link utilization in some situations. On the other hand, prediction

1 techniques appear to have the potential to control congestion more effectively. In

I particular, a fuzzy logic prediction [QiuOl, Qiu98] has been proven to outperform

I conventional autoregression predictions. Therefore, a novel fuzzy logic congestion

control scheme based on this prediction technique is proposed. A key feature of the

proposed scheme is its ability to target link utilization dynamically based on the

i predicted future buffer condition in the switch. Performance of the proposed fuzzy

i logic congestion control scheme is evaluated by intensive simulation using different

network configurations and traffic types.

1.1.2 Connection Admission Control

Another aspect of traffic management in ATM networks is the connection admission

control (CAC), which is also referred to as the preventive control. It is an open-

loop control aiming to prevent network congestion as well as to guarantee the

; QoS of the existing connections. It also aims at maximizing the utilization of
I

network resources. CAC is performed by the network during the connection setup

phase to determine whether a connection request should be accepted or rejected.

The decision is based on the availability of resources (bandwidth and buffer) and

whether the QoS can be guaranteed for the requested connection without degrading

the promised QoS of the existing connections. The main problem of a CAC scheme

is VBR traffic fluctuations and uncertainty, and the difficulty for users to accurately

J. describe the traffic characteristics of the requested connections.
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There are many CAC approaches reported to date [PE96, SYT99]. Conventional

CAC relies on analytical models in which parameters are based on a priori or user-

specified traffic descriptors [GAN91, GH91, Kel91]. However an analytical model

may not be able to capture the statistical nature of traffic sources. This is because

VBR traffic characteristics such as sustainable cell rate (SCR), intrinsic burst toler-

ance (IBT) and cell delay variation (CDV) are difficult for users to specify precisely.

Improper specification of traffic characteristics could lead to either degraded QoS

or link under-utilization. To overcome these drawbacks, recent researchers have

proposed measurement-based CAC [GT99, ZL98a, DJM97, JDSZ97] and have ex-

ploited the advantages of statistical multiplexing. Admission decisions are made

based on the measured incoming traffic and network performance parameters such

as link load, queue occupancy and cell loss ratio (CLR).

Measurement-based CAC schemes have the capabilities to capture the on-line traffic

dynamics and system performances, and achieve a higher link efficiency. However,

admission decisions and promised QoS to users may be compromised due to the

inaccuracies and errors involved in the measurement. Computational intelligence

techniques such as fuzzy logic control appears to be very useful in solving complex

processes which cannot be described precisely by exact mathematical expressions,

or when the available information cannot be interpreted precisely and with cer-

tainty.

The ability to forecast workload is also an important factor for efficient network

performance. Hence, based on the concepts of free bandwidth and the adaptive

weight factor in [ZL98b, ZL98a], this thesis proposes a novel measurement-based

CAC using fuzzy logic prediction [QiuOl, QSW99] and inference. Its main aim is

to exploit the advantages of fuzzy logic prediction and control on measurement-

based CAC under different VBR traces. There are two distinct features of the

proposed scheme. Firstly, instead of the user defining the traffic parameters, the

traffic parameters are measured and predicted by an on-line fuzzy logic predictor.

Secondly, QoS are targeted indirectly by a fuzzy inference adaptive weight factor.

Admission decisions are then based on real-time measurement of aggregate traffic
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statistics with the fuzzy logic adaptive weight factor as well as the predicted traffic

parameters.

Using different VBR traces, the benefits of fuzzy logic prediction are first demon-

strated by applying the prediction technique to the conventional CAC and the

proposed fuzzy logic measurement-based CAC. Then the performance of the pro-

posed fuzzy logic CAC is investigated by extensive simulation.

1.1.3 Congestion Control for TCP/IP over ATM

Due to the popularity of the Internet services, and the adoption of ATM as a

backbone on IP networks, it is important to provide seamless and efficient transport

of TCP/IP data packets over ATM. Hence, the third aspect of traffic management

under investigation in this thesis is the congestion control for TCP/IP traffic over

ATM.

TCP/IP is a best effort service which requires no QoS guarantee. It is sensitive to

losses but tolerant to delay. In ATM networks, UBR and ABR services are most

commonly used to support TCP/IP.

TCP/IP data applications have to be fragmented by the end systems into cells in

order to transport over ATM networks. However, the problems of fragmentation

and reassembly of application packets and cell loss in the ATM layer can severely

affect application performance and network utilization, especially during periods

of network congestion. To prevent congestion collapse, TCP end systems imple-

ment closed-loop, window-based flow and congestion avoidance mechanism. At the

network, ATM-UBR switches implement intelligent drop schemes to reduce retrans-

mission of packets at the TCP layer, and ATM-ABR switches implement effective

closed-loop congestion control schemes to reduce cell loss at the ATM layer.

Both end system polices and network policies interact with each other. These poli-

cies are affected by the large round-trip delays of the network. Effective throughput

decreases as round-trip delays become longer since the time needed to recover the
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original data transmission rate after a slow start is prolonged. The fairness among

connections is also at risk if the differences of round-trip delays among connections

become large.

To tackle the problem of long round-trip delays, an intelligent cell drop scheme

for TCP over UBR based on fuzzy logic prediction and control is proposed. The

scheme is able to accept or drop a new incoming packet dynamically based on

the predicted future buffer condition in the switch. It can thereby compensate the

effect of long round-trip delays and react to congestion earlier. In addition, fairness

is maintained by a fuzzy logic inference system using soft-computing. Consequently

cell loss is kept to a minimum, and high TCP throughput with fairness is delivered.

TCP performance of the proposed fuzzy logic intelligent drop scheme is examined

by extensive simulation using different segment sizes, buffer sizes and link distances.

For TCP end systems, different congestion control mechanisms are used in the

simulation. The effect of fuzzy logic prediction and control on TCP over ATM ABR

congestion control is also investigated. The earlier proposed fuzzy logic congestion

control scheme for the ABR service is applied to two ABR switch algorithms. The

performance is evaluated in terms of effective throughput, fairness, cell loss and

cell delay variation.

1.2 Organization of the Thesis

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 provides the necessary background material required for the rest of this

thesis. It also establishes the foundation for the understanding of fuzzy sets and

fuzzy logic theory, and an introduction to fuzzy logic prediction. It begins with

the concept of ATM networks and service architecture including various service

categories, QoS, components of traffic contract and the functionality of ATM adap-

tation layers. Since this research study also investigates the issues of transporting
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TCP/IP data over ATM networks, a description of the Internet protocols is pro-

vided. Then fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic theory are presented, followed by the fuzzy

logic predictor that is incorporated in the proposed fuzzy logic traffic controllers.

Chapter 3 provides an overview of the development of traffic flow and congestion

control schemes for the ABR service. It first presents the functionality of the rate-

based, closed-loop flow and congestion control framework proposed by the ATM

Forum [ATM96]. The design issues of an ABR switch scheme are also addressed.

A survey of reported switch schemes is conducted, and their design features and

limitations are discussed. In the next chapter, some of the existing switch schemes

are further enhanced and evaluated, and a comparative study is conducted between

these switch schemes and the proposed fuzzy logic control scheme.

Chapter 4 proposes a novel fuzzy logic congestion control scheme for the ABR

service. Its main aim is to address the problem of long round-trip delays in the

feedback control loop. It is based on prediction in which link utilization is tar-

geted dynamically one round-trip delay in advance. The performance of the pro-

posed fuzzy logic control scheme is then compared with the conventional control

scheme on two switch algorithms. Therefore, for the purpose of comparison, the

BEMO [TQ98] switch algorithm is first enhanced by incorporating the conven-

tional congestion control mechanism of the ERICA+ [JKG+96] switch algorithm.

The queue control functions of the ERICA-f are also further studied and evaluated.

Chapter 5 focuses on the open-loop connection admission control. It first addresses

CAC related issues, such as traffic modeling, connection traffic descriptors and de-

sign issues. A survey of various CAC approaches is then conducted. Their design

features and limitations are discussed. To exploit the advantages of fuzzy logic

prediction and control, a novel predictive fuzzy logic measurement-based CAC is

proposed. Admission decisions are based on real-time measurement of aggregate

traffic statistics with the fuzzy logic adaptive weight factor as well as the predicted

traffic parameters. The measurement interval is first investigated. The benefits

of fuzzy logic prediction are then evaluated by applying the prediction technique

to the conventional CAC and the proposed measurement-based CAC. Finally, the
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performance of fuzzy logic measurement-based CAC is compared with the conven-

tional CAC.

Chapter 6 concentrates on the congestion control for transporting TCP/IP appli-

cation data over ATM networks. The architecture and transportation of TCP/IP

over ATM are first discussed, followed by a discussion of the impact of cell loss in

ATM networks. A survey of traffic management for TCP over UBR is then con-

ducted. An intelligent fuzzy logic selective cell drop scheme based on the predicted

future buffer condition in the switch and fairness among VCs is proposed. The

performance of this proposed scheme is then evaluated by comparing it with other

conventional UBR cell drop schemes. In addition, TCP performance over ABR is

also investigated by comparing the proposed fuzzy logic ABR congestion control

scheme (described in Chapter 4) with the conventional control scheme on two ABR

switch algorithms.

Finally, chapter 7 provides summaries and conclusions for the thesis. In addition,

this chapter also discusses and recommends further direction of research in related

areas.

1.3 Contributions

This section provides the reader with a list of the major and other contributions in

relation to this thesis. Major contributions of the thesis include the development of

traffic control schemes based on fuzzy logic prediction and control which are listed

below:

• Development of a novel fuzzy logic congestion control scheme for ATM ABR

service. A main feature of the scheme is its ability to target link utiliza-

tion dynamically based on the predicted future buffer in the switch. This is

achieved by using a fuzzy logic predictor and a fuzzy logic target utilization

factor generator. Simulation results have demonstrated that the proposed

scheme exhibits a faster convergence time in rate and queue, lower buffer
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requirements and cell loss, and is able to maintain high link utili: ' v over

the conventional control scheme.

• Development of a novel fuzzy logic measurement-based CAC for VBR ser-

vice. The proposed CAC incorporates fuzzy logic prediction, traffic and net-

work performance measurements into the admission decisions process. The

key features of the proposed CAC are on-line traffic parameters prediction

and aggregate free bandwidth allocation, which is estimated by a fuzzy logic

adaptive weight factor estimator. Simulation results have shown that the

measurement-based approach incorporating fuzzy logic inference and using

fuzzy logic prediction achieves higher link efficiency with guaranteed QoS

when compared to the conventional CAC.

• Development of an intelligent fuzzy logic selective cell drop mechanism for

TCP over ATM-UBR service. It consists of a fuzzy logic UBR queue pre-

dictor and a fuzzy logic selective cell drop factor generator. A key feature

of the scheme is its ability to accept or drop a new incoming packet dynam-

ically based on the predicted future buffer condition in the switch. Simula-

tion results have shown that the proposed scheme has achieved significant

improvement in efficiency and fairness over the conventional schemes.

Other contributions in this thesis which include the enhancement and investigation

of some existing schemes, and the examination of the effects of fuzzy logic prediction

and control on traffic control are listed as follows:

• Enhancement of the BEMO switch algorithm by integrating the algorithm

with the congestion control strategy of the ERICA+ switch algorithm. It

adopts the queue control function of the ERICA+ algorithm. Its main fea-

tures are a fast convergence time, and its ability to intemperate with other

switch schemes that do not mark the ER field of resource management (RM)

cells.

• Investigation of the queue control functions employed by the ERICA+ switch

algorithm after a minor error was discovered and communicated with the
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original author. The design of the queue control functions are analyzed and

examined by simulation.

9 Investigation of the effects of measurement intervals for the measurement-

based CAC. Simulation results have demonstrated that longer measurement

periods result in lower link utilization. However, shorter measurement periods

result in high cell loss though link utilization can be high. This is because

there is not enough statistical information on traffic flows to establish the

appropriate admission decisions. Therefore the measurement interval has to

be short enough to capture the significant statistical information of traffic

flows and achieves a higher efficiency.

• Investigation of the effectiveness of fuzzy logic prediction on CAC by ap-

plying the prediction technique to the conventional CAC and the proposed

measurement-based CAC. Simulation results have shown that fuzzy logic pre-

diction significantly improves link efficiency while maintaining QoS require-

ments on both CAC schemes.

• Investigation of the effectiveness of the proposed fuzzy logic ABR congestion

control scheme on TCP over ABR by comparing its performance with the con-

ventional control scheme. Simulation results have shown that the proposed

scheme has achieved higher TCP efficiency with lower cell delay variation and

cell loss over the conventional scheme.



Chapter 2

Network QoS and Fuzzy Logic
Systems

2.1 Introduction

This chapter provides a description of the background knowledge of network QoS.

It also introduces the fuzzy logic predictor that is applied to the proposed fuzzy

logic traffic controllers. Firstly, the concept of ATM networks and service archi-

tecture which enables multi-services and QoS guarantees over a single network is

introduced. Various service categories supported by the ATM networks are then

described. Bandwidth and performance requirements for these services are con-

veyed by means of a traffic contract. Therefore a description of the components in

a traffic contract such as traffic descriptors and QoS parameters are also provided.

These components define parameters that are negotiated during the connection

establishment phase. It is possible to have different technologies and protocols

transported over an ATM infrastructure. This is enabled by the functions pro-

vided by the ATM adaptation layers (AALs). Section 2.2.4 briefly describes the

functions of the AALs.

Traditionally, IP provides a single level of service with no service guarantees. Due

to the increasing demand of multimedia services, many researchers are currently in-

vestigating methods that provide multi-services and QoS guarantees over IP. In the

meantime, ATM continues to grow in the backbone of IP networks because of its

13

I
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high optical transmission rates (155 Mbps, 622 Mbps and higher) and its attract-

ing feature of providing different classes of service on the same fiber. Therefore,

a chapter has been devoted later in this thesis to investigate the performance is-

sues involved with running packet-based data communications over ATM networks.

Section 2.3 of this chapter thus provides an overview of the Internet protocol and

its supported protocols. It also briefly discusses the current research on providing

QoS over IP networks.

Section 2.4 provides an overview of the theory of fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic. It also

discusses the structure and various functional modules of a fuzzy logic controller.

Then in Section 2.5, the fuzzy logic predictor is introduced. It is incorporated in

the proposed fuzzy logic traffic controllers later in this thesis.

Finally, in Section 2.6, a brief description of the simulation software package used

in this research study is provided. It also outlines the necessary modifications to

the software for the specific needs of this research study.

2.2 ATM Networks and Quality of Service (QoS)

ATM technology was developed to deliver end-to-end QoS, and the ability to sup-

port virtually all types of traffic, such as voice, video and data applications from a

single network infrastructure. The benefits of converging onto a single network are

ease of management, support, monitoring, upgrading and is thus less expensive to

maintain compared with separate networks for particular types of traffic.

ATM is a connection-oriented technology and information is carried in a fixed-

length cell consisting of 48 bytes of payload and 5 bytes of header. The fixed-length

cell enables high-speed switching and simplifies the engineering of queue and switch

resources. Bandwidth is allocated on-demand and is statistically multiplexed which

enables efficient used of limited resources (bandwidth, buffers, and so forth). ATM

supports both permanent virtual circuit (PVC) and switched virtual circuit (SVC).

PVC is created between two points with a dedicated bandwidth that is pre-assigned
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Attribute

Traffic Descriptors:
PCR and CDVT :
SCR, MBS, CDVT :
MCR
QoS Parameters:
peak-to-peak CDV
maxCTD

CLR
Feedback

ATM Layer Service Category
CBR rt-VBR nrt-VBR UBR ABR

Specified
NA Specified NA

NA Specified

Specified
Specified

Unspecified
Unspecified

Specified Unspecified
Unspecified Specified

Table 2.1: Specifications of ATM Service Categories [ATM96].

manually. SVC is setup dynamically on a cail-by-call basic using a call-setup

mechanism. These virtual connections enable flexible traffic engineering to adapt

to different traffic patterns.

ATM supports five different service categories. Each service category has a set of

traffic parameters and performance QoS parameters that govern the traffic over a

given virtual end-to-end connection. Table 2.1 defines the ATM service categories,

their traffic parameters and QoS parameters.

Basically, QoS in ATM networks can be categorized into guaranteed service and best

effort service. Guaranteed services are for real-time applications that are sensitive

to delay and cell loss. Service classes such as constant bit rate (CBR) and variable

bit rate (VBR) belong to this category. In contrast, best effort services are for non

reai-time applications such as data communication which can gracefuily adapt to

the bandwidth available in the network. Unspecified bit rate (UBR) and available

bit rate (ABR) are the sen ice classes of this category.

2.2.1 Service Architecture

i. The following functions are defined by the ATM Forum [ATM96] and the Inter-

national Telecommunication Union (ITU-T) [ITU96J to manage and control traffic

and congestion in ATM networks so as to meet the QoS requirements of different

services:
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• Connection Admission Control (CAC): defines a set of actions per-

formed by the network during the call sotup phase to accept or reject a new

connection request. The decision is made based on the availability of network

resources (e.g. bandwidth, buffer, etc.) along the traversing path of the new

connection, the service category and the desired QoS without violating the

QoS requirements of existing connections.

• Feedback Control: is a mechanism provided by the network to source end

systems in order to regulate the transmission rate of sources according to the

state of network elements.

• Usage Parameter Control (UPC): is a set of actions taken by the network

to ensure an admitted connection remains within its requested contract and

does not violate the negotiated parameters. Its main aim is to protect network

resources from misbehaved users that can affect the QoS of other existing

connections.

• Cell Loss Priority Control: The source end system of some service cat-

egories may generate cells with different priorities by marking the cell loss

priority (CLP) bit. During congestion, the network may selectively discard

low priority cells to protect the network performance of high priority cells.

• Traffic Shaping: is a mechanism that modifies the traffic characteristics of

a stream of cells of a connection in order to achieve better network efficiency

whilst meeting the QoS objectives.

• Network Resource Management (NRM): provides separation of traffic

flows and allocation of network resources according to different service char-

acteristics. This function deals with virtual paths on resource management

in order to meet QoS requirements.

• Frame Discard: In the event of congestion, the network may intelligently

discard all the cells from selected packets instead of dropping random cells

from multiple packets. This improves data throughput because of a reduction

in retransmission of unnecessary cells.
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• ABR Flow Control: ensures the ABR connections adaptively and fairly

share the bandwidth left-over by the higher priority services.

2.2.2 Service Categories

The following service categories are defined by the ATM Forum [ATM96]:

• Constant Bit Rate (CBR): This service is designed to support real-time

applications such as voice. It is characterized by the peak cell rate (PCR),

and requires guaranteed bandwidth and delay from the network during the

entire life of the connection.

• Real Time Variable Bit Rate (rt-VBR): This service is intended for

bursty real-time applications such as video and packecized voice which has

strict end-to-end delay requirements from the network. It is characterized by

PCR, sustainable cell rate (SCR) and maximum burst size (MBS).

• Non-real Time Variable Bit Rate (nrt-VBR): As opposed to rt-VBR

service, this service does not guarantee any delay bounds and is used to

support bursty real-time applications such as frame relay. Similar to rt VBR

service, it is characterized by PCR, SCR and MBS.

• Unspecified Bit Rate (UBR): This service is introduced to transport tra-

ditional data such as IP over ATM. The connections share the remaining

bandwidth left-over by CBR and VBR services and have no specific band-

width requirements, delay or loss rate. Therefore, this service is often referred

to as a "best-effort" service. During congestion, it relies on higher-layer pro-

tocols at the end system to perform cell loss recovery and retransmission

mechanisms.

• Available Bit Rate (ABR): This service is also designed to transport

data applications such as electronic mail and file transfer. The connections

adapt to the available network capacity by using a well-defined rate-based

flow and congestion control mechanism (Chapter 3). The transmission rates
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are adjusted by sources within the boundary of PCR and minimum cell rate

(MCR) according to the network situations. Although the standard does not

impose any delay and loss restrictions, it is desirable for switches to keep the

delay and loss as low as possible.

2.2.3 Traffic Contract

At a connection setup phase, the user and the network negotiate a traffic contract

that both parties have to adhere to throughout the entire life span of the connec-

tion. The traffic contract consists of source traffic descriptors, QoS requirements

and the conformance definition (i.e. the definition of traffic behavior). The traffic

descriptors define the traffic characteristics in which the source promises to main-

tain. The QoS parameters define the QoS that the network promises to guarantee.

The following sections discuss the traffic descriptors and QoS parameters. The

conformance definition is out of scope for this research study but details can be

found in [ATM96, ITU96].

2.2.3.1 Traffic Descriptors

Source traffic descriptors are used to describe the traffic characteristics of an ATM

connection. They are defined by one or more of the following parameters:

• Peak Cell Rate (PCR): The PCR defines the maximum emission rate of

the source. It can be limited by the physical link speed or by the traffic

shaper at the edge of the network.

• Sustainable Cell Rate (SCR): The SCR defines the upper bound of the

average transmission rate of the conforming cells.

• Maximum Burst Size (MBS): The MBS defines the maximum number

of cells that can be sent by the source at PCR while still conforming to the

negotiated SCR.
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• Minimum Cell Rate (MCR): The MCR defines the minimum bandwidth

guaranteed by the network.

Besides the above four parameters, the cell delay variation tolerant (CDVT) pa-

rameter of a connection is also included in the source traffic descriptors. It defines

the maximum cell delay variance of the connection and is used to verify the con-

formance of the traffic behavior to the source traffic descriptors.

2.2.3.2 QoS Parameters

QoS parameters are used to measure the end-to-end network performance of a

connection at the ATM layer. The following QoS parameters are negotiated during

the connection establishment phase:

• Maximum Cell Transfer Delay (maxCTD): The CTD is the delays

accumulated by a cell between network entry and exit points. These delays

include internal and external queuing and transmission delays at each node,

propagation delay on each link and processing delay. The maxCTD specifies

the upper limit of CTD.

• Peak-to-peak Cell Delay Variation (peak-to-peak CDV): Since the

queuing delay varies from one cell to another, there will be a variation in

the cell delay measurement. The peak-to-peak CDV defines the difference

between the maximum CTD and the minimum CTD (which is the fixed

delay, such as the propagation delay).

• Cell Loss Ratio (CLR): Cell loss occurs when the limited buffer is over-

flown due to simultaneous arrivals of large bursts from different connections,

or through a network component failure. The CLR is defined as the ratio

of lost cells to the total transmitted cells. It is based on per connection

measurements.
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2.2.4 ATM Adaptation Layers

In order for an ATM network to support many other services (e.g. frame re-

lay, voice, TDM) with different traffic characteristics and system requirements, it

is necessary to adapt the different technologies and protocols to the ATM layer.

However the ATM network provides only cell-based transport, the ITU-T thus es-

tablished the ATM adaptation layer (AAL) to map the application data streams

into the cell-based payloads for the underlying ATM network. The functions pro-

vided by the AAL are end-to-end and service-dependent. The four AALs defined

in the ITU-T specification [ITU93] are:

• AAL1: Support CBR service such as voice which has specific timing and

strict delay requirements.

• AAL2: Support VBR service which is delay sensitive.

• AAL3/4: The AAL3 was designed to transport connection-oriented variable

bit rate data services (e.g. X.25 or Frame Relay), and AAL4 was intended

for connectionless traffic (e.g. IP). They have been merged to form a single

AAL3/4.

• AAL5: Support connection-oriented variable bit rate data services. It is

intended to reduce the overhead and the complexity of the AAL3/4.

The AAL is composed of two sub-layers:

• Convergence Sublayer (CS): This layer encapsulates higher-layer user

application data, and provides transmission and error-detection of user data.

• Segmentation and Reassembly Sublayer (SAR): This layers segments

the encapsulated frame from the CS into 48-octet ATM cell payloads. It also

provides cell-based transmission and error-detection. At the destination end

system, the SAR reassembles the cells into data units to be delivered to the

higher layers.
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2.3 The Internet

The Internet is a global interconnected network connecting millions of users world-

wide via many computer networks using a simple standard addressing system and

communication protocols defined by Internet Standards. It has been growing ex-

ponentially over the past decade due to the high demand in world wide web access,

electronic mail services, remote computer access, etc. The Internet Engineering

Task Force (IETF) is the body responsible for the specifications development and

reviewing of Internet standards. Historically, the Internet offers a single level of

service, i.e. "best effort" service with no service guarantees. Due to the emerging

demand on multimedia applications which require service guarantees over the In-

ternet, the IETF working groups are currently investigating how to provide QoS

on Internet services.

The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and Internet Protocol (IP) are the most

widely used protocols in the existing Internet. The following sections provide a brief

overview of these protocols.

2.3.1 Internet Protocol (IP)

IP is a connectionless protocol that currently provides unreliable, best-efffvt packet

delivery service with no guaranteed QoS. It is a network layer protocol which is

responsible for routing packets from one host to another. IP packets are stamped

with the addresses of the sender and the receiver before delivery, and are not

guaranteed to be received in the same order as when created.

2.3.2 Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)

TCP is a connection-oriented protocol that provides reliable end-to-end delivery

of information for the application layer. It is a transport layer protocol and is

supported underneath by the IP protocol. Information is first segmented into

segments. Each segment is then numbered in sequence when transmitted. The
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destination TCP layer rearranges the received segments in proper order by keeping

track of each sequence number. Data integrity is also checked by using 32-bit cyclic

redundancy check (CRC). Segments aie then acknowledged by the destination TCP

layer. Error recovery and lost segments are retransmitted by the source TCP layer

when its retransmission timer timeout.

TCP supports applications such as email (electronic mail), telnet (terminal access),

file transfer protocol (FTP) and world wide web (WWW) access which require

reliable transfer of information.

2.3.3 QoS in IP

The current Internet mostly uses IPv4 which does not provide QoS guaranteed for

higher-layer applications. As a result, they are mainly for data communications ap-

plications, such as file transfer and e-mail services; they are not for delay constraint

services like voice and video.

The IETF is now addressing this problem by proposing several new schemes to

provide QoS in IP. One of the schemes is to improve IPv4 to IPv6 which in-

cludes a source identification (flow labelling) field. This allows unique identifi-

cation of different data streams. Another approach is to use the integrated services

model (IntServ) which was the earliest QoS delivery model developed for the Inter-

net. It uses a signalling protocol, known as resource reservation protocol (RSVP,

RFC2205 [BZB+97]) to signal bandwidth requirements. This scheme may work

well with a small network. However it does not scale well in large networks due to

its need to maintain state information for a vast amount of VCs. Therefore the dif-

ferentiated services model (DiffServ, RFC2475 [BBC+98]) emerges next. DifTServ

supports priority service in IP network by marking the type-of-service/precedence

field in IPv4 and in the traffic class field in IPv6. A further development in

switch/router architecture approach is to use the multi-protocol label switching

(MPLS, RFC3031 [RVC01]). It expedites traffic flow by setting up an end-to-end

layer-2 (actually it is between layer-2 and layer-3) label path through the network.
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Hence each IP packet has a label attached which identifies the next hop in the

network. This label also serves as an indication for particular QoS requirements.

At present, all these IP QoS schemes are only a work in progress. Moreover, sophis-

ticated charging mechanisms for differentiated QoS do not exist. Currently, most

Internet service providers (ISP) adopt ATM as a high-speed backbone for trans-

porting Internet services. Hence, this thesis has devoted a chapter (see Chapter 6)

in performance issues involved with running TCP-based data communications over

ATM networks.

2.4 Fuzzy Logic Control Systems

In recent years, computational intelligence techniques, such as fuzzy logic con-

trols, have been demonstrated to solve some complex, non-linear and uncertainty

problems. The theory of fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic have emerged following the

pioneering works of Zadeh [Zad73, Zad65].

Unlike traditional control systems which require exact mathematical equations and

precise numerical values, fuzzy logic control systems provide an effective way to

find solutions based on the approximate nature of human decision making. To

achieve this, linguistically expressed knowledge of an expert about a given process

is converted into mathematically defined control strategies. This is particularly

crucial in control systems which have nonlinearity or time-varying properties, or

where it is difficult to obtain precise measurements. As a result, the ability to

define precise mathematical models for such control systems becomes difficult or

even impossible. However it has been observed that the approximate nature of

human knowledge and reasoning arc generally able to overcome these difficulties

and perform well under these conditions.

The concept of a fuzzy set is an extension of a traditional crisp set. A crisp set

is dichotomous, i.e. yes-or-no type whereas a fuzzy set is vague, i.e. more-or-less

type. A fuzzy set associates with all objects in a universe of discourse (i.e. the
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Figure 2.1: Membership functions of the linguistic values for representing the lin-
guistic variable "current queue length".

input space) a membership function. A membership function is a curve that defines

how strong an object belongs to the fuzzy set and is mapped to a membership value

(i.e. the output space) between interval [0,1]. The curve of a membership function

can be linear, triangular, trapezoidal, Gaussian, sigmoid or polynomial, and is often

designated by fi. In this research study, the triangular and trapezoidal membership

functions are adopted.

As an example, Figure 2.1 shows the membership functions of a "current queue

length". From the figure, it shows that the "current queue length" has three mem-

bership functions: /i/ow, {^medium and (ihigh, represented by triangular and trape-

zoidal curves. The membership value is 1.0 if the current queue length exceeds 500

cells in which a buffer is considered highly filled. The "current queue length" can

also be described as a linguistic variable, and the values low, medium and high are

linguistic values [Zad75].

The heart of a fuzzy logic control system is a list of IF-THEN rules describing the

control actions for a given process based on the knowledge of an expert. Hence,

a fuzzy logic control system is also referred to as a knowledge-based system or a

rule-based system. The rules are statements characterized by linguistic variables

and their linguistic values. These statements can be conjuncted with AND, OR,
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Figure 2.2: Generic Structure of a Fuzzy Logic Controller.

or NOT fuzzy operators if a rule has more than one part. For example:

IF current queue length is high

AND current queue growth rate is high

THEN target utilization rate is low

Note that "current queue length" and "current queue growth rate" are input lin-

guistic variables, whereas "target utilization rate" is an output linguistic variable.

The words "high" and "low" are an input and an output linguistic value respec-

tively.

Fuzzy Logic Controllers

Fuzzy logic controllers are the application of fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic in control

theory. A typical fuzzy logic controller consists of a fuzzifier, a defuzzifier, an

inference engine, membership functions and a rule base as shown in Figure 2.2.

The operation of a fuzzy logic controller involves the following four phases:

1. Fuzzification: maps the crisp input values into fuzzy sets via their mem-

bership functions and linguistic values according to the fuzzy degree of mem-

bership of each input data.

2. Inference: produces new fuzzy sets based on the linguistic values from the
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fuzzification process and the rules in the rule based, i.e. one fuzzy subset is

assigned to each output variable of each rule.

3. Aggregation: combines the output fuzzy subsets of each rule from the in-

ference engine into a single fuzzy set.

4. Defuzzification: maps the output fuzzy set from the aggregation process to

a crisp control output value.

Mamdani's fuzzy inference method [MA75] is the most widely used inference method

and it is the method that this research study chooses to incorporate in the pro-

posed fuzzy logic control systems. Another well-known inference method is the

so-called Sugeno or Takagi-Sugeno-Kang method [Sug85]. The Mamdani's method

produces a distributed fuzzy set for the aggregation process. A centroid method is

adopted during the defuzzification process to find a point representing the center

gravity of the fuzzy set. In contrast, Sugeno's method produces a single spike out-

put membership function, and a weighted average of a few data points is produced

during the defuzzification process. In general, the Sugeno's method is suited for

any inference systems in which the output membership functions are either linear

or constant.

The aggregation method is commutative. Thus the order of executing the rules is

not important. Usually max (maximum) or sum are used. In max, the combined

output fuzzy set is constructed by taking the point-wise maximum over all of the

fuzzy subsets of each rule from the inference engine. In sum, the combined output

fuzzy set is simply the sum of each output fuzzy subsets from the inference engine.

In this research study, the less computational intensive max method is used.

As for the defuzzification process, other than the centroid method and weighted

average method mentioned previously, there are numerous other methods avail-

able, such as bisector, middle of maximum, largest of maximum and smallest of

maximum [Jan98].
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2.5 Fuzzy Logic Prediction

This section provides a description of the fuzzy logic prediction that is applied to

the traffic controllers in this thesis. In [KK92], Khedkar and Keshav introduce an

exponential average predictor based on fuzzy logic control. It is a variant of the

Kalman predictor in which parameters can be adjusted according to the estimation

errors with a fuzzy feedback system. It was originally designed to make one-

step ahead prediction in an environment where system and observation noise are

present. Based on this single step ahead prediction, a multi-step ahead prediction

in which system and observation noise do not exist is introduced in [QiuOI, Qiu98].

Simulation results show that fuzzy logic prediction outperforms the traditional AR

predictions. It has a smaller error mean and standard deviation compared to the

AR predictions.

One-step ahead prediction can be expressed as:

QtA = aQt-i.i + (1 - ct)Qt (2.1)

where Qt,\ is the one-step ahead predicted value of Qt+\ at time t, and Qt-i,i is

the past predicted value of Qt at time t — 1.

The a in Equation (2.1) can be considered as the weight given to the past history.

The larger the value of a, the more weight is given to the past history. That is, if

the prediction error is small, then the value of a should be large and vice versa.

Since the distribution of Qt is unknown, a fuzzy tuning system is the simplest

solution that takes a prediction error as an input and a as an output. This is

illustrated in Figure 2.3.

Since a is within the range of [0,1], and the prediction error is unbounded, propor-

tional (relative) error is used. It is defined as \Qt — Qt-\,i\/Qt- The fuzzy linguistic

rules can be easily established for the inference of a with fuzzy linguistic values

small, medium and large:

• if proportional error is large then a is small
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Figure 2.3: Fuzzy Logic Exponential Average Predictor.

• if proportional error is medium then a is medium

if proportional error is small then a is large

The input/output membership functions of the fuzzy controller are shown in Fig-

ure 2.4. Triangular shape membership functions are adopted for both input and

output linguistic variables. The memberships of small and large are centered at

the two ends of the considered range with maximum support for all memberships.

From the simulation, input and output values of 0.3 and 0.6 respectively give the

best performance for the central values of medium linguistic values. The output

variable, a is then defuzzified by a standard centroid defuzzifier, and scaled up to

fit the response range [0,1].

By extending and modifying Equation (2.1), multi-step ahead prediction can be

obtained as:

Qt,L = aQt-i,L (2.2)

This is a L-step ahead prediction. Substituting L equal to one, Equation (2.2)

becomes Equation (2.1). Equation (2.2) is a recursive expression. It can be imple-

mented practically by a one-step ahead prediction with a delay unit. The procedure
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Figure 2.4: Membership functions of the linguistic values for representing the lin-
guistic variables "proportional error" and a.

of operation can be summarized in an ( L + l ) x i V array:

Qt

4-i,i

Qt-2,2

Qt+i

4,i

Qt-1,2

Qt+2

Qt+1,1

4,2

Qt+N-2

Qt+N-3,1

Qt+N-4,2

Qt+N-l

Qt+N-2,1

Qt+N-3,2

I
I

Qt-L,L Qt-L+1,L Qt-L+2,L ••• Qi-L+N-l,L Qt-L+N,L

This array consists of predicted results, current and future observed values. Those

values which are available at time t are highlighted in bold. It can be observed

that prediction from one to L steps ahead are all available at the same time.

This multi-step ahead fuzzy logic predictor is quite attractive because of its adap-

tive feedback mechanism which can respond to changes in system behavior dynam-

ically. In addition, the three rules are able to cover the entire range of possible

scenarios. Therefore, it would be of interest to apply this predictor in high-speed

networks where traffic or network resources can be predicted far enough in advance

so that one can control traffic flows or resource usage in time to avoid congestion

and achieve high network utilization.
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2.6 Simulation Modeling

Performance analysis for this research study was conducted using a combination

. of experimental design, simulation and analysis. An event-driven simulation soft-

ware package was used to model various components and network configurations

of an ATM network. It is originally developed at MIT [HR94] and is called the

netsim simulator. It was then modified and extended by the National Institute

of Standards and Technology (NIST) [GMH+98]. This simulation software pack-

I age is written in the ' C programming language under the Linux platform. It has

a X-window graphic user interface (GUI) which provides an interactive modeling

environment.

1
The simulator consists of two parts: a core events handling module that schedules

and fires up events, and a set of components that communicate with one another by

passing messages using a standard interlace with the core events handling module.

Source/destination end systems, physical links and switches are the examples of

( components.

The simulator has been modified based on the specific needs of this research study.

| In addition, the fuzzy inference engine has also been incorporated in the simu-

lator by embedding the stand-alone source codes from the MATLAB fuzzy logic

toolbox [Jan98]. The following are the modifications and additions:

1

• Modification of the source/destination component that generates Poisson and

I on-off traffic patterns.

• Addition of fuzzy logic prediction and congestion control modules to the

• switch component that performs the ABR fair rate allocation algorithms.

1 • Addition of conventional C AC schemes and the proposed fuzzy logic measurement-

| based CAC scheme to the switch component.

I
Addition of the selective drop (SD) [GJK+98, GJK+97] packet discard scheme
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and the proposed fuzzy logic selective cell drop scheme to the switch compo-

nent.

2.7 Conclusions

This chapter provides the necessary background information for this research study,

in particular, QoS and ATM service categories, Internet protocols, fuzzy sets and

fuzzy logic theory, and the fuzzy logic predictor.

Subsequent chapters discuss in more detail the three aspects of traffic management:

(1) flow and congestion control for ABR service, (2) connection admission control

for VBR service and (3) congestion control for TCP/IP traffic over ATM. The

fuzzy logic prediction and control are applied in these areas for the improvement

of network efficiency and QoS of various services. Performance issues such as

efficiency, fairness, buffer requirements are addressed and investigated.

The next chapter begins with the traffic flow and congestion control for the ABR

service. It provides an overview of the development of ABR switch schemes, their

design features and limitations.



Chapter 3

Traffic Flow and Congestion
Control

This chapter provides an overview of the functionality of the rate-based, closed-

loop flow and congestion control framework for the ABR service proposed by the

ATM Forum [ATM96], and the development of ABR switch schemes. A survey

of existing switch schemes is presented. Their fair share allocation algorithms,

: congestion detection techniques and control mechanisms are discussed. Some of

these switch schemes are used for the purpose of comparison in the next chapter.

I
3.1 Introduction

To support a variety of multimedia services through BISDN/ATM networks, several

types of service with different QoS requirements have been proposed by the ITU-T

| and ATM Forum [ITU96, ATM96]. CBR and VBR services are intended for real

time applications such as voice and video. These services have constrained QoS

requirements on cell loss ratio (CLR), cell transfer delay (CTD) and delay variation

(CDV). In contrast, ABR service is intended for non-real time applications such

as data communications. This service can tolerate unpredictable end-to-end cell

\\ delays, and accept reasonably low cell loss.

The ABR service guarantees a fair share of the available bandwidth left-over by

Ji

1 32
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the VBR and CBR services to an end system that adapts its transmission rate ac-

cording to the feedback received from the network. Therefore a congestion control

scheme is necessary at a switch for the support of ABR traffic to utilize the avail-

i able bandwidth without causing congestion, and a fair rate allocation algorithm

:' is needed to ensure fair allocation of that bandwidth among ABR connections. A

flow control mechanism is also required to allow ABR sources to dynamically adapt

j to this time-varying bandwidth in the network.

The ATM Forum has adopted a closed-ioop rate-based flow and congestion control

' scheme as the standard for the ABR service [BF95]. Resource management (RM)

cells are defined to carry feedback information from the switches (or network) to

the corresponding end systems. The source and destination behaviors are also stan-
j

dardized, but switch behavior is loosely defined which allows flexibility for future

development. Nonetheless, the specifications defined by the ATM Forum [ATM96]

' require each congestion control switch to implement at least one of the following

methods:

(1) Explicit Forward Congestion Indication (EFCI) marking: the switch sets the

EFCI bit in the data cell header to indicate congestion, and relies on the des-

' tinations to convey congestion back to the sources by marking the congestion

indication (Cl) bit in the RM cells. This is the first-generation switch before

, the RM cell was fully defined.

(2) Relative Rate (RR) marking: the switch sets the Cl or no increase (Nl) bit

j in forward and/or backward RM cells to provide congestion status to each

sources.

, (3) Explicit Rate (ER) marking: the switch marks the ER field of the RM cells

explicitly to convey the allowed rate to each source.

% Several switch algorithms have been proposed and discussed within the ATM Forum

w and in the literature. The key issues of these algorithms are the computation of

g fair share of the available bandwidth in which each connection should converge,

I
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the congestion detection techniques, and the congestion control mechanisms to

I deal with the build up of switch queues during transients.

s This chapter provides necessary background information on the rate-based ABR

h service and a survey of various existing switch schemes. Some of these switch

schemes are used for the purpose of comparison in the next chapter. This chapter

begins with the presentation of the rate-based flow and congestion control fr̂ .Tie-

: work for the ABR service, followed by a brief description of its fundamental op-

eration. Design issues associated with a. switch scheme are then discussed. A

' commonly used fairness definition is then defined in Section 3.5. Finally, various

switch schemes are presented and discussed in Section 3.6.

3.2 The Rate-based Congestion Control Frame-
work

Figure 3.1 illustrates the main elements of an ABR service rate-based closed-loop

I flow and congestion controlled communication network [BF95]. The control loop

requires the active cooperation of network elements, the source, the destination

I and the switch. Information about the sources and feedback from the switches (or

networks) is carried by the RM cells. Traffic sources are thus able to dynamically

regulate the transportation Gf data through the network between sources, and

i attempt to avoid congestion. The following sections describe the functions and

some specific implementations of these network elements.

I
3.2.1 Source End System and Destination End System

i •

? •

' Typical source end system (SES) and destination end system (DES) are situated

jj at the end points of an ATM virtual connection, in the terminal adaptors, or

| network interface cards. Cells are generated from the SES. They then traverse

ii through the network path, and are received by the DES. Sources are connected to
[i their intended destination through the network bi-directionally, that is, a forward

I
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Figure 3.1: A Rate-based Closed-loop Flow and Congestion Controlled Communi-
cation Network.

(from SES to DES) and a backward (from DES to SES) path. An end system

can be considered as both a SES &iA DES if a particular ABR service requires

bi-directional transmission.

The main functionality of SES is its ability to schedule and adjust the rate of cells

submitted into the network. It also generates forward RM (FRM) cells which are

used to collect and convey the congestion state of each node along the traversing

path to the DES.

The function of a DES is to keep track of the congestion state of a connection.

Upon reception of a FRM cell, the DES transmits a backward RM cell (BRM, or

turns around the FRM cell by setting the directional bit) back to the source. The

content of the backward RM cell is the same as a FRM cell, except the Cl or Nl

bit may be set to indicate congestion. A DES may generate a backward RM cell

to indicate its congestion status without having received a forward RM cell. The

rate is limited to 10 cells/second, per connection.

3.2.2 Network Switch

A network switch is able to route cells from sources to destinations by providing

essential resources (e.g., port bandwidth, buffer space, etc.). These network re-

sources are shared by multiple services and thus resource contention may arise.
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As a result, a high level of cell loss or an excessive cell delay may occur. Hence

a queuing structure is required to temporarily store cells. Queuing structures are

generally required at the input port, multiplexers, switching fabric, demultiplexers

and output port.

A queuing structure can be classified as

1. Per-group queuing where many connections share the same queue in a

first-in-first-out (FIFO) arrangement. A typical group consists of connec-

tions belonging to the same service category, service class or conformance

definition.

2. Per-VC/VP queuing where the cells of each VC or VP are queued inde-

pendently.

The switch also implements a cell scheduling mechanism at each queuing structure

for port bandwidth management, and a cell discard strategy for cell buffer manage-

ment. In addition, a congestion detection mechanism is also implemented at the

switch in order to monitor the level of congestion, and therefore provide congestion

indication to the end systems.

3.2.3 Closed-loop Feedback Control

The ABR service is supported by an end-to-end closed-loop per-connection feed-

back flow control mechanism [ATM96]. End-to-end means the RM cells (which

carry rate feedback) travel from the source to the destination and back to the

source. Based on the feedback information from the network, traffic sources regu-

late their data transmission rate so that network congestion is controlled or even

prevented, and the available bandwidth from the network can be highly utilized.

The adoption of feedback flow control mechanism is initiated by the successful ex-

perience gained with other data network protocols (e.g. TCP/IP) [Jac88, FR94].
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However in TCP, the control is "window-based" and the sources limit their trans-

mission to a particular number of packets.

Recent proposals have shown that an ABR service can also support flexible QoS

over ATM backbones on the emerging multimedia applications [LMR97] and Inter-

net technologies [FJR+99j. Hence the control loop at the ATM layer has to interact

efficiently with other control protocols (e.g. TCP/IP) at higher levels.

3.2.4 Virtual Source/Virtual Destination

The large control latency resulting from a long round trip delay in a high speed

ATM network makes it difficult to implement an end-to-end rate-based control

scheme. Excessive QoS degradation or bandwidth under-utilization may result

due to the delay control messages which are usually inaccurate for most current

network conditions. One possible solution is to segment the end-to-end rate control

loop into smaller hop-by-hop control loops and implement "Virtual source" (VS)

and/or "Virtual destination" (VD) at the intermediate switch [Kea96j (as shown

in Figure 3.1).

An intermediate switching element can thus reduce the size of the feedback loop by

functionally behaving as a DES as well as a new SES. On one end of the segment,

the switch functions as a DES, i.e. it receives data cells and turns around RM cells

to the SES. On the other segment, the switch functions as a SES, i.e. it generates

RM cells, regulates and schedules its data transmission rate.

With a shorter control loop, feedback to the source end systems is faster, and

thus performance can be potentially improved. Another advantage is to isolate

different networks from each other. For example, between a satellite network and

a LAN. However VS/VD approach can be quite expensive to implement as it re-

quires the conversion of per-class queue to per-VC queue and the inclusion of all

source/destination related functions at each switch.
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Acronym
PCR
MCR

ACR
ICR
TCR

Mrm

T
-Lrm

RIF
RDF
ADTF

TBE

CRM

CDF
FRTT

Description
Peak Cell Rate
Minimum Cell Rate

Allowed Cell Rate
Initial Cell Rate
Tagged Cell Rate
Maximum number of cells
between FRM cells
Controls bandwidth
allocation between
FRM,BRM and data
cells
Upper bound on the time
between FRM cells
Rate Increase Factor
Rate Decrease Factor
ACR Decrease Time Fac-
tor
Transient Buffer Expo-
sure
Missing RM-cell count

Cutoff Decrease Factor
Fixed Round Trip Time

Negotiation
down
down to MCRmin
if MCRmin is sig-
nalled.
no
down
constant
no

constant

no

down
down
down

down

computed after
call setup
up
accumulated

Default Value
-
0

-
PCR
10 cells/sec
32

2

100 msec

1/16
1/16
0.5 msec

16,777,215

TBE/iVrm

1/16
set by source to
fixed source delay

Table 3.1: List of ABR service parameters.

3.3 Fundamental Operation

In ABR service, the SES creates a connection by sending a call request to the

network. During the call setup phase, the SES declairs ABR-specific parameters.

Table 3.1 shows some of the parameters which are defined by the source (e.g. PCR

or MCR) as well as others that are provided by the network (RIF, RDF, Nrm).

Complete definition of ABR service parameters can be found in [ATM96].

Once the SES is granted permission, it begins to transmit cells at the allowed cell

rate (ACR). The ACR is initially set to initial cell rate (ICR) and is dynamically

varied between the minimum cell rate (MCR) and peak cell rate (PCR).
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Field
Header
ID
DIR

BN

CI

NI

RA

Reserved
ER

CCR

MCR

QL

SN

Reserved

CRC-10

Description
ATM Header
Protocol ID
Direction

Backward Notifica-
tion

Congestion Indica-
tion
No increase

Request/Ae!. -owledge

Explicit Rate

Current Cell Rate

Minimum Cell Rate

Queue Length

Sequence Number

Cyclic Redundancy
Check

Length
5 bytes
1 bytes
1 bit

1 bit

1 bit

1 bit

1 bit

3 bit
2 bytes

2 bytes

2 bytes

4 bytes

4 bytes

30.75
bytes
10 bits

Notes
PTI = 110 (binary)
1 = ABR service
0 = forward,
1 = backward
1 = non-source generated
RM cells,
0 = source generated RM
cells
1 = congestion,
0 = otherwise
1 = no additive increase al-
low
0 or set in accordance with
1.371
0
Limit the source ACR to a
value that the network el-
ements and the destination
can sustain.
Set by the source to its cur-
rent ACR.
Minimum cell rate of the con-
nection.
0 or set in accordance with
1.371
0 or set in accordance with
1.371
6A(Hex) for the first 30 bytes
and 0 for the last 6 bits
Verify the accuracy of the
content.

Table 3.2: Resource Management (RM) Cell Fields.
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In order to probe network congestion status, the SES sends a forward RM cell every

Nrm — 1 data cells. Table 3.2 describes the RM cell structure. The source assigns

the ACR value in the current cell rate (CCR) field of the RM ceii, and its desired

transmission rate (usually the PCR value) in the ER field. The RM cells traverse

forward through the network, and are turned around by the destination in the

backward path. Switches along the path notify the end systems of the congestion

status by marking the EFCI bit in the data cells and the Cl and Nl bit in the RM

cell, and/or reducing the ER value in the RM cells.

When the backward RM cell is received by the source, it modifies the ACR based

on the information carried by the RM cell. The ACR is determined by:

mox{min(ACR + RIF x PCR, ER), MCR) if CI k NI = 0,

ACR = { max(min{ACR x (1 - RDF), ER), MCR) if CI = 1 & NI = 0/1,

max(min{ACR, ER), MCR) if NI = 1 kCI = 0

(3.1)

where RIF is the rate increase factor and RDF is the rate decrease factor.

3.4 Switch Scheme Design Issues

The parameter settings and proprietary techniques employed by the switch to set

the EFCI/CI/NI bits or to calculate the ER values can impact the performance of

the control loop. This section outlines the design issues which switch designers

must consider for the design and implementation of a low cost, high efficiency and

fair switch scheme [Jai96, ACA96].

Fairness: One of the main goals of a switch scheme is to allocate bandwidth

fairly among connections at each link so that the link is fully utilized. A

commonly used max-min fairness is defined in [BG87, Jaf81] and presented

in Section 3.5.

Robustness: A switch algorithm should maintain good performance even in the

presence of dynamic complex traffic fluctuations, network failures, loss of
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control messages and badly tuned parameters. It is also preferable to design

a switch algorithm with few tuning parameters.

Responsiveness: A switch algorithm should respond quickly to load fluctuations

in transient state and reach optimal rate in steady state rapidly. Fast access

to the available bandwidth left-over by the higher priority CBR or VBR

traffic, and rapid rate decrements under congestion are also the important

design goals.

Convergence: A switch algorithm should be able to optimize both transient and

steady state performance, i.e. bit rate and queue length should converge

and stabilize to an optimal point from any initial conditions without causing

large oscillations. Large oscillations cause undesired effects such as poor link

utilization, low throughput and buffer overflow.

Scalability: Due to the rapid network growth (both in size and distance), a switch

algorithm should not limit its application to a particular range of distance,

speed, number of connections and number of switches. Buffer requirement

and allocation, queuing and scheduling managements, and convergence time

of the switch algorithm are some of the elements which have scalability im-

plications.

Efficiency: The efficiency of a switch element is a measure of the actual achievable

throughput divided by the available bandwidth. It is also a measure of how

quickly a switch scheme acquires and releases the bandwidth dynamically

that is unused by CBR and VBR.

Buffer Management: An efficient buffer management technique is one of the

strategies to provide high quality of service. Buffer management involves the

control on the usage of buffer space and the detection of congestion. Its ob-

jective is to protect network resources (e.g. buffer and bandwidth), and thus

minimizing queue length and cell delay, and maximizing throughput. The

design of an efficient buffer management technique has to take into account

the switch architecture, implementation complexity, the time scale over which
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the control objective can be achieved, the desired stability and performance

of the overall system.

Low Buffer Occupancy: Low buffer occupancy not only means reducing mem-

ory space requirements and costs, it also means minimizing cell transfer delay

(CTD) and cell transfer delay variation (CTDV), and thus achieving a high

quality of service.

Implementation Complexity: A switch scheme should be relatively simple to

implement. It should not require expensive measurements and computation,

neither should it require huge amounts of memory.

Early implementations of switch schemes, e.g. binary feedback scheme, used

simple shift operation in congestion control. However, due to the inherent

shortcomings of the binary approach and the advances in hardware tech-

nologies, the implementation of more sophisticated explicit rate allocation

algorithms which compute fair rates for each connection are currently being

considered.

Hence researchers are concentrating on switch schemes which have the prop-

erties of constant space (0(1) space complexity), i.e. irrespective of the num-

ber of VCs being setup or active, and constant time (0(1) time complexity),

i.e. a constant number of steps to compute the fair rate when a RM cell is

processed.

Interoperability: Due to the advances in hardware and switching technologies,

ER switches are becoming popular since they perform better than the earlier

generation EFCI switches. In the transitional period, EFCI and ER switches

may coexist in the same network. Thus a switch scheme should operate effi-

ciently in a multi-vendor and mixed EFCI-ER environment. Interoperability

of newly developed ER switches and EFCI switches requires an extensive

amount of further investigation.
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3.5 Max-min Fairness Definition

The ABR service divides the bandwidth left-over by the VBR and CBR connections

among the ABR connections while allocating a fair share for each ABR source.

Different definitions of fairness exist. The most commonly used fairness criterion

with zero MCR is defined in [BG87, Jaf81] and it is known as max-min fairness. In

the context of non-zero MCR, various fairness definitions can be found in [Yin94].

The works presented in this thesis only deal with zero MCR.

At any given link in the network, there are two categories of connections competing

for bandwidth:

1. Bottlenecked Connections: those connections which are unable to con-

sume the fair (equal) share of bandwidth at the given link because of their

smaller PCR, or limited bandwidth available at other links along the travers-

ing route.

2. Non-bottlenecked Connections: those connections which are able to con-

sume the fair share or/and an even higher bandwidth that is only limited at

the given link.

Max-min fairness criterion aims to maximize throughput of all the connections by

equally allocating the available bandwidth which is left-over by the bottlenecked

connections to all non-bottlenecked connections at a given link. Thus the fair share

of link / can be computed as follows:

Cf — 2_\ Bandwidth of bottlenecked connections elsewhere
Fair Share = — — =

Ni — y , Bottlenecked connections elsewhere

Or:

(3.2)

where C;4 is the total available bandwidth for ABR service on link /, Ct is the

total bandwidth of connections bottlenecked elsewhere, Ni is the total number of
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connections traversing link /, and TV/ is the total number of bottlenecked connections

elsewhere.

3.6 Survey of Switch Congestion Control Schemes

The main objectives of a switch scheme are high link utilization, fairness among

all connections, acceptable level of low queuing delay and low cell loss. Several

algorithms have been proposed and discussed within the ATM Forum and in the

literature. The key issues of these algorithms are the computation of fair share of

the available bandwidth in which each connection should converge, the congestion

detection techniques, and the congestion control mechanisms to deal with the build

up of switch queues during transients. This section presents some of the proposed

switch schemes. A more detail survey of switch schemes can be found in [Kal97,

ACA96].

Switches implementing EFCI and RR marking are binary switches. The following

section first discusses these early generation switches. Binary switches are simple

to implement but may result in unfairness, slow congestion response and rate os-

cillation. Hence more sophisticated mechanisms using ER marking are proposed.

These switches are known as ER switches. They provide more flexibility, fast con-

vergence time, reducing the rate oscillation and an increase in robustness against

RM cell loss. ER switches can be classified into two approaches: approximate

and exact fair rate computation. Section 3.6.2 and 3.6.3 discuss some of these ap-

proaches respectively. Recently, fuzzy logic and neural networks have shown great

potential to deal with dynamic and uncertain network conditions. Section 3.6.4

presents some ABR switch implementations which use these approaches.

3.6.1 Binary Feedback Scheme

Earlier generation switches implement a binary feedback scheme by marking the

EFCI bit in the payload type indicator (PTI) field of a data cells header when
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congestion is detected. These data cells are sent by the source with the EFCI bit

initially set to zero. The source also generates a RM cell every 7Vrm — 1 data cells

in order to probe the current network situation. Upon receiving the marked last

data cell, the destination sets the Cl bit in the RM cell. The RM cell is eventually

returned to the source in the backward path. If the Cl bit is set, the source reduces

its transmission rate by RDF but not below the MCR, else it increases its rate by

RIF without exceeding a negotiated PCR. The most representative binary feedback

scheme is the proportional rate control algorithm (PRCA). It is so called because

the rate decreases and chances for rate increases are proportional to the current

transmission rate.

PRCA is simple and cost effective to implement as it only requires to set a bit in the

cell header. However, the rate may take several round trips to converge since the

source rate can only be increased or decreased by a fixed step size. This results in

slow congestion response. If the transient period is long, the network queues might

build up too. The algorithm also exhibits large rate and queue length oscillation

in steady state.

In addition, PRCA was found to suffer from the "beat-down" fairness problem [BJ94,

ACA96] in which connections traveling more hops are more likely to have the EFCI

bit set than those connections traveling smaller number of hops. Thus, long path

connections are unable to increase their rate, and are beaten down frequently by

short path connections.

The fairness problem can be alleviated by employing selective or intelligent mark-

ing [Bar94] in which the current rate of the connection is incorporated in the de-

cision of setting the EFCI bit in the cell. The switch computes a fair share. When

congestion is detected, the switch sets the EFCI bit whose cells belong to those

connections having a higher rate than this fair share.
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| 3.6.2 Approximate Fair Rate Allocation Algorithms

'M This category of algorithms does not adhere strictly to the max-min fairness crite-

rion equation (defined in Section 3.5) in fair share computation. Instead, algorithms

in this category approximate the fair share rate based on the CCR value in RM

cells and the queue length information.

To obtain the fair share, some of these algorithms maintain an exponential weighted

average of fair share based on the CCR value and the queue length information,

in the hope that this value gracefully converges to the fair share rate at steady

state [Rob94, CXK96]. Whilst others use traffic load to make an approximate fair

share convergence to fair share [JKG+96].

Due to approximate nature, these algorithms converge to fair share rate slowly

after few round-trip times and excessive oscillations may result.

3.6.2.1 EPRCA Algorithm

EPRCA [Rob94] is the enhanced version of PRCA. It employs explicit rate setting

and intelligent marking to alleviate the fairness problem as with PRCA. When the

switch receives an RM cell, it computes a mean allowed cell rate (MACR) from

CCR using an exponential weighted average. Fair share is then derived from a

fraction of this MACR for explicit marking.

MACR = (1 - AV) MACR + AV x CCR
(3-3)

Fair Share = DPF x MACR

where AV is an averaging factor and DPF is a down pressure factor. Typical

values of AV and DPF are 1/16 and 7/8 respectively.

EPRCA detects congestion by maintaining two threshold values QT and DQT on

queue length. When the queue length is below QT, all connections are allowed to

increase their rates. When congestion is detected, i.e. the queue length exceeds QT,

the switch performs intelligent marking by asking those connections whose ACR

are higher than MACR to reduce their rates, and others to increase. Therefore the
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switch may reduce the rate by setting the Cl bit and/or by marking the ER field

of an RM cell if CCR value is higher than the fair share. When the queue length

exceeds DQT, the switch is considered severely congested, all connections have to

reduce their rates regardless of their CCR values.

This algorithm also supports EFCI bit setting switches. In this case, the destination

marks the Cl bit in the BRM cell if it sees the last data cell has the EFCI bit set.

EPRCA has low implementation complexity as it operates with 0(1) in space and

time. Another advantage of EPRCA is that it supports both binary feedback

switches and explicit rate feedback switches. Therefore it bridges the gap between

PRCA and explicit rate schemes.

In EPRCA, the convergence of fair allocation is enforced by several multiplier

factors on the CCR value and mean ACR. Severe oscillations may result if these

factors are not tuned properly, and thus rates are not able to converge to the

fair share. In addition, the algorithm may introduce considerable unfairness if the

mean ACR is not a good estimation of the fair share [CXK96]. This situation may

arise if the sources set CCR values incorrectly or are not well behaved; connections

underestimate or overestimate the fair share due to bottlenecks elsewhere or during

the transient period.

3.6.2.2 DMRCA Algorithm

The Dynamic Max Rate Control Algorithm (DMRCA) [CXK96] is proposed by

Chiussi et la. to improve the shortcomings of the EPRCA.

In DMRCA, the maximum rate of all the connections is used as opposed to the

mean rate used by EPRCA. The switch monitors the maximum rate (MAX) of

all connections arriving at the switch, and records the corresponding VC number

(MAXJVC). The authors observe the maximum rate would elevate above the fair

share, and then converge to the fair share in steady state. However excessive oscilla-

tions may result due to dynamic changes of the maximum rate, leading to transient
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instabilities. To smooth excessive oscillations in the MAX value, the switch com-

putes an adjusted maximum rate (AMAX) using an exponential weighted average

when a new maximum rate is detected.

AM AX = (1 - a) AM AX - fax MAX (3.4)

where a is an averaging factor and typical value is 1/16.

Similar to EPRCA, DMRCA maintains two queue thresholds QT and DQT for

congestion detection. However, the DMRCA threshold is based on the function

that describes the degree of congestion at the switch. When the queue length

exceeds QT, the switch performs intelligent marking based on a marking threshold.

This threshold is defined as a function of the queue length and the AM AX:

Marking Threshold = AM AX x Fn(Queue Length) (3.5)

where Fn (Queue Length) is a discrete non-increasing function of the queue length

(0 < Fn < 1).

When the queue length is higher than DQT, the rate of all connections are de-

creased rapidly by marking RM cells. The ER field of RM cells is thus set to

AM AX x MRF, where MRF is known as a major reduction factor.

DMRCA has a low implementation complexity. It improves fairness and efficiency

over the EPRCA by incorporating the exponentially averaged maximum rate and

an effective queue thresholding control function.

However, the convergence of rates depend heavily on the correct tuning of param-

eters and a fixed linear queue thresholding control function. Incorrect settings of

the parameters may lead to longer oscillations and transient convergence times. In

addition, different parameter settings and queue thresholding control functions are

required for different network situations and round trip delays.
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3.6.2.3 ERICA Algorithm

The Explicit Rate Indication for Congestion Avoidance (ERICA) switch algo-

rithm [JKG+96] uses traffic load as a congestion indicator to make an approximate

fair share converge to the actual fair share. It periodically monitors the load, capac-

ity and the number of active connections at the switch averaging interval. The link

utilization is typically targeted at 95% and 90% for LANs and WANs respectively.

To ensure every VCs gets a fair share of the available bandwidth, r>? •;«. ••-> be

computed as follow:

r, ™ r , t ^ Target ABR Capacir
FairShare of each VC = ——, , , / T, (3.6

Number of Active VC

If the link is not overloaded, and some sources do not use all of their FairShare

due to constraints elsewhere, then the switch allocates the remaining bandwidth

to those sources which can use it by VC Share:

./nc. VCs CCR(i) „ _.
VCShare = —— / (3.7)

Load tactor

where CCR(i) is the current cell rate of the most recently received forward RM

cell of VC i.

If the link is overloaded, the maximum of the VCShare or FairShare is given as the

calculated explicit rate. To ensure the bottleneck ER reaches the source, the ER

fkld of a BRM cell is updated by the minimum of the calculated ER and the ER

value in the BRM cell.

The ERICA algorithm has proven to be very robust and insensitive to parameter

variations. The rate is able to converge quickly with a shorter oscillation [JKG+96].

However its simple fair share computation has increased the switch burden on

additional countermeasures against unfairness, transient overloads and heavy cell

loss [ACA96]. These countermeasures also require O(N) storage space to maintain

a list of connection status and rates. One of the additional countermeasures to

ensure ERICA converges to max-min fairness is the introduction of two variables,

MaxAllocPrevious which stores the maximum allocation in the previous switch

I
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measuring interval, and MaxAllocCurrent which stores the maximum allocation in

the current switch interval.

3.6.2.4 ERICA-f Algorithm

The ERICA-f algorithm [JKG+96] is an enhancement of the ERICA algorithm. It

introduces the concept of 100% link utilization with controlled queue lengths, and

estimation of the available bandwidth when CBR and VBR traffic have a higher

priority over ABR traffic.

The ERICA-f algorithm uses a dynamic queue control function f(Q) and a fixed

non-zero queuing delay to control the target operating point. Thus the product of

the queue control function f(Q) and the available bandwidth determines the target

ABR capacity:

Target ABR Capacity = f(Q) x Total ABR Capacity (3.8)

where

Total ABR Capacity = Link Bandwidth — CBR Capacity — VBR Capacity (3,9)

The value of queue control function f(Q) is dependent on the switch target queue

length, Qo, which is defined as follows:

Qo = Total ABR Capacity x To (3.10)

where To is the fixed non-zero queuing delay (threshold value). Typical values are

100 usec for a LAN switch and 500 usec for a WAN switch on a 155 Mbps link.

Design of Queue Control Functions

Step, linear, hyperbolic and inverse hyperbolic queue control functions are proposed

in [VJGF98, JKG+96] for the ERICA+ algorithm. Figure 3.2 depicts the various

queue control functions. The design of the queue control functions have taken into

consideration of the following conditions:
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Figure 3.2: The Queue Control Functions of the ERICA+ Switch Algorithm.

• When the link is under-utilized, the current queue length (Q) is below the

target queue length (Qo), i-e. 0 < Q < QQ, and the source is encouraged to

increase its rate. This implies that f(Q) should be greater than 1.

• In steady state, Qo < Q < Qi, f{Q) = 1 to maintain a constant queue length

and achieve a max-min fairness rate.

• Under lightly overloaded conditions, Q\ < Q < Q2, the source rate should be

decreased. This implies that f(Q) should be less than 1.

• Under heavily overloaded conditions, Q2 < Q < 00, f(Q) is limited by a

queue drain limit factor (QDLF). This allows enough capacity to drain the

large queue and also enables a minimum amount of bandwidth for forwarding

normal traffic. Recommended values for QDLF are 0.8 for LAN switch and

0.5 for WAN switch.

Linear, hyperbolic and inverse hyperbolic queue control functions require more

computation power as they have division operations. Simulation results in [VJGF98]

show that the step control function has more oscillations compared to others and
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may not be able to converge to a fair rate on certain network conditions. The

authors also claim that the inverse hyperbolic queue control function has the best

performance, and linear control function has the advantage of simplicity.

In Section 4.3, the performance of the hyperbolic and inverse hyperbolic queue

control functions is further evaluated.

3.6.3 Exact Fair Rate Allocation Algorithms

As the name implies, this category of allocation algorithms computes "exact" fair

share in a distributed manner by strictly adhering to the max-min fairness criterion

equation defined in Section 3.5. With exact rate, these algorithms can achieve faster

convergence time and reduce unnecessary oscillations in steady state.

To calculate the fair share, these algorithms need to keep track of every connection

status and bandwidth, and store the information in a connection-based table. Due

to different implementation complexities, the number of computations may differ

among algorithms.

3.6.3.1 MIT Algorithm

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) algorithm [Cha94] designed by

Charny was an early introduction of computing explicit rate in a distributed man-

ner. The algorithm was developed for the packet switched network before the ex-

istence of ATM ABR specifications. Therefore it did not use many of the features

defined in the current ABR service specifications. Nevertheless, this algorithm has

had a profound impact on the later development of fair rate allocation algorithms

for ABR service.

Upon receipt of an RM cell, the switch computes an advertised rate {Amax) or fair

share using Equation (3.2). It then compares the CCR value in the RM cell to

the Amax. If the CCR value of a connection is less than the advertised rate, this

connection is marked as bottlenecked, otherwise it is marked as non-bottlenecked.
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Once the connection status is updated, the ER field of the RM cell is set to the

minimum of the advertised rate and the ER value of the received RM cell. The

minimum rate is then recorded in a table.

The algorithm has demonstrated the ability to adapt to dynamic changes in the

network quickly. It has also shown that it converges to the max-min rates within

AM round-trips times, where M is the number of bottleneck connections in the

network.

However, the computation of the advertised rate may require O(N) operations,

where N is the number of connections. It also needs O(N) storage space to maintain

a table of connection status and rates. In addition, the advertised rate is calculated

based on the ER value in the RM cell, so if any switch along the traversing path

does not mark the ER field, then this algorithm may not be able to provide fairness

among different types of switch. The algorithm also does not provide any congestion

control strategy to drain the large queue build up during transient periods.

3.6.3.2 FMMRA Algorithm

The Fast Max-Min Rate Allocation (FMMRA) algorithm [ACA97] was proposed

by Arulambalam et la. Its main aim was to reduce the fair share computational

complexity of the MIT algorithm from O(N) to 0(1).

In FMMRA, the advertised rate or fair share for non-bottlenecked connections, 7, is

computed by using Equation (3.2) and incorporates the change of bottleneck status

and bandwidth requirement of each connection. Therefore, FMMRA algorithm

achieves max-min fairness without inspecting the state of all the connections at

the update time. Hence it reduces the computation complexity. The fair share or

advertised rate, 7/, of FMMRA algorithm can be expressed as:

where t is the time when a BRM cell is received, t+ is the update time. This

advertised rate is only updated when a BRM cell is received. However the ER field
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in the RM cell is marked bi-directionally in order to achieve a fast convergence

time.

When a BRM cell is received at the switch, the change of status of each connection,

z, is determined by, A A, and A/3 as in Equation (3.12) and Equation (3.13).

AA = Xlnew — Xlold

XfR-X\{t) if \fR <-yt(t) \bottlenecked

-X}(t) if XfR > 7i(t) ; non - bottlenecked

1 - p}(t) if AfR < jt(t) ; bottlenecked
(3.13)

—Pi{t) if XfR > 7/(t) ; non - bottlenecked

where A and P are per-VC variables for marking the bottleneck bandwidth and

bottleneck status elsewhere of a connection respectively.

Finally the new advertised rate which incorporates the status of the connection is

updated as:

' Q 4 if Ni = 0,

7 / , n e u > = » 7 / v E ) ~ r » r r » r / . \ A / in I I

7/(i) if Ni = Nt.

An enhancement to the FMMRA algorithm with a congestion control mechanism

was proposed in [CAXC97]. It is called enhanced-FMMRA (E-FMMRA) algorithm.

The algorithm incorporates traffic load as in ERICA algorithm, and queue length

information into the ER computation [CAXC97]. This is achieved by computing

an adjusted maximum ER value (ERjnax) using an exponential weighted average

on the received BRM cell ER value and ER,nax:

ERmax = (1 - a) ERmax + a x max{RM{ER), , E^mx } (3.15)
load factor

where a is an averaging factor and typical value is 1/8.

The E-FMMRA maintains two queue thresholds QT and DQT for congestion de-

tection. When the switch is not congested, i.e. queue length is below QT, the load
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factor is used as a correcting factor, the ER field of the FRM and BRM cells are

marked according to the Equation (3.16). Note: The FRM cell is always marked

using this equation regardless of queue length.

RM(ER)new = min{RM{ER)old, max{Amax(t),
 Efvua }} (3.16)

load factor

When the queue length is between QT and DQT, if the traffic load is greater than

one, the ER field of BRM cell is set using Equation (3.16), otherwise the following

equation is used. The main aim is to use the lowest possible rate in order to drain

the build up of the queue.

RM{ER)new = min{RM{ER)old,max{Amax{t), ER,^}} (3.17)

When the switch is highly congested, i.e. the queue length exceeds DQT, the rate

of the connections should be reduced rapidly. Thus the ER field of BRM cell is set

to the minimum of advertised rate and received RM cell value:

RM{ER)new = min{RM(ER)old, Amax(t)} (3.18)

In addition, the ERmax is updated by using the following more conservative equa-

tion instead of Equation (3.15) as ER^^ is very high in this situation.

The FMMRA algorithm has improved the fair share computation complexity from

O(N) to O(l) though it still needs O(N) space to keep track of the bottleneck

status and bandwidth for each connection. The algorithm also improves the rate

convergence time by marking RM cells in both forward and backward directions.

In addition, the E-FMMRA has fully utilized the unused bandwidth from idle

connections by using traffic load measurements in the ER computation. Since the

FMMRA algorithm relies on the ER value of RM cells to compute the fair share,

it is not sensitive to inaccuracies in CCR values. However, if any switches along

the path does not mark the ER field, the algorithm may cause unfairness in the

network. The congestion control mechanism is also considered quite complex and

requires tuning of parameters and queue threshold values in order to achieve rate

convergence.
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3.6.3.3 BEMO Algorithm

The Bi-directional Explicit Rate Marking Optimizer (BEMO) [TQ98] is an im-

proved version of the FMMRA algorithm [ACA97]. In [TQ98], it was found that

the FMMRA algorithm oticis the same advertised rate to both bottlenecked and

jjori-bottlenecked connections. In addition, the advertised rate updating formula in

Equation (3.14) does not precisely allocate the non-bottleneck bandwidth among

aoa-hottlenecked connections. Simulation results show that this will lead to link

over-utilization under certain circumstances.

I'feas the improved advertised rate formula is:

Q 4 if Ni = 0

7/, new — < (3.20)

if 7\
l,new

where NiiTiew and Niinew are the new total number of connections and new number

of bottlenecked connections respectively; CTH,^ is the nor ^jttleneck bandwidth

with respect to 'yi^id and can be expressed by the following formula:

Nli
Old

BEMO does not provide any congestion control mechanism to absorb excess traffic

when the input rate exceeds the output link rate. In Section 4.2, a congestion

control mechanism for the BEMO switch algorithm is proposed.

3.6.4 Fuzzy Logic and Neural Network Switch Schemes

In recent years, fuzzy logic and neural network controls have been demonstrated to

have the capability to control complex systems that cannot be described precisely

by mathematical processes. Several fuzzy logic and neural-fuzzy control schemes

have been proposed for ABR rate-based closed-loop control. Most schemes compare

their performance with the early generation switch schemes. To deal with the large
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round-trip delay in the feedback control loop, many proposed schemes employ

prediction and/or monitoring of the queue growth rate in their control mechanisms.

Tn this section, some of these schemes are briefly presented.

A Fuzzy Explicit Rate Marking (FERM) algorithm for ABR service is developed

: by Pitsillides et la. [PcR97]. The algorithm generates a fractional flow rate (FFR G

\ [0,1]) by using a fuzzy congestion controller (FCC) which has two input variables:

\ j average ABR queue length and queue growth rate. Upon receipt of a BRM cell,

the ER field is marked by the minimum of the ER value in the received RM cell

and the product of the link cell rate with FFR. The performance of the FERM is

i compared with the EPRCA in a LAN and WAN environment with the presence

of YBR and CBR traffic. A network model consisting of three switches with a

; u.tiform link speed is used in the simulations. Simulation results show that the

\ FERM algorithm exhibits faster transient response, lower end-to-end delay and

better network utilization, especially in higher link load situations. However the

fairness issue is not well demonstrated, in particular if a connection is bottlenecked

nlsewhere with a different link speed.

i In [KA98], Kuan and Andrew compare the performance of FERM algorithm with a

i threshold based non-fuzzy control scheme [RR95, Yin95]. The authors demonstrate

that the FERM algorithm has effective control only if the number of sources and

v round-trip times are small. In [AK98], they propose three modifications to the

!l original FERM algorithm to improve the performance on large round-trip times.

The first approach is to add another input variable, ACR, to the FCC. The second

; approach is to use a hybrid fuzzy/classical algorithm in which the ER rate is

I decreased by fuzzy logic but autoregressively increased by ACR -f r]{F(q, dq) -

ACR} where rj is an increment step size for ACR. The last approach is to lower

the target queue length by modifying the fuzzy rules. By using an ABR and VBR

sources with a switch, the hybrid fuzzy/classical algorithm has shown to have the

best performance and has no cell loss at 20 msecs round-trip times compared to

only 8 msecs for pure fuzzy logic approach. Nonetheless, it requires fine tuning of

threshold parameters. The simulation model is also considered too simplistic. In
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addition, there is no discussion of the fairness issue in the proposed modification

mechanisms.

A fuzzy logic prediction approach is proposed in [Qiu98, Qiu97]. The ABR queue

length is estimated one round-trip delay ahead by a fuzzy logic predictor. The

predicted queue length, together with current queue length and queue growth rate

is provided to a fuzzy logic inference system which generates a rate factor (Rj 6

[—1,1]). This rate factor is applied to the ER value generated by the ERICA

algorithm using the equation ER = ER(1 + Rf). It has the capability to double

the ER value in a BRM cell when the switch is underloaded, or decrease the rate

to zero under heavily overloaded situations. With the existence of VBR and CBR

traffic, simulation results show that the fuzzy logic prediction outperforms the

conventional autoregression predictions, particularly under heavy load and long

propagation delay in MAN and WAN environments. It exhibits low cell loss, queue

delay and delay variation. However, the fairness issue and stability of the proposed

scheme are not addressed in the literature.

In [LHOO], Lee and Hou propose a neural-fuzzy congestion controller to regulate

the ABR source rate. The proposed congestion controller consists of a neural-

fuzzy network and a fuzzy inference engine. The functions of the neural-fuzzy

network are to predict cell loss and generate the weights of the fuzzy rules for

the fuzzy inference engine. The cell loss is predicted based on the current queue

length, queue change rate and previous queue change rate. On the other hand,

the fuzzy inference engine produces an explicit rate to control the source cell rate.

The performance of the proposed controller was compared with EPRCA algorithm.

Although the link distance between switches is not clear, simulation results show

that the controller achieves maximum throughput and lower cell loss. It also has

a lower queue length and stable convergence rate. Nevertheless, fairness should

be further demonstrated by using complex network models with a large number of

connections.
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3.7 Conclusions

This chapter has presented the fundamental operation of a rate-based closed-loop

flow and congestion control for the ABR service. The operation is based on a set

of "behavior" rules that the sources, destinations and network switching elements

comply with. One of the key behaviors of the switches is that they need to convey

a fair share of the available bandwidth to the corresponding source via BRM cells.

The source is then able to adjust its transmission rate into the network based on

the feedback information received.

Two types of switch scheme are proposed to convey feedback information to the

source: a binary feedback scheme and an explicit rate feedback scheme. Binary

feedback scheme uses EFCI/CI/NI bits to convey network status, and the source

adjusts its rate based on these bits and some other parameters. The ABR source

converges slowly to the available bandwidth. On the other hand, the explicit rate

feedback scheme provides network information by specifying an exact rate to the

source which allows the ABR source to immediately utilize the available bandwidth.

This feedback scheme consists of two kinds of algorithm: approximate fair rate

computation algorithms and exact fair rate computation algorithms. These switch

algorithms differ in their rate allocation, speed of convergence and implementation

complexity.

Various congestion detection techniques and congestion control mechanisms are

employed by the existing switch schemes. Some of these control schemes are based

on single or dual thresholds for queue length, while others are based on differential

' queue length or mathematical equations.

An unconventional approach using fuzzy logic and/or neural networks on rate allo-

cation and congestion control was also reviewed. Many such switch schemes employ

prediction or monitor the queue growth rate to control congestion.

In the next chapter, some of these existing switch schemes are further enhanced

and evaluated, and a comparative study is conducted between these switch schemes

and the proposed fuzzy logic control scheme.



Chapter 4

Fuzzy Logic Inference and
Prediction in ABR Service

The previous chapter has outlined the functions of each key element which con-

stitutes the operation of a rate-based flow and congestion control framework. It

also provides an overview of the existing switch schemes. Their fair share compu-

tation algorithms, congestion detection techniques and control mechanisms were

discussed. Since conventional congestion control schemes based on static thresh-

old values, or mathematical equations are inflexible and abrupt, this chapter pro-

poses a novel scheme using fuzzy logic inference and prediction. The proposed

fuzzy logic congestion control scheme is applied to the two switch algorithms, ER-

IC A-f [JKG+96] and BEMO [TQ98]. The performance is then compared with the

conventional control schemes by extensive simulation. Therefore, for later compari-

son purposes, an enhancement is first made to the BEMO [TQ98] switch algorithm

by incorporating the algorithm with a conventional congestion control mechanism.

Then the queue control functions proposed by the ERICA+ [VJGF98] switch al-

gorithm on congestion control are further evaluated before the comparison.

4.1 Introduction

A network switch allocates bandwidth and buffers to route ATM cells. These re-

sources are subjected to contention among competing sources for efficiency. Heavy

60
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contention may lead to congestion resulting in cell loss and excessive delay of ATM

cells. In addition, traffic flow is highly uncertain in ATM networks, cells may be

lost due to buffer overflows during transient periods. Therefore, in order to provide

high QoS and absorb excess incoming traffic, a switch must have an efficient con-

gestion detection technique and a control mechanism. Its objective is to protect

the resources, and thus minimizing queue length and cell delay, and maximizing

throughput. The design of an efficient congestion detection technique and control

has to take into account the switch architecture, implementation complexity, the

convergence time, the desired stability and the performance of the overall system.

As highlighted in the previous chapter, various congestion detection techniques

and control mechanisms are employed by the existing switch schemes. They are

based on either single or dual queue thresholds, differential of queue length, varying

output port link utilization or mathematical equations. Due to highly fluctuated

traffic in ATM networks, congestion control based on static threshold values, or

mathematical equations which introduce discontinuities function may cause high

variance in queue fluctuations. They cannot adapt well to traffic fluctuations,

resulting in high cell loss or low link utilization in some situations.

Besides the traffic uncertainty in ATM networks, congestion control using feedback

mechanisms has proven to be a challenging task, especially with large bandwidth

delay products, i.e. large propagation delays in comparison to buffer dynamics.

Consequently, feedback control messages may be delayed. They are thus usually

inaccurate for most current network conditions. This can cause buffer overflow and

QoS degradation. To address these problems, the application of predictive control

techniques in the flow and congestion control for the ABR service is investigated.

In addition, fuzzy logic control has emerged as a viable technique for dealing with

dynamic systems which cannot be described precisely by exact mathematical pro-

cesses. In [QiuOl, Qiu98], a fuzzy logic prediction has been proven to outperform

conventional autoregression predictions. Therefore, a novel fuzzy logic congestion

control scheme based on the fuzzy logic prediction technique in [QiuOl, Qiu9S] is

proposed. The prediction estimates the queue length one round-trip delay ahead.
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The predicted queue length, together with the queue growth rate and current queue

length is provided to a fuzzy inference system which produces a target utilization

factor. Hence, based on prediction, link utilization is targeted dynamically one

round trip propagation delay ahead.

The proposed fuzzy logic congestion control scheme is applied to an approximate

fair rate computation algorithm (ERICA+ [JKG+96]) and an exact fair rate com-

putation algorithm (BEMO [TQ98]). The performance of the fuzzy logic control

scheme is then compared with the conventional scheme on the two switch algo-

rithms. Simulation results demonstrate that the fuzzy logic control scheme sig-

nificantly reduces convergence time and buffer requirement. It also exhibits lower

queuing delay, delay variation and cell loss ratio.

The BEMO switch algorithm proposed in [TQ98] does not provide a congestion con-

trol mechanism to protect network resources. Therefore this chapter first presents

an enhancement to the BEMO switch algorithm by incorporating the congestion

control scheme of the ERICA+ [JKG+96]. Simulations are conducted later in the

chapter for the purpose of comparison to the proposed fuzzy logic control scheme.

A minor error was discovered on one of the queue control functions of the ERICA+.

After communicating with the original author [Van99], it was corrected, and the

performance of the ERICA+ queue control functions is further evaluated in Sec-

tion 4.3. To exploit the effectiveness of fuzzy logic prediction and control, a fuzzy

logic congestion control scheme for the ABR service is proposed in Section 4.4.

Then, an extensive simulation study is performed on the proposed scheme. The

proposed fuzzy logic control scheme is first applied to the ERICA+ and BEMO

switch algorithms, and its performance is then compared with the conventional con-

trol approach. Network models which consist of single-class traffic and multi-class

traffic are used. Simulation results are presented and discussed in Section 4.5.
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4.2 Enhancement to the BEMO Switch Algorithm

When the BEMO switch algorithm [TQ98] was first introduced, it was mainly

aimed at the investigation of the fairness issue. It does not implement any conges-

tion control mechanism to protect network resources. Therefore in this section, an

enhancement to the BEMO switch algorithm is proposed by incorporating a con-

ventional congestion control scheme. The enhanced BEMO algorithm adopts the

ERICA+ congestion control strategy in which a dynamic queue control function

and a fixed non-zero queuing delay are used to control the target operating point.

Similar to the ERICA-I- [JKG+96], it also measures the traffic load and ABR. input

rate periodically at the switch averaging interval.

FMMRA and BEMO are the representative algorithms which use the ER value in

the RM cell to compute max-min fair share in the forward and backward direction.

If a switch along the path does not use the ER approach or does not mark the for-

ward RM cell, these algorithms may not converge to max-min fairness. In addition,

if some connections become idle, the link will be under-utilized since the unused

bandwidth is not reallocated. Thus these algorithms lose their responsiveness.

To overcome these limitations, the enhanced BEMO algorithm incorporates traffic

load and queue length information into the ER calculation as in the ERICA+

algorithm. Traffic load (p) is a measurement of how well ABR bandwidth is utilized.

It is the ratio of the ABR input rate and the target ABR capacity at a switch. If

a link is underloaded, and some connections are not fully utilizing their fair share,

then the unused bandwidth is reallocated to those connections which can use it by

the ratio of CCR(i)/p. This is similar to the term VCShare in the ERICA+.

Procedures 4.1 and 4.2 show the pseudo codes of the enhancement. Prom Pro-

cedure 4.1, it can be seen that the RM cell is marked both in forward (line 13)

and backward directions (line 29), but the advertised rate is only updated in the

backward direction (lines 30-42).

Unlike the ERICA+, the enhanced BEMO algorithm does not need to keep track
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Procedure 4.1 Pseudo code of the enhanced BEMO algorithm.

1: if (receiving forward RM cell) then
2: CCR[z]=CCR_In_FRM_Cell;
3: if (SeenJFRM_cellJn_This_Interval[z]) then
4: ER_Calculated = Last_Allocated_FRM[z];
5: else
6: j4maa;=C)ffered_Advertised_Rate();
7: ER_Calculated=Max(r/x/lmao;, CCR[i]/Load..Factor);
8: ER_Calculated=Min(ER_Calculated, Target ABR Capacity);
9: Last_Allocated_FRM[z]=ER_Calculated;

10: Seen_FRM_celUn_ThisJnterval[z]=TRUE;
11: end if
12: /* Perform FRM ER marking */
13: ERJn_FRM_Cell=Min(ERJn_FRM_Cell, ER.Calculated);
14: Latest_FRM_ER[i]=ERJn_FRM_Cell;
15: end if
16:

17: if (receiving Backward RM cell) t h e n
18: ylmax=Offered-Advertised_Rate();
19: if (Seen_.BRM_cell_In_This Jnterval[z]) t h e n
20: ER.Calculated = Last-Allocated J3RM[z];
21: else
22: ER_Calculated=Max(r/X^7naa;, CCR[z]/Load_Factor);
23: ER_Calculated=Min(ER_Calculated, Target ABR Capacity);
24: Last_Allocated-BRM[i]=ER_Calculated;
25: SeenJ3RM-cellJn.ThisJnterval[z]=TRUE;
26: end if
27: /* Perform BRM ER marking */
28: ERJn_BRM-Cell=Min(ERJnJBRM_Cell, ER_Calculated);
29: ERJn_BRM-Cell=Min(ERJn_BRM_Cell, Latest_FRM_ER[i]);
30: if (ER_In_BRM_Cell < Amax) t h e n
31: /* connection i is bottlenecked */
32: Nb=Nb - BOTT_STATE[z] + 1;
33: BOTT_STATE[z]=l;
34: Cb=Cb - BOTT_BW[z] + ERJnJBRM.Cell;
35: BOTT_BW[z]=ERJn_BRM_Cell;
36: else
37: /* connection i is non-bottlenecked */
38: Nb=Nb - BOTT_STATE[z];
39: BOTT-STATE[i]=0;
40: Cb=Cb - BOTT_BW[z];
41: BOTT_BW[z]=0.0;
42: e n d if
43: end if

i
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Procedure 4.2 Pseudo code of the Offered-Advertised-RateQ sub-routine.

1: AA=-BOTT_BW[i];
2: A/3=-BOTT_STATE[z];
3: tmp.Cb=Cb + AA;
4: tmp-Nb-Nb + A/3;
5: if (Ni = = tmpJJb) then
6: /* all connections are bottlenecked */
7: Amax=CjA — tmp-Cb;
8: else
9: Amax=(Cf' - tmp.Cb)/{Ni - tmp.Nb)\

10: end if

of maximum previous and current allocation of ER value of the RM cell in order to

achieve max-min fairness. This is because BEMO fair shaie computation strictly

adheres to the max-min fairness criterion. Therefore, the calculated explicit rate

(lines 7 and 22) is just the maximum of target utilization (r) times the advertised

rate (Amax), and the CCR(i)/p.

Procedure 4.2 calculates the advertised rate offered to non-bottlenecked connec-

tions. A connection has to be first assumed that it is non-bottlenecked. Thus if

it is previously bottlenecked, its status and rates have to be reset. Then the new

advertised rate is computed. By doing so, BEMO is able to allocate the available

bandwidth fairly among connections.

The performance of the proposed BEMO conventional congestion control scheme

will be studied in Section 4.5.

4.3 Evaluation of the Queue Control Functions
of the ERICA+ Algorithm

Section 3.6.2.4 has illustrated that the ERICA-f switch algorithm employs some

sophisticated queue control functions. In [VJGF98], extensive analytical and simu-

lation studies were conducted on the step, linear, hyperbolic and inverse hyperbolic

queue control functions with a complex network configuration. The authors con-

cluded that the inverse hyperbolic queue control function is the most favored. It is
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obvious that step and linear queue control functions do not perform as satisfactory

as the hyperbolic functions. After a minor error was discovered and communicated

with the original author [Van99], this section demonstrates that the hyperbolic

function is more preferred.

Equation (4.1) and (4.2) are the hyperbolic and inverse hyperbolic queue control

functions respectively [VJGFS8, Van99].

Hyperbolic Queue Control Function

The hyperbolic queue control function (/(Q)) is defined as:

f(Q) =
1

QDLF

if Qo < Q < Qi

if Qi < Q < Q2

if Q2 < Q < 00

(4.1)

where Q\ — 2QQ or 4Q0, Q2 = 2QQ0, a and b are set to 1.15 and 1.05 respectively.

Inverse Hyperbolic Queue Control Function

The inverse hyperbolic queue control function (f{Q)) is defined as:

f{Q) =

bQ0

QDLF

if 0 < Q < Qo

if Qo < Q < Qi

if

(4.2)

< Q < oo

where Q1 = 2Q0 or 4Q0, Qi = 26Q0, a is set to 36 or 16.5 for Qx = 2QQ or 4Q0

respectively, b is set to 1.05.

Assuming the link rate is 100 Mbps and queuing delay, To, is set to 500 usec for a

WAN configuration, the target queue length, Qo, is 118 cells. Figures 4.1 and 4.2

show the plotting of the respective queue control functions when Qx = 2QQ and

4Q0- For comparison purpose, Figure 4.3 shows the plotting of both queue control

functions when Qi = 4QQ.
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From the figures, it can be observed that the hyperbolic queue control function

does not have a smooth transition under the heavily load region (i.e. Q > Q2).

This implies that sudden changes in control will give rise to undesired oscillations.

On the other hand, the inverse hyperbolic queue control function does not have

this problem. However, under the lightly overloaded region (i.e. between Q\ and

Q2), the inverse hyperbolic control function increases the target operation point

instead of decreasing the operation point. This results in a further build up of

queue instead of draining the large queue when a switch is overloaded.

A simple two switches with five VCs network coniiguration is used to demonstrate

that the hyperbolic queue control function is preferred. Figure 4.4 shows the simple

two-switch configuration. It is a WAN configuration in which the distance between

switches is 1000 Km; and all links connecting sources or destinations to switches

have length equal to 100 Km. All links are 100 Mbps. It is given ICR=2 Mbps,

RIF=l/8 and Qx = 4Q0.

At sources Si and S3, the PCR is set to 5 Mbps so that connections 1 and 3

are bottlenecked. Connections 2, 4 and 5 are non-bottlenecked connections as the
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Figure 4.4: Network Model for the Two-Switch Configuration.

source PCR is set to 150 Mbps. Sources Si, S2 and S3 are also assumed to start

sending cells at time, t = 0, whereas S4 and S5 start at time, t = 100 msec. This

implies that connections 1 and 3 always get 5 Mbps on link L12; connection 2

gets 90 Mbps until time, t = 100 msec. At time t > 100 msec, L12 becomes a

bottleneck link. Thus in steady state, connections 2, 3 and 4 get an equal share of

the remaining bandwidth, i.e. each gets 30 Mbps.

Figures 4.5(a) and 4.5(b) show the simulation results of the allowed cell rate for

each connection when using the hyperbolic and inverse hyperbolic queue control

functions respectively. All rates are able to converge to the fair share after 100 msec.

Comparing the figures, the hyperbolic queue control function has a faster rate

convergence time than the inverse hyperbolic queue control function. Figure 4.5(c)

shows the buffer requirements at switch SW1. From the figure, it can be seen

that the inverse hyperbolic queue control function has a higher peak and average

queue length compared to the hyperbolic queue control function. This confirms

that as long as the queue reaches or converges on the lightly overloaded region, i.e.

between Q\ and Q2 as shown in Figure 4.3, the inverse hyperbolic queue control

function requires higher buffer requirements.

A more realistic situation is simulated in which distance between sources and des-

tinations to switches is 10 Km. Figures 4.6(a) and 4.6(b) show the simulation

results of the allowed cell rate for each connection when using the hyperbolic and

inverse hyperbolic queue control functions respectively. Comparing the figures, the

hyperbolic queue control function again has a faster rate convergence time than
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the inverse hyperbolic queue control function. Figure 4.6(c) shows the buffer re-

quirements at switch SW1. Again, the figure demonstrates that a higher peak and

average queue length is required by the inverse hyperbolic queue control function

before the queue converged. A higher queue length implies higher cell delay vari-

ation, cell loss ratio and convergence time. Hence it can be concluded that the

hyperbolic queue control function is preferred as it has a faster convergence time

with lower buffer requirements. Therefore all simulation studies in this research

work will be based on the hyperbolic queue control function.

4.4 The Proposed Fuzzy Logic Congestion Con-
trol Scheme

Conventional congestion control schemes implement binary, static thresholds v&i-

ues [Rob94, CXK96, CAXC97] and/or mathematical equations [CXK96, JKG+96]

on queue control and are therefore inflexible and abrupt. They cannot adapt well

to traffic fluctuations especially under large propagation delays, resulting in high

cell loss, rate and queue oscillations and low link utilization. To address the prob-

lems of traffic fluctuations and long round-trip delays, this section presents a novel

congestion control scheme using fuzzy logic prediction and control as opposed to

the mathematical equations approach proposed in [JKG+96].

In the conventional congestion control scheme [JKG+96], the ABR capacity is tar-

geted dynamically by a complex queue control function. This function is deter-

mined by the input rate of higher priority services, link rate, queue delay, current

and target queue length and some other constant factors. There are so many pa-

rameters for a network administrator to adjust. Improper selection of parameters

may lead to link under-utilization or QoS degradation.

In contrast, the proposed fuzzy logic control scheme does not require predefined

threshold values or complex mathematical equations. It has the following features

compared to the conventional approach:
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Figure 4.7: The Fuzzy Logic ABR Service Congestion Controller.

• The conventional control scheme uses a fixed threshold value for queuing

delay which translates to target queue length. However the fuzzy logic control

scheme uses a fuzzy logic predictor to predict queue length one round-trip

delay ahead;

• The fuzzy logic control scheme does not use equations to control the target

ABR capacity as in the conventional scheme, it uses soft-computing of a fuzzy

inference system which adapts to the traffic fluctuations.

The Fuzzy Logic ABR Service Congestion Controller

Figure 4.7 shows the proposed fuzzy logic congestion controller. It consists of a

fuzzy logic predictor and a fuzzy logic target utilization factor generator.

Due to the complex dynamic traffic fluctuations in high-speed networks, class-

based queuing is necessary in order to isolate traffic flow and maintain QoS of each

class. Therefore separate output queues for different categories of services, i.e. the

CBR/VBR and the ABR, are considered. Since CBR and VBR traffic have strict

tolerances for delay, jitter and cell loss ratio, they are served at a higher priority

than ABR traffic.

The predictor predicts the ABR queue one round-trip delay ahead. This predicted
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queue value, together with the total queue growth rate and current ABR queue

length is provided to the fuzzy logic factor generator which produces a target

utilization factor (TJ). This factor varies the target ABR capacity dynamically

according to the buffer condition one round-trip delay ahead.

Target ABR Capacity = Target Utilization pactor x Total ABR Capacity (4.3)

When a BRM cell (and FRM cell in the BEMO case) is received by the switch, the

explicit rate switch algorithm allocates the explicit rate fairly among ABR sources

based on this dynamic capacity. Hence the computed ER value takes into consid-

eration the buffer situation one round-trip delay in advance. As a consequence,

the buffer is likely to be maintained at an appropriate size instead of overflown or

empty.

As shown in Figure 4.7, the fuzzy logic target utilization factor generator is inte-

grated with the fuzzy logic predictor. The output variable, target utilization factor

(r/), is governed by three imput variables, i.e. the current and predicted ABR queue

length, total queue growth rate; and the linguistic information stored in the rule

base.

Figure 4.8 shows the membership functions of the linguistic variables for the fuzzy

logic target utilization inference system. Triangular and trapezium shapes are

adopted for both input and output membership functions. The linguistic values

of the target utilization factor are low, moderateJow, medium, moderate-high and

high. It is in the range of [0,2]. The design of the fuzzy linguistic rules for the

inference of 77 takes into consideration the following conditions:

• During transient overload, the queue growth rate is normally high, current and

predicted queue length are also increasing rapidly, so the target utilization

should be low or moderateJow, in order to drain the queue.

• Under lightly loaded condition, the queue growth rate is slow, and current

and predicted queue length arc small, so the target utilization factor should
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if q is

low
low
low
low
low
low
low
medium
medium
medium
medium
high
high
high
high
high

and qg is

low
low
low
medium
medium
high
high
low
low
medium
high
low
medium
medium
high
high

and pq is

low
medium
high
low or medium
high
low or medium
high
low
medium or high

low
medium or high
low
medium or high

then Tf is
high
moderateJiigh
medium
medium
moderateJow
medium
moderateJow
moderateJiigh
medium
medium
moderateJow
moderateJow
moderateJow
low
moderateJow
low

q:current ABR queue; qg: total queue growth rate;
pq: predicted ABR queue

Table 4.1: Linguistic Rules for the Fuzzy Logic ABR Service Congestion Controller.

be high, to allow the scheme to maintain a small queue length to avoid link

under-utilization.

• In steady state, the target utilization is medium so that the rate and queue

can be maintained at a constant level.
-

Since the fuzzy system has three inputs, it has a total of 27 linguistic rules. After

optimization, 16 independent rules are adopted. Table 4.1 shows the linguistic

rules for the fuzzy logic congestion controller.

4.5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, simulation results are presented to illustrate the performance of

the fuzzy logic congestion control scheme and its advantages over the conventional

scheme. The fuzzy logic congestion control scheme is first applied to the ERICA+

and BEMO algorithms. The performance is then compared with the conventional

congestion control scheme for the two switch algorithms.
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It is important to note that the comparison is not between the two switch algo-

rithms, instead it is made between the fuzzy logic and conventional congestion

control scheme for the two switch algorithms.

Firstly, only single-class traffic is considered. Then in Section 4.5.2 multi-class

traffic is used.

For all cases simulated, switches are assumed to be non-blocking, output-buffered

and apply a FIFO service discipline of their queues. All links are assumed to have

a propagation delay of 5/is/Km. ABR sources are assumed to be well-behaved,

and always transmit cells at the maximum allowed cell rate (ACR). The following

simulation parameters are kept constant throughout the study: switch averaging

interval is 100 cells and 250 usec, RDF=1/16, RIF=1 and Nrm=32.

4.5.1 Single-class Traffic

Three network topologies with ABR class only traffic are used for studying the fair-

ness and convergence time of the schemes: the simple two-switch configuration, the

Parking-lot configuration [CXK9G, LF95] and the Generic Fairness Configuration-2

(GFC2) [Sim94]. The justification of using these models will be indicated later. In

each case study, the buffer requirements at the switch are characterized in order to

°"hieve zero cell loss and maintain a non-zero (small) queue in steady state.

4.5.1.1 Two-Switch Configuration

The two switches with five VCs configuration from Section 4.3 is used here to study

the transient response and fairness of the control schemes when some sources start

late. It has been used in the literature [ACA96, ACA97]. The parameters of the

switches and sources have a similar setup except all links connecting sources or

destinations to switches are set to 10 Km.

Figuies 4.9 and 4.10 show the simulation results of the allowed cell rate for each

connection and buffer requirements at switch SW1 for the conventional and fuzzy
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Convergence
Time (msec)

SW1 Queue
(cells)

ACR
SW1
MAX
AVG

ERICA+
Conventional

155
200

809
500

Fuzzy
130
145

279
200

BEMO
Conventional

122
271
235
235

Fuzzy
120
120
100
100

Table 4.2: Comparison of Convergence Time and Buffer Requirement for the Two-
switch Configuration.

logic control schemes. The convergence time and buffer requirements are tabulated

in Table 4.2.

From Figure 4.9, it can be observed that all connections are able to converge to

the appropriate rate. In Figures 4.9(a) and 4.9(c), the conventional scheme shows

a temporary over-allocation of rate on VC2 before feedback is established. On

the other hand, the fuzzy logic control scheme does not suffer from a large rate

oscillation before feedback is established. The ERICA+ scheme also exhibits large

rate oscillation when connections 3 and 4 become active at time, t = 100 msec. A

large rate oscillation generally results in buffer overflow problems.

From Table 4.2, it is shown that when connection 3 and 4 become active at time,

t = 100 msec, the fuzzy logic control scheme is able to reduce the fair share

allocation convergence time by 25 msec and 2 msec for the ERICA-f and BEMO

algorithms respectively.

Figures 4.10(a) and 4.10(b) show that queue is built up slowly as the ICR is set

to 2% of the link capacity. At transient, Figure 4.10(a) shows that there is a

significant reduction in peak queue length and queue oscillation in the ERICA+

that incorporates the fuzzy logic control scheme. This results in a faster queue

convergence time as indicated in Table 4.2. In steady state, the ERICA+ with the

fuzzy logic control scheme maintains a queue size of 200 cells compared to 500 cells

in the ERICA+ scheme.

Figure 4.10(b) shows that at transient, BEMO with the conventional control scheme

has a higher queue length and converges slowly when the system is approaching
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Figure 4.11: Network Model for the Parking-lot Configuration.

steady state. In steady state, BEMO with the fuzzy logic control scheme maintains

a queue size of 100 cells compared to 235 cells in the conventional scheme.

Hence the fuzzy logic control scheme is able to achieve faster convergence time,

smaller queue oscillation and smaller buffer requirements. With a small queue

oscillation, the cell delay variation and cell loss ratio are kept to minimum. Smaller

queue also means smaller queuing delay. Thus the fuzzy logic control scheme is

capable of improving the overall QoS of the ABR service.

4.5.1.2 Parking-lot Configuration

Figure 4.11 shows the Parking-lot configuration. This configuration is effective to

illustrate the fairness problem, and has been demonstrated in literature [CXK96,

LF95].

It consists of 6 switches with 12 VCs. VCl to VC4 start at switch SW1; two of

the remaining VCs start at each one of the other switches and all VCs exit at

switch SW6. The distance between switches is 100 Km; and the links connecting

sources or destinations to switches are 1 Km. All links are 155.52 Mbps. It is given

PCR=155.52 Mbps, ICR=15o.c2 Mbps, RIF=1.

Figure 4.12 shows the allowed cell rate for the odd-numbered connections of the

conventional and the fuzzy logic control schemes. Since there are a total of 12 VCs,

each VCs gets a fair share of 12.96% of the available bandwidth. The simulation

results show that both schemes are able to converge to the fair share. The rate

convergence time is tabulated in Table 4.3.
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Convergence
Time (msec)
SW5 Queue

(cells)

ACR
SW5
MAX
AVG

ERICA-f
Conventional

165
400
5537
800

Fuzzy
125
130

3783
356

BEMO
Conventional

140
150

3434
370

Fuzzy
100
110

2228
100

Table 4.3: Comparison of Convergence Time and Buffer Requirement for the
Parking-lot Configuration.
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From Table 4.3, it is shown that the ERICA+ scheme converges at 165 msec

whereas the fuzzy logic control scheme converges at 125 msec: and BEMO with

the conventional scheme converges at 140 msec whereas the fuzzy logic control

scheme converges at 100 msec. Therefore the fuzzy logic control scheme for both

switch algorithms has a 40 msec faster rate convergence time.

Figure 4.13 shows the buffer requirements at switch SW5 for both schemes. Switch

SW5 is the most congested switch, the queue length is large. Since the ICR is set

to 100% of the link capacity, the queue is built up very fast. Table 4.3 tabulates

the queue convergence time and buffer requirements.

Figure 4.13(a) and 4.13(b) show that at transient, the conventional scheme has a

relatively high peak queue length. The peak queue length of the ERICA+ scheme

is 5537 cells whereas the ERICA+ with fuzzy logic control scheme is 3783 cells.

BEMO with the conventional and fuzzy logic control scheme have a peak queue

length of 3434 cells and 2228 cells respectively. Hence the fuzzy logic control

scheme has a smaller peak queue length compared to the conventional scheme for

the respective switch algorithms. This is due to the fast convergence time on the

fuzzy logic control scheme which is shown in Table 4.3, and thus the peak queue

length built up at the switch is minimized.

After feedback is established, the queue length is controlled and maintained for

both schemes. The ERICA+ with fuzzy logic control scheme maintains a queue

size of 356 cells compared to 800 cells in the ERICA+ scheme. BEMO with the

fuzzy logic control scheme maintains a queue size of 100 cells compared to 370 cells

in the conventional scheme. Thus the fuzzy logic control scheme is able to maintain

a smaller queue size.

Again, the fuzzy logic control scheme is shown to be able to optimize both the

transient and steady state responses, i.e. converges quickly to a solid steady state

from the initial conditions, and drains the queue produced in the transient phase

rapidly.
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Group
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

No. of VCs

3
3
3
1
2
1
7
2

Max-Min Rate (Mbps)

10.0
5.0

35.0
35.0
35.0
10.0
5.0
52.5

Table 4.4: Max-Min Rates for the GFC2 Network.

4.5.1.3 GFC2 Configuration

Figure 4.14 shows the network model used in the simulation. It is also known as

Generic Fairness Configuration-2 (GFC2) [Sim94]. It has embedded the parking-

lot and the chain configurations. This network model is widely recognized for the

study of convergence time, robustness as well as fairness of a congestion control

scheme.

The GFC2 network consists of 7 switches and 22 connections. These connections

are grouped into eight classes (A-H) in a WAN configuration. The link distance,

D, is assumed to be 100 Km, and all links connecting sources or destinations to

switches have length equal to 10 Km. It is given ICR=PCR=150 Mbps. The

converged max-min fairness rate for the different group of VCs are tabulated in

Table 4.4.

Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show the allowed cell rate and the queue sizes for both the
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Convergence
Time (msec)

ACR
SW5 Queue

ERICA+
Conventional

300
1600

Fuzzy
210
600

BEMO
Conventional

230
750

Fuzzy
210
240

Table 4.5: Comparison of Convergence Time for the GFC2 Network.

conventional and fuzzy logic congestion control schemes. The simulation run time

is 3 seconds.

From Figures 4.15(a) - 4.15(d), it can be observed that both schemes are able

to converge to the expected max-min fair share rates as shown in Table 4.4. In

Figures 4.15(a) and 4.15(b), the ERICA+ has a temporary over allocation of rate

before feedback is established. On the other hand, due to exact fair share com-

putation, BEMO does not suffer from any prolonged large rate oscillation in the

initial conditions. In steady state, BEMO is shown to have a more stable rate.

Figures 4.16(a) - 4.16(d) show the buffer requirements for both schemes. Since

the ICR is set to 150 Mbps, the queue is built up very fast. Once the feedback is

established, queues are controlled and maintained for both schemes.

Table 4.5 shows the convergence time of the ACR and SW5 queue for the respective

explicit rate algorithms. The fuzzy logic control scheme significantly reduces the

rate allocation convergence time by 90 msec and 20 msec for the ERICA+ and

BEMO algorithms respectively. It also exhibits a faster queue convergence time

for both schemes.

Table 4.6 shows the maximum, average and deviation of queue length of switch

SW1 to switch SW6 for both schemes. There are slight differences in the maximum

queue length since it depends on the ICR, the distance of the feedback path and the

queue control functions. Once the feedback is established, the fuzzy logic control

scheme is shown to have a lower maximum queue length, especially the SW3, SW4,

SW5 and SW6 queues.

The average queue length and queue deviation are computed after 400 msec when

the rates have converged. The simulation results show that the fuzzy logic control
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Queue
(cells)

SW1

SW2

SW3

SW4

SW5

SW6

ERICA+
Conventional

4179f
125.15$
3.40*
4023

265.62
27.69
6771

134.50
9.62
1424

445.02
50.67
1677

400.90
49.97
6673

137.58
15.39

Fuzzy

4175
57.03
3.16
4013
57.64
5.18
4746
60.64
8.44
1183

253.90
41.83
1049

214.11
12.70
6129
58.62
7.94

BEMO
Conventional

4116
116.73
2.45
3898

237.12
2.26
6265

120.36
2.69
1320

348.78
6.11
1169

181.48
23.69
6233

121.97
3.32

Fuzzy

4110
49.29
2.13
3887
51.16
1.84
5035
51.99
2.60
1154
97.14
2.94
862

97.18
2.52
6103
58.56
3.30

fmaximum; $mean; *queue deviation

Table 4.6: Comparison of Queue Length for the GFC2 Network.

scheme has lower average queues. It also exhibits a much more stable queue length

when compared to the conventional scheme as the standard deviation is smaller.

Hence the fuzzy logic control scheme is able to adapt well to the complex network

configuration and traffic fluctuations, resulting in smaller rate oscillation, faster

convergence time in rates and queues during transient response, stable and smaller

buffer requirements in steady state.

4.5.2 Multi-class Traffic

The two switches with five VCs network topology in Figure 4.17 is used to compare

the QoS performance of the conventional and fuzzy logic congestion control schemes

with multi-class traffic.

The network consists of one VBR and CBR sources, and three ABR sources. It is

a WAN configuration. The distance between switches can be varied from 100 Km
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Figure 4.17: Network Model for the Two-Switch Configuration.

to 1000 Km; and the links connecting sources or destinations to switches are all 10

Km in distance. All links are 155.52 Mbps.

CBR/VBR traffic is set to 80% of the link rate. The CBR source transmits cells

constantly at one-third of the link rate which is 51.84 Mbps. The VBR source

is modeled as a Poisson distributed on-ofF source which alternates between active

and idle periods, and transmits cells at a variable rate with a mean bit rate of 72.5

Mbps during active periods. The duration of active and idle periods are 2000 fj,s

and 15000 fis respectively. The ABR sources are given PCR=ICR-155.52 Mbps.

They become a variable quantity with the existence of CBR/VBR traffic, i.e. they

share the remaining bandwidth left over by the CBR/VBR traffic.

An overflow or empty output buffer will affect either the efficiency or QoS. Ideally

for optimal network efficiency and QoS, the buffer should only have a queue length

of one cell. However with the existence of VBR traffic, a queue length of one cell is

too small. Whenever the VBR queue is drained, it takes some time to get ABR cells

from the source. Hence it is better to maintain a larger ABR queue in the switch,

so that the queued cells use the available capacity while the RM cells traverse the

link and inform the source to increase its rate. Thus the ABR output buffer is set

to a maximum of 800 cells.

Since CBR/VBR traffic has a higher priority than ABR traffic, and this simula-

tion study is to investigate network efficiency and QoS of the ABR service, the

CBR/VBR queue is thus assumed to have an infinite buffer length.

Figure 4.18 shows the behavior of the CBR/VBR and ABR queues respectively. It

can be observed that both queues are very "bursty". Since the ABR queue has a
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lower priority than the CBR/VBR queue, it is built up when there is CBR/VBR

traffic; and it starts to decrease when the CBR/VBR queue is drained.

Figure 4.19 shows the performance of the conventional and fuzzy logic congestion

control schemes on the respective explicit rate allocation algorithms with different

link distances (L12). The two-point definition is used for CDV before and after

the switch. The maximum of CTD and CDV are affected by the control threshold,

thus average queuing delay and delay variation are more representative for the

performance in this case study.

Figure 4.19(a) shows the average ABR queue at switch SW1 with different, link

distances. The fuzzy logic congestion control scheme has a smaller average queue

length compared to the conventional scheme on both switch algorithms. It also has

a lower CDV. This is evident from Figure 4.19(b).

Figure 4.19(c) shows the CLR of the ABR queue with varying distances. There

is no cell loss at 100 Km for both schemes as the buffer is not full. Beyond 200

Km, the buffer is overflown for both schemes, and cells are lost. The conventional

congestion control scheme is shown to have a relatively high CLR especially when
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the link distance is large. This is due to the increasing number of cells in the ABR

queue as the link distance is increased.

Figure 4.19(d) shows the link utilization on link L12 for both schemes. Overall,

both schemes exhibit high link utilization. The fuzzy logic control scheme has a

slight trade-off of link utilization for better CTD, CDV and CLR. However the link

utilization is still above 98% of the link capacity.

Hence it can be seen that the results of the fuzzy logic congestnn control scheme

outperforms the conventional scheme in all aspects of QoS measurements.

4.6 Conclusions

This chapter has proposed a novel fuzzy logic congestion control scheme which does

not use static threshold values or complex queue control functions. To address the

problem of large propagation delays in the feedback control loop, the link utilization

is targeted dynamically based on the predicted future buffer condition in the switch.

This is achieved by using a fuzzy logic predictor and a fuzzy logic target utilization

factor generator. The predictor estimates the ABR queue length one round-trip

delay ahead. The predicted queue length, together with the queue growth rate and

current queue length is provided to a fuzzy logic inference system which produces a

target utilization factor. This factor is then incorporated in the ER value of BRM

cells which convey congestion control information to the source.

The proposed fuzzy logic control scheme was applied to an approximate fair rate

switch algorithm and an exact fair rate switch algorithm, namely, the ERICA+

switch algorithm and the BEMO switch algorithm. The performance of the fuzzy

logic control scheme was then compared with the conventional scheme on the two

switch algorithms. Three network models: two-switch configuration, parking-lot

configuration and GFC2 configuration, with ABR class only traffic were used in

the simulation studies. The simulation results show that the fuzzy logic congestion

control scheme is able to optimize both the transient and steady state responses.
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It exhibits a faster convergence time, lower buffer requirements, smaller rate and

queue oscillation during transient periods, and is much more stable in rate and

queue when in steady state. Using a two-switch configuration network model in the

presence of VBR/CBR and ABR traffic, the fuzzy logic congestion control scheme

exhibits lower buffer requirements, low cell loss for large round-trip delays, while

still being able to maintain high link utilization. Hence, the overall requirements

of QoS are improved. The proposed fuzzy logic congestion control scheme which

can adapt well to complex network configurations and traffic fluctuations is thus

proved to be a more effective mechanism than the conventional scheme. Although

the proposed fuzzy logic control scheme was applied to the ERICA-f- and BEMO

switch algorithms, the same control strategy can also be successfully applied to any

other switch algorithms on end-to-end feedback networks.

For the purpose of comparison to the proposed fuzzy logic control scheme, the

BEMO switch algorithm has been enhanced by - -inbining the exact fair rate com-

putation algorithm with the conventional congestion control strategy of the ER-

ICA+ switch algorithm. Hence, a queue control function and a fixed non-zero

queuing delay are used to control the target link utilization, and thus control con-

gestion. However, unlike the ERICA-f- congestion control scheme, due to the exact

fair rate computation, the enhanced BEMO algorithm does not need to keep track

of maximum previous and current allocation of ER values in the RM cells in order

to achieve max-min fairness. Besides providing fast convergence time, the enhanced

BEMO is able to interoperate with other switch schemes which do not mark the

ER field of RM cells.

In the ERICA-f, mathematical equations are used to control queue and delay.

Step, linear, hyperbolic and inverse hyperbolic queue control functions have been

proposed and evaluated. From the simulation results, it has been established that

the inverse hyperbolic queue control function has the best performance. This chap-

ter has presented a further investigation of the performance of the hyperbolic and

inverse hyperbolic queue control functions after a discovery of a minor error. An

analytical study shows that the hyperbolic queue control function is preferred as it
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has a decreasing function when a switch is lightly overloaded. Using a two-switch

network model, simulation results reveal that the hyperbolic queue control function

performs better in terms of rate convergence time and buffer requirements.

Traffic flow and congestion control schemes proposed and investigated so far are

closed-loop reactive control. The next chapter focuses on the open-loop preventive

congestion control. It is performed at the connection establishment phase and is

also known as connection admission control.

. I
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Chapter 5

Fuzzy Logic Measurement-based
Connection Admission Control

The previous chapter has proposed methods of alleviating network congestion which

are carried out during the life time of a connection. This chapter proposes tech-

niques for preventing congestion which are performed at connection setup phase. It

is known as connection admission control (CAC). Various existing CAC approaches

are first investigated. The advantages of fuzzy logic prediction and control are ex-

ploited, and a novel predictive fuzzy logic measurement-based CAC is proposed.

The performance evaluation is also provided.

5.1 Introduction

ATM networks support multi-class services with widely different traffic characteris-

tics and QoS requirements. In order to maximize network efficiency and guarantee

QoS, these networks adopt the concept of statistical multiplexing of traffic streams.

At times, however, due to statistical fluctuations of traffic streams in the network,

congestion can occur and the promised QoS can deteriorate. CAC is an important

preventive measure against congestion. The main role of a CAC is to determine

whether a new connection request should be accepted or rejected at the connection

establishment phase. The decision is based on the availability of resources (band-

width and buffer) and whether the QoS can be guaranteed for the new connection

96
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without degrading the promised QoS of the existing connections.

Unlike ABR and UBR services, CBR and VBR services are not delay tolerant and

require real-time delivery, thus CAC gives priorities to CBR and VBR connections.

In other words, bandwidth is given to real-time connections, and the remaining

bandwidth is for non real-time connections. This ensures high link utilization and

maintains QoS objectives for different services. Since CBR connections deliver cells

at a constant rate, the CAC method for CBR service is based on peak rate alloca-

tion. It can then be divided into the methods that neglect CDV and the methods

that take into account for CDV. Further reading can be found in [RMV96]. This

chapter focuses on CAC approaches for VBR service since bandwidth requirements

for VBR sources are highly fluctuated and uncertain. It is a challenge to design an

appropriate CAC scheme that achieves high link utilization with guaranteed QoS.

The CAC algorithms are not specified by the ITU-T or ATM Forum [ITU96,

ATM96] because a CAC scheme is more specific to each switch architecture, queu-

ing and scheduling implementation. Since connections are setup and torn down in

real-time, CAC algorithms cannot be computationally intensive as they are exe-

cuted in real-time and on every connection. Computational intensive algorithms

directly affect the connection setup rate and setup delay.

There are many CAC approaches reported to date [PE96, SYT99]. Conventional

CAC relies on analytical models in which parameters are based on a priori or

user-specified traffic descriptors [GAN91, GH91, Kel91]. This approach views each

connection independently at a queuing point. The analytical model translates the

traffic parameters of each connection into an effective bandwidth such that the QoS

constraints are satisfied. This concept of effective bandwidth has an additive prop-

erty in which the total effective bandwidth of N superposition connections is equal

to the sum of their individual effective bandwidths. This method could be very

conservative as the actual bandwidth needed by N connections could be far less

than the sum of the bandwidths of N connections. In addition, VBR traffic char-

acteristics such as Sustainable Cell Rate (SCR), Intrinsic Burst Tolerance (IBT)

and Cell Delay Variation (CDV), are difficult for users to specify precisely. Hence,
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an analytical model may not be able to capture the statistical nature of traffic

sources. This could lead to either degraded QoS or link under-utilization. To

overcome these drawbacks, recent researchers have proposed measurement-based

CAC [GT99, ZL98a, DJM97, JDSZ97] and have exploited the advantages of statis-

tical multiplexing. Admission decisions are made based on the measured incoming

traffic and network performance parameters such as link load, queue occupancy

and cell loss ratio (CLR).

Measurement-based CAC schemes have the capabilities to capture the on-line traffic

dynamics and system performances, and achieve a higher link efficiency. However,

admission decisions and promised QoS to users may be compromised due to the

inaccuracies and errors involved in the measurement. Computational intelligence

techniques such as fuzzy logic control are useful in solving complex processes which

cannot be described precisely by exact mathematical expressions, or available in-

formation cannot be interpreted precisely and with certainty.

The ability to forecast workload is important for efficient network performance.

In [QiuOl, QSW99], a fuzzy logic predictor is used to model and predict VBR

traffic. The predictor offers a viable alternative to analytical models. Simulation

results show that the predictor has a smaller error mean and standard deviation

compared to conventional autoregressive (AR) predictions.

Based on the concepts of free bandwidth and the adaptive weight factor in [ZL98b,

ZL98a], this chapter proposes a novel measurement-based CAC using a different

approach. The proposed CAC adopts the concept of statistical multiplexing in

combination with the application of fuzzy logic prediction [QiuOl, QSW99] and

inference. Its main aim is to exploit the advantages of fuzzy logic prediction and

control on measurement-based CAC under different VBR traces.

Using a conventional CAC [GAN91], the benefits of fuzzy logic prediction are first

evaluated. Therefore, three methods are used to obtain the traffic descriptors of

a new connection in the conventional CAC, a priori, measured non-predictive and

fuzzy logic predictive traffic descriptors. With the promising performance of fuzzy
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logic prediction in the conventional CAC, it is then incorporated in the proposed

fuzzy logic measurement-based CAC to provide further benefits.

This chapter first discusses CAC related issues, such as traffic modeling, connection

traffic descriptors and design issues. It then describes some of the CAC approaches

proposed in the literature. Applications of fuzzy logic prediction and control on

CAC are proposed in Section 5.4. Fuzzy logic prediction is first applied to a con-

ventional CAC for the purpose of evaluation and comparison. Then, a novel fuzzy

logic CAC scheme is proposed in Section 5.4.2. Performance of these proposals is

evaluated. A simulation model which consists of homogeneous and heterogeneous

traffic is first discussed. In Section 5.5.2, the effects of the measurement interval

are investigated by comparing the link utilization and cell loss ratio against the

measurement periods. Subsequently, the effects of fuzzy logic prediction are eval-

uated using the conventional CAC scheme and the proposed measurement-based

CAC scheme. The performance of the proposed fuzzy logic CAC is examined by

comparing it to the conventional CAC.

5.2 Traffic Modeling, Descriptors and Design Is-
sues for CAC

This section discusses some of the issues related to CAC, which include traffic

modeling, connection traffic descriptors and design issues.

5.2.1 Traffic Modeling

The decision to admit or reject a new connection is evaluated by cell-level network

performance. To achieve this, traffic characteristics for the new connection as well

as the existing connections have to be known. Therefore, traffic models are required

for performance evaluation (e.g. loss probability or delay) and dimensioning. These

models can be described mathematically by a few statistical parameters, and are

able to capture the significant statistical information of the actual traffic.
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Many mathematical traffic models for voice, data and video have been proposed

to date [Ada97]. They can be classified into two categories: non self-similar which

has significant correlations for small lags (e.g. on-off process, Markov modulated

process and autoregressive process); and self-similar which shows long-range de-

pendence (e.g. fractional Brownian motion).

The traffic represented by an on-off process has alternate on and off periods, and

the length of each period is independent. The distribution of the on and off periods

is also independer1. Cells are generated during the on period. The on-off process

is often used to model the arrival process of a segmented packet into cells. A

Markov modulated process is a process in which arrival rates are modulated by a

finite number of states. This process is grouped into continuous and discrete time

intervals, and the possibility of group arrivals. The most commonly used Markov

modulated process are Markov modulated Poisson process (MMPP) and Markov

modulated fluid process (MMFP). These processes are commonly used to model

the arrival process of a single source or multiple sources traffic. The autoregressive

(AR) process is another way to represent a traffic model based on a Gaussian

distribution. A first-order AR model is given by:

A n — ba (5.1)

where An is the arrival rate during the nth interval, a is a Gaussian white noise,

and a and b are real numbers with \a\ < 1. This model is proposed in [MAS+88]

to characterize a video stream.

There are many approaches to generate self-similar traffic, fractional Brownian

motion (FBM) [MN68] is one of the approaches. Th<: FBM is a continuous zero

mean Gaussian process. If the arrival rate within (0, t) interval is Zt, then Zo = 0,

the mean bit rate is E{Zt) = 0; for all t, E{Zf} = t2H where H is the Hurst

parameter. If a process An is modeled by FBM, then

n = nE{An} (5.2)

where Sn is the sum of the An values from interval 1 to n, a is the standard

deviation of the arrival rate in one interval. Thus, Equation (5.2) is determined
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by the means, the standard deviation and the Hurst parameter. Note the Hurst

parameter of Zt is the same as the An process.

Although some traffic models do capture the statistical significance of traffic char-

acteristics, there is no one model which could describe all traffic streams. Moreover

the arrival process of some traffic models, e.g. the Markov modulation process, is

state-dependent; others may tend to over-est; nate (lower loss and delay) or under-

estimate traffic performance [NAZH95].

5.2.2 Connection Traffic Descriptors

At a connection establishment phase, the user and the network negotiate a traf-

fic contract which consists of source traffic descriptors, QoS requirements and the

conformance definition (i.e. the definition of traffic behavior). This contract en-

ables an efficient network operation while at the same time ensuring that the QoS

requirements of each connection are met. A connection admission control makes

use of this contract, together with the cell delay variation tolerance (CDVT), to

decide whether to admit or reject the connection.

This contract and the CDVT are also known as connection traffic descriptors,

and have been standardized by the ITU-T and ATM Forum [ITU96, ATM96] for

different categories of service. As illustrated in Chapter 2, the traffic descriptor for

VBR traffic is a set of traffic parameters which consists of peak cell rate (PCR).

sustainable cell rate (SCR), maximum burst size (MBS) and the CDVT. The QoS

requirements for rt-VBR are CLR, CTD and CDV, whereas nrt-VBR traffic just

requires CLR.

5.2.3 Design Issues

The decision to admit or reject a new connection can impact the performance

of networks. This section outlines the design issues which CAC designers must

consider for the design and implementation of a low cost, fast and high efficiency
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connection admission controller [SYT99].

Bandwidth Efficiency and CLR: CLR is a performance measure specified by

a user, and bandwidth efficiency is a performance measure within a network.

One of the main goals of CAC is to achieve high link efficiency while main-

taining the CLR requirement.

Implementation Complexity: Due to high-speed and high-capacity networks,

and admission control is a real-time traffic control procedure performed at

connection setup time, admission processing time has to keep to a minimum.

In other words, admission control should be as simple as possible so that

it can be performed in real-time. Admission control implementation using

complex hardware and/or software mechanisms should also be avoided.

Scalability: Due to the rapid network growth (both in size and distance) and

that many connections are multiplexed onto a high-speed link, per-connection

accounting and computational complexity that is proportional to the number

of connections should be avoided.

Dependency on Traffic Model: Due to the rapid emergence of new applica-

tions, it is difficult or even impossible to keep up with the modeling of every

new traffic flow. Hence admission control which depends on traffic modeling

should be avoided; otherwise the applicability is limited.

Statistical Allocation: For a non-statistical allocation, the sum of the connec-

tion peak rates is not allowed to exceed the output link rate. It has the

advantages of being simple to implement, minimal cell delay and no cell loss

due to the fact that a buffer is hardly overflown. However high link utilization

cannot be achieved if a large number of traffic flows are bursty. In contrast, a

statistical allocation allows the sum of the connection peak rate to exceed the

link rate. High link utilization gain can be achieved and many connections

can be admitted by carefully balancing the increased complexity in the traf-

fic controls, which must ensure the accompanying cell loss and delay meet

the QoS specifications. Therefore, the statistical allocation is preferred as
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a service provider could maximize profit margins while achieving high link

utilization.

5.3 Classification of CAC Approaches

Many CAC schemes have been widely studied and analyzed in the literature to

date [PE96, SYT99]. In this section, four different approaches for implementing

CAC are discussed. The first approach is based on peak rate allocation, and it

is the simplest and the most conservative. The second is the effective bandwidth

approach in which each connection is viewed independently at a queuing point.

These two approaches are mostly model-based CAC as a priori traffic descriptors

are required in terms of the parameters of an analytical model. In contrast, the

third approach is based on measurements in which no assumption about traffic

characteristics is made. Finally, the unconventional approach and also the fourth

approach is based on fuzzy logic and/or neural networks.

5.3.1 Peak Rate Allocation

This is the simplest CAC and is also known as non-statistical allocation. A con-

nection is admitted if the sum of the peak rates of all existing connections plus the

peak rate of the new connection is less than the output link capacity on every link

of the new connection traversing route, otherwise it is rejected.

(5.3)Pi < Link capacity

where Pi is the peak rate associated with connection i.

Peak rate allocation is very inefficient and conservative because the peak rate is

several times higher than the mean rate. In [WK90], it is shown that the link

utilization can be as low as 5% when the burstiness of a VBR connection is small.

The burstiness is defined by the ratio of SCR/PCR.
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5.3.2 Effective Bandwidth

The effective bandwidth approach views each connection independently at a queu-

ing point. Traffic parameters of each connection are translated into an effective

bandwidth or equivalent bandwidth such that the QoS can be guaranteed if

a, < Link capacity (5.4)

*,• ; -'ally
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where a,- is the effective bandwidth associated with connection i

lies between SCRi and PCRi, i.e. SCRi < a{ < PCRi. This ar\ >

of producing the statistical gain which is defined as the ratio w )

A new connection is rejected if the sum of the effective band' -i:

connections plus the one yet to be admitted) exceeds the total cap <» v A at least

one of the network links along its traversing route; otherwise it is accepted.

The usefulness of effective bandwidth depends on the following two properties:

1. Independence. Effective bandwidth of a given connection is only related to

the statistical properties of that connection and the buffering capacity in the

network.

2. Additivity. The total effective bandwidth of the superposition of N connec-

tions is equal to the sum of their individual effective bandwidths.

With the independence and additive properties, a CAC simply adds or subtracts

the effective bandwidth of a connection from the total effective bandwidth during

a connection setup or release process. However due to the independence property,

the effective bandwidth approach could be very conservative compared to the sta-

tistical multiplexing approach. This is because the actual bandwidth needed by TV

connections could be far less than the sum of bandwidths of N connections. The

following sections discuss the effective bandwidth for rate envelope multiplexing

and rate sharing.
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5.3.2.1 Effective Bandwidth for Rate Envelope Multiplexing

A rate envelope multiplexing (REM) [RMV96] based CAC admits connections such

that the total peak cell rates exceeds the link capacity. This is based on the as-

sumption that not all connections transmit at their peak cell rate at the same time.

It is also known as zero buffer or bufferless approximation because it assumes that

there is little or no buffering available to real-time traffic. This makes the deriva-

tion of CLR simpler as no queuing analysis is required. Therefore, connections are

admitted so that the aggregate arrival rate (AR, i.e. rate envelope) of the connec-

tions, or the total amount of work arriving at a queuing point, is less than the link

capacity C with high probability. The CLR can be approximated by:

_ E{(AR-C)+]
CLR = E{(AR)}

(5.5)

The CLR in this equation is simply the ratio of amount of work lost to the amount

of work arrived. The operator (,)+ considers only the positive differences (i.e. when

AR > C) and is zero when AR < C.

The effective bandwidth for REM can be obtained by estimating the CLR using

Equation (5.5) for a given distribution of AR such that the estimated CLR is not

higher than the required CLR.

In [Kel91], Kelly developed the effective bandwidth for a multi-class system of

sources by extending the Equation (5.5) :

AP — \ "* \ "* A f? .. (z. R\
jxlK, — / 7 /lJLu IO.UI

.7 = 1 i = l

where rij is the number of sources in class j , and ARji is the aggregate load gen-

": vted by source i in class j .

The CLR for REM is then estimated by large deviation approximations:

j

log P(AR > C) « inf
13=1

(5.7)

where Mj (s) is a logarithmic moment-generating function of the random variable

. The constraint on tail behavior logP(AR < C) < —CLR is satisfied if the
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right-hand side component is less than or equal to —CLR. Let s attain an infimum

at s*, then the acceptance region is

(5.8)
3=1

where o^ — Mj(s*)/s* is the effective bandwidth of a source of class j .

5.3.2.2 Effective Bandwidth for Rate Sharing

REM-based CAC assumes that the total amount of work arrived at a queuing point

does not exceed the link capacity. However, this assumption may not be true for

bursty traffic which has a much smaller mean rate compared to its peak rate. For

example, VBR connections with SCR << PCR, transmitting cells at their PCR

simultaneously, the sum of PCR can be much higher than the link capacity. To

guarantee QoS requirements of the connections, such as CLR, buffering is required

to temporarily store the large bursts and the link capacity is shared among the

contending connections. Therefore there is a need for a CAC to take into account

the buffering capabilities of the switches.

The techniques of effective bandwidth for rate sharing can thus be classified into

lossless and loss-tolerant models. For a lossless model, since there is no cell loss,

the loss probability is not explicitly considered. As for a loss-tolerant model, the

effective bandwidth can be derived from a cell loss probability formula which takes

into account the realistic models of the traffic streams as well as the buffering

capabilities of switches. One approach is to keep a record of CLR against the

buffer size produced by every modeled traffic source. However this is impossible

if a large range of traffic sources is involved. Hence, an analytical approximate

approach in which the asymptotically exponential of queue length distribution is

developed.

Assuming a traffic stream i is fed to a single server queue of size B, the loss

probability when the buffer overflown is given by:

P(queue length > B) (5.9)
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where on is the effective bandwidth of connection i needed to guarantee a given

CLR, i.e. P(queue length > B) < CLR, and / ( ) is some function of a*. With

these two equations, the effective bandwidth of stream i can be obtained by:

on = f'l(-logCLR/B) (5.10)

Kelly [Kel91] considers the effective bandwidth with the existence of an infinite

buffer, i.e. lossless performance. The queue distribution is modeled by a M/G/l

process, and a source of class j with a Poisson distribution rate Tj and length Gj

are assumed. Then the effective bandwidth of this source is expressed as:

+li 3 + (5.11)

where f.ij and Uj are the mean and variance of Gj respectively, and L is the buffer

size.

Gibbens and Hunt [GH91] develop an equivalent bandwidth for an exponentially

distributed on-off source which on period is l//i£ and off period is 1/Aj. Assuming

the source transmits at a constant rate ji during the on period and (log CLR)/B =

C, the equivalent bandwidth a,- is given as:

(C7t + to + Ai) ~ \/(C7i + to - ^i)2 + ^ito
2C

(5.12)

Simulation results indicate that the effective bandwidth of a connection is close to

its peak cell rate for small buffers, and is around its mean bit rate for large buffers.

An equivalent capacity based on fluid-flow approximation for a two-state Markov

source is proposed by Guerin et la. [GAN91]. Assuming the source has a peak rate

/?, utilization p and mean burst length b. With buffer capacity B, the equivalent

capacity a,- can be estimated by:

oti=R
y-B+y/(y-B)2 + 4Bpy

(5.13)

where y = ab(l ~ p)R and a = ln(l/CLR).
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5.3.3 Measurement-based CAC

The CAC approaches described so far require an a priori traffic descriptor in terms

of the parameters of an analytical model. In reality it is hard or even impossible for

a user to specify or a control system to model traffic sources accurately, particularly

with the vast varieties of traffic sources and rapid emergence of new applications. In

addition, an analytical model may not completely capture the significant statistical

information of traffic sources. These shortcomings could lead to degraded QoS or

link over- or under-utilization. Moreover, traffic modeling usually involves complex

and intensive computations and thus are not practical for real-time connection

admission control.

To overcome the shortcomings of model-based CAC, researchers have been inves-

tigating measurement-based CAC. The measurement-based CAC does not make

any assumption about the traffic characteristics. Instead, the decision to admit or

reject a new connection is based on the real-time measurement of incoming traffic

and network performance parameters such as link load, queue occupancy and cell

loss ratio.

The following section briefly describes some existing measurement-based CAC

schemes. Then in the later section, a measurement-based CAC which the pro-

posed CAC in Section 5.4.2 is based on is presented in detail.

5.3.3.1 Exising Measurement-based CAC Schemes

Saito and Shiomoto [SS91] propose a CAC based on the upper bound of cell loss

probability which is derived from the measured number of cells arriving at the

output buffer during a fixed interval and the traffic parameters specified by users. If

the estimated cell loss ratio is less than the desired QoS, the connection is accepted,

otherwise it is rejected. The proposed scheme is demonstrated to have better link

utilization compared to a CAC which only uses traffic parameters declaired by

users.
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Gibbens et la. [GKK95] introduce a decision-theoretic approach on a CAC in which

burst-level (burstiness factor) and call-level (connection arrival rate) dynamics are

incorporated in the framework. The decision to accept a new connection is based

on whether the current measured load is less than a precomputed threshold. The

choice of thresholds is provided by Bayesian decision theory. Compared with an

optimal scheme which the burstiness factor and connection arrival rate are known,

the proposed scheme is shown to perform as efficiently as the optimal scheme in

terms of utilization and cell loss ratio.

An optimal framework that uses a linear Kalman filter for the estimation of the ag-

gregate equivalent bandwidth required by the connections is proposed in [DJM97].

The framework requires the inputs of traffic descriptors from both the users and

the aggregate bandwidth measurements in each output port of the switches. To

meet the QoS objectives, the framework takes into account the connection level

dynamics and provides information for evaluation of bandwidth to be reserved for

possible estimation error. A new connection is accepted if the reserved bandwidth

is less than the link capacity. The proposed scheme is shown to cope very well

with unpredicted changes in traffic parameters. As a result, high link utilization is

achieved while providing the required QoS.

Jamin et la. [JDSZ97] propose a measurement-based CAC for predictive service.

Note that the predictive service is proposed in [SCZ93, CSZ92] and has a fairly,

but not absolutely reliable bound on packet delivery times property. It is most

suitable for those applications willing to tolerate occasional delay violations. The

proposed CAC involves the measurements of the maximum delay and maximum

rate utilization over a measurement interval. The good performance of the scheme

depends on some tuning parameters, such as, sampling window size, measurement

window size, utilization target and back-off factor. Simulation results show that

the proposed scheme is able to provide a reliable delay bound for predictive service

and achieves higher network utilization as compared with the guaranteed service,

in particular, bursty sources.

In [GT99], Grossglauser and Tse use an analytical framework to study the impact
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of estimation errors, measurement memory, dynamics and separation of time-scales

on a measurement-based CAC. Performance analysis of a large system is quantified

using heavy traffic and Gaussian approximations at the call level.

5.3.3.2 CAC based on Overall Link Free Bandwidth

In [ZL98b, ZL98a], Zukerman and Tse propose a CAC based on the concept of

Overall Link Free Bandwidth (OLFB). This free bandwidth consists of two compo-

nents and is adjusted by an adaptive weight factor (Wi) according to the network

conditions:

OLFB = Wi • RSFB + (1.0 - Wi) • PRAFB (5.14)

where

1. Peak Rate Allocation Free Bandwidth (PRAFB): this is the difference be-

tween the total link bandwidth available and the sum of the PCR of all the

connections on the same link.

2. Rate Sharing Free Bandwidth (RSFB): this is the difference between the

total link bandwidth available and the equivalent bandwidth of the link. This

equivalent bandwidth is computed by using an analytical equation which is

based on the measured arrival rate and the aggregate traffic on the output

buffer.

When the measured traffic level is higher than what was predicted by the CAC,

there is a risk of violating the QoS requirements, thus more weight is given to the

conservative PRAFB component. In contrast, if the measured traffic is lower than

expected, then the more daring approach is adopted. In this case, more weight is

given to the RSFB component.

The adaptive weight factor is determined by the link service rate (Bi) and the

amount of work arriving (X{) at the end of a sampling interval i. When the
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amount of work arriving is more than the predefined link threshold value (H), the

weight Doctor is decreased by:

W Wi = max i 0.0, W{ - \ )
{ Bi + Buffer - H )

(5.15)

On &o other hajid, if the amount i / tvork arriving is less than the link threshold

value, the adaptive weight factor is increased by:

Wi+1 = mm {1.0,

where F is a ilxed number and typical value is 0.01.

(5.16)

Using two types of traffic, both are modeled as a Poisson process with independent

exponentially distributed holding time, CLR is fixed at 10~5, and link rate is 51.84

Mbps, simulation results show that the proposed scheme achieves 70% efficiency

while maintaining QoS requirements.

5.3.4 Fuzzy Logic and Neural Network CAC Schemes

Measurement-based CAC schemes have the abilities to capture the on-line traf-

fic dynamics and system performances, and achieve higher possible link efficiency.

However, measuring the statistics of traffic traces or system performance parame-

ters requires additional processing power in the network. Hence, the measurement

statistics have to be selected with caution to avoid an excessive processing bur-

den on the network. In addition, admission decisions and promised QoS to users

may be compromised due to the inaccuracies and errors involved in the measure-

ment. In recent years, computational intelligence techniques, such as fuzzy logic

controls and neural networks, have been applied to admission control with some

success. Some of these techniques which apply to this area are described in this

section. A neural network approach is proposed in [Hir90]. A traffic controller

that handles both congestion control and admission control is presented in [CC96].

In [BLCT97, UH97], fuzzy logic admission controls based on cell loss ratio are de-

veloped, and in [MLN97], an adaptive CAC using a fuzzy estimator to estimate
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traffic characteristics and a neural network to estimate the cell loss probability is

proposed.

An adaptive admission controller using a back-propagation neural network is pro-

posed by Hiramatsu [Hir90]. The neural network learns the relation between offered

traffic and service quality for single-bit-rate and multiple-bit-rate traffic. In the

single-bit-rate traffic case, the history of observed cell arrival rates (or cell arrival

pattern) is fed into the neural network. The cell arrival pattern is then classi-

fied intG either the high-loss-r&te group or the low-loss-rate group. The admission

decision is then based on whether the corresponding cell loss rate for an input

cell arrival pattern is greater than the target loss rate. In the multiple-bit-rate

case, traffic is first divided into classes according to the declared traffic parameters,

and thtn the optimum call admission boundary is obtained by the neural network

through learning. The neural network based admission controller is shown to adapt

well to changes in the arrival patterns and learn decision boundaries for various

bit-rate distributions. In the single-bit-rate simulation, the calls are considered as

a uniform distribution, and changes in call characteristics are achieved by changing

the bit rate fluctuation of calls. In the multiple-bit-rate simulation, two-bit-rate

clauses are considered. The distribution of bit rates in each class has the same

shape but different widths.

Cheng and Chang [CC96] present a fuzzy traffic controller that handles both con-

gestion control and admission control. The input traffic is classified into real-time

and non real-time traffic, and each has its own buffer. The system also reserves

a portion of link bandwidth for the r^al-time traffic. Congestion control is man-

aged by a fuzzy congestion controller whose inputs are the measured queue length,

queue growth rate and cell loss. The controller yields a control action y depending

on the congestion status of the system. A negative value of y denotes congestion

situations whereas a positive value indicates congestion free periods. A coding rate

manager and a transmission rate manager then inform the real-time and non real-

time sources respectively to perform the selective discard or restoration function,

and to reduce or increase the rate respectively, according to the value of the control
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action y. As for the connection admission control, a fuzzy bandwidth predictor pre-

dicts the equivalent capacity Ce required for the new call from the declared traffic

parameters, such as peak rate, mean rate and peak rate duration. In the mean-

while, a network resource estimator computes the available network bandwidth Ca

by subtracting and adding the bandwidth of call that has ended or just being ad-

mitted. A fuzzy admission controller is then decides whether to accept or reject

the incoming call based on the pi, y, and Ca values. Video, voice and data traffic

are used in the simulations. The overall loss probability is defined as a weighted

sum of the real-time and non real-time loss probabilities. Simulation results show

that the fuzzy logic controller improves channel utilization by 11% compared to

the Guerin's equivalent bandwidth approach [GAN91], and has a 4% lower cell loss

rate compared to the two-threshold congestion control method.

Bensaou et la. [BLCT97] develop a fuzzy logic algorithm to predict the CLR in

large-size systems. The fuzzy approximation (FA) algorithm estimates the CLR

based on both information of small-size systems (e.g. small buffer size or small

service rate), and the asymptotic behavior of the CLR of large-size systems. A

CAC is then proposed which comprises two components. The first one consists

of a set of virtual buffers with reduced service capacity to observe high cell loss

with a small variance within a short measurement interval. The second component

consists of a FA and a decision process. The FA algorithm determines the available

bandwidth and the bandwidth required for the ongoing calls, and then the decision

process makes a decision to accept or reject a new call based on the outputs of

the algorithm. Simulation results reveal that the FA CAC performs much better

than the conservative effective bandwidth approach in terms of reserved bandwidth

against a number of sources.

A fuzzy logic CAC based on the possibility distribution of cell loss as a function of

the number of calls per class is proposed by Uehara and Hirota [UH97]. With fuzzy

a-cut theory, the range of the consequent (i.e. the CLR) are adjusted on-line by a

learning algorithm so as to include the newly observed CLR. Energy functions are

proposed for the learning algorithm. To make the estimation of upper bound of
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CLR possible without over estimating the CLR, error back-propagation algorithm

is used to adjust the a-level values. When observed CLR data is not available

for the number of calls in a given class before they are admitted, new rules are

generated on-line using exponential extrapolation from the neighboring ones. On-

off and CBR traffic are used in the simulation studies. Simulation results shows

that the proposed scheme provides good approximation of the upper bound of CLR

for the admitted number of calls in a traffic class.

Mehrvar and Le-Ngoc [MLN97] propose an adaptive CAC scheme using a fuzzy

estimator to estimate the traffic descriptor, i.e. traffic intensity and burstiness

(Hurst parameters), from the aggregate traffic. The aggregate traffic consists of

voice, video and data traffic. Based on the estimated traffic intensity and bursti-

ness, the cell loss probability is then estimated by an Artificial Neural Network

(ANN) [MLNH96]. The ANN is trained off-line for different types of traffic. Train-

ing data is obtained from the Markov modulated Poisson process (MMPP) for voice

and video traffic and the Pareto modulated Poisson process (PMPP) for data traf-

fic. If the estimated CLR is less than the required CLR, the new connections are

admitted, otherwise they are rejected. Simulation results show that the proposed

CAC is able to admit appropriate number of connections while maintaining the

CLR requirement.

5.4 Application of Fuzzy Logic Prediction and
Control to CAC

The neural networks and fuzzy logic controls on CAC described in the previous

section have certain shortcomings. The back-propagation neural network approach

proposed in [Hir90] requires a few thousand seconds on-line learning which is con-

sidered too long and impractical in high-speed network environments. The long

training time is also a problem with the fuzzy-neuro approach [MLN97]. Moreover,

in [MLN97], the cell loss probability of traffic flows is estimated by an ANN training

data obtained from traffic modeling. In reality, it is difficult or even impossible for
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an analytical model to completely capture the significant statistical information of

a traffic flow due to inaccuracies and uncertainties in the knowledge about traffic

characteristics. The effective bandwidth approach using fuzzy logic proposed by

Cheng and Chang [CC96] is conservative as the bandwidth is added or subtracted

independently on a call setup or termination. In [BLCT97, UH97], on-line CLR

measurement or estimation may take too long to be practical given the stringent

QoS (e.g. in the range of 10~6 to 10~10), and usually CLR data does not exist

before calls are accepted. It is also a risky approach as it may be too late to take

any action once the damage is done [ZL98a].

Based on the concepts of free bandwidth and the adaptive weight factor in [ZL98b,

ZL98a] (also in Section 5.3.3.2), Section 5.4.2 proposes a novel measurement-based

CAC using a different approach. Similar to [ZL98b, ZL98a], the proposed CAC

adopts the concept of statistical multiplexing on equivalent bandwidth derivation.

However in [ZL98b, ZL98a], the equivalent bandwidth is computed by using an

analytical equation which is based on the aggregate traffic on the output buffer

and the arrival rate. In addition, the adaptive weight factor is composed of math-

ematical expressions with some hard threshold values. In contrast, the proposed

CAC does not use analytical models or hard threshold values for admission control.

It uses a fuzzy logic predictor combined with a fuzzy inference system, and is suit-

able for on-line operation. To demonstrate the benefits of fuzzy logic prediction, in

Section 5.4.1, it is applied to the conventional equivalent capacity CAC [GAN91].

Simulation results show that fuzzy logic prediction improves network efficiency of

the conventional CAC. With the promised performance, fuzzy logic prediction is

then applied to the proposed fuzzy logic measurement-based CAC. The perfor-

mance of the proposed CAC is then examined.

5.4.1 Fuzzy Logic Prediction in the Conventional CAC

Figure 5.1 shows the application of fuzzy logic prediction to the conventional equiv-

alent capacity CAC [GAN91J. It consists of a fuzzy logic traffic predictor, an equiv-

alent capacity estimator, an available free bandwidth estimator and a connection
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Figure 5.1: Application of Fuzzy Logic Prediction to the Conventional CAC.

admission decision controller.

When a new connection request arrives, the new traffic trace is predicted using

the fuzzy logic predictor. To be compatible with the input requirements of the

conventional CAC, the predicted peak rate (Rp), the mean rate (Rm) and the

mean burst length (T&) are obtained at the end of a measurement interval. Note

that the predicted mean rate together with the predicted peak rate is used to derive

the input parameter utilization of the conventional CAC. It is the fraction of time

the source is active, and can be measured by the ratio of mean rate against peak

rate.

With the input parameters, the equivalent capacity estimator then computes the

required equivalent capacity Ce for the new connection based on the availability of

system resources (e.g., buffer capacity and overflow probability). If this equivalent

capacity is higher than the minimum available free bandwidth, the new connection

is rejected, otherwise it is accepted.

The available free bandwidth is simply the difference between the total link band-

width and the sum of each individual equivalent capacity of all existing connections.

It does not taken into consideration of the concept of statistical multiplexing.

Simulation studies show that fuzzy logic predicted traffic descriptors improve net-

work efficiency of the conventional CAC compared with user-specified traffic de-

scriptors and non-predictive traffic descriptors (see Section 5.5.3).
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Figure 5.2: The Predictive Fuzzy Logic Measurement-based Connection Admission
Controller.

5.4.2 The Proposed Predictive Fuzzy Logic Measurement-
based CAC Scheme

With the promised performance of fuzzy logic prediction on the conventional CAC,

it is then incorporated in the proposed fuzzy logic CAC. Figure 5.2 shows the pro-

posed predictive fuzzy logic measurement-based connection admission controller.

It consists of a fuzzy logic traffic predictor, a fuzzy logic adaptive weight factor

estimator and a connection admission decision controller.

When a new connection request arrives, the new traffic trace is predicted using the

fuzzy logic predictor. Predicted Peak Cell Rate (PCR) is obtained at the end of a

measurement interval. This predicted PCR is compared with the minimum avail-

able free bandwidth on all relevant links which the new connection will traverse.

If it is higher than the minimum available free bandwidth, the new connection is

rejected, otherwise, the connection is accepted. PCR is considered here as it is

simpler to determine compared with the mean bit rate or burst length.

The available free bandwidth is computed based on the rate sharing (RS) approach

in which connection admission decisions are based on the sharing of buffer and

link capacity. In addition, a "Fuzzy Logic Adaptive Weight Factor" (FAWF) is
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introduced as an additional control. This control factor is adaptive, meaning that

the value of the available free bandwidth at any congestion node will be reduced

during periods of congestion. On the other hand, when congestion is alleviated,

the free bandwidth will be increased and will accept additional new connections.

Thus, the available free bandwidth can be defined as:

Available Free Bandwidth = Adaptive Weight Factor

x Aggregate Free Bandwidth
(5.17)

The aggregate free bandwidth is simply the difference between the total link ca-

pacity and the measured aggregate bandwidth of the link. This is equivalent to the

RSFB component in Equation (5.14). Notice that the available free bandwidth in

Equation (5.17) does not consist of the PRAFB component as in Equation (5.14).

This is because adding PCR individually is a very conservative approach. Con-

sequently, it does not take long for the PRAFB component to become zero, and

therefore redundant under a lightly loaded network with a moderate number of

admitted connections. Moreover, when the network is not congested, more weight

is given to the RSFB. As a result, the OLFB is mainly dependent on the RSFB

rather than the PRAFB. Therefore, the proposed CAC does not take the PRAFB

component into consideration as it consumes unnecessary computational power in

the system.

The Fuzzy Logic Adaptive Weight; Factor Est imator

Cells will be lost when the total amount of work which arrives at a node is higher

than the total amount of work that can be served by an outgoing link plus the

work that can be buffered. Hence the arrival rate of the input traffic, the outgoing

traffic load and queue occupancy can be used to approximate the lower bound of

the CLR. However on-line CLR measurement may take too long to be practical

given the stringent QoS (e.g. CLR in the range of 10~6 to 10~10). It is also a

very risky approach as it may be too late to take any action once the damage is

done [ZL98a]. Therefore an indirect approach is considered in which available free
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;ivebandwidth is "targeted" by the measured aggregate bandwidth and an adapt

weight factor.

As shown in Figure 5.2, the arrival rate, traffic load and queue length are fed into

a fuzzy logic inference system which produces a weight factor. This weight factor

is also known as the fuzzy logic adaptive weight factor (FAWF) as it adjusts the

available free bandwidth adaptively according to the traffic conditions as expressed

by Equation (5.17).

The FAWF estimator is governed by three input variables and the linguistic infor-

mation stored in the rule base. Triangular and trapezoidal shapes are adopted for

both input and output membership functions. Figure 5.3 shows the membership

functions of the input and output linguistic variables. The output of the estimator

is defuzzified using a standard centroid defuzzifier, and the range is set to [0,1].

The design of the fuzzy linguistic rules for the inference of FAWF takes into

consideration of the following conditions:

• Under severe congestion: when the arrival rate of the input traffic increases

rapidly, the queue length and traffic load at the output link are normally

high, the adaptive weight factor should be low or moderateJow, to reduce the

available free bandwidth.

• Under a light load condition: when the queue length is low, the input traffic

and the outgoing link load are low, the adaptive weight factor should be

high, so that the proposed CAC can increase the amount of available free

bandwidth in order to accept more connections.

• Under moderate load condition: the weight factor is medium so that the pro-

posed CAC keeps accepting new connections as long as the QoS requirements

are satisfied.

Since the fuzzy system has three inputs, it has a total of 27 linguistic rules. Table 5.1

shows the linguistic rules for the FAWF estimator.
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Figure 5.3: Membership functions of the linguistic values for representing the lin-
guistic variables "current VBR queue length", "arrival rate of the input traffic",
"measured traffic load" and the adaptive weight factor (FAWF). Note: The lin-
guistic values shown here are used in Section 5.5 simulation for type 1 traffic when
the buffer size is 1000 cells.
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if q is

low
low
low
low
low
low
low
medium
medium
medium
medium
high
high
high
high
high

and load is
low
low
low
medium
medium
high
high
low
low
medium
high
low
medium
medium
high
high

and Arrival-Rate is

low
medium

Lhigh
low or medium
high
low or medium
high
low
medium or high

low
medium or high
low
medium or high

then FAWF is
high
moderate-high
medium
medium
moderateJow
medium
moderateJow
moderateJiigh
medium
medium
moderateJow
moderateJow
moderateJow
low
moderateJow
low

q:current VBR queue; load: traffic load;
ArrivaLRate: Arrival rate of the input traffic

Ta'f-13 5.1: Linguistic Rules for the Fuzzy Logic Adaptive Weight Factor Estimator.

5.5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, simulation results are presented to illustrate the benefits of fuzzy

iogic prediction on both the conventional CAC and proposed fuzzy logic CAC. It

also shows the advantages of fuzzy logic measurement-based CAC over the conven-

tional model-based analytical CAC.

The simulation model and setting of parameters are first described in the following

section. Then, setting of measurement time scale is examined in 5.5.2. In Sec-

tion 5.5.3, the performance of fuzzy logic prediction is first evaluated by applying

the prediction to the conventional CAC. Then in Section 5.5.4, the performance of

the proposed fuzzy logic measurement-based CAC is examined. This includes the

effects of fuzzy logic prediction on the proposed CAC, and the advantages of fuzzy

logic measurement-based CAC compared to the conventional model-based CAC.
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Figure 5.4: Simulation Model for the CAC.

Parameter
Mean bit rate (Mbps)
Active period (usec)

Idle period (usec)

T l
2

1000
1000

T2
5

5000
5000

T3=T1(1) and T2(l)

Table 5.2: Traffic Types Parameter Settings.

5.5.1 Simulation Model and Parameters Setting

Figure 5.4 shows the simulation model used in the study. As shown in the fig-

ure, there are n existing connections, feeding into a single server queue. A FIFO

queuing discipline is assumed for the output buffer. The specified QoS require-

ments (e.g. CLR) of these n connections are currently maintained by the system.

Meanwhile, switches constantly monitor the traffic statistics of calls that have been

already accepted. When a new connection request arrives, the fuzzy logic predic-

tor predicts the PCR, of the new connection. To ensure that the same QoS for the

n + 1 (including the new arrival) connections are met, this new connection will be

admitted if the predicted PCR is lower than the minimum available bandwidth of

all relevant links.

Three types of VBR traffic trace (T1-T3) are used. All VBR sources are modeled as

a Poisson distributed on-off source which alternate between active and idle periods,

and transmit cells with an independent exponentially distributed mean bit rate

during active periods. Table 5.2 shows the parameters of traffic types used in the

simulation. Note that type 3 (T3) traffic is a combination of type 1 (Tl) and type

2 (T2) traffic. For remaining parameters, CLR is fixed at 10~6, the link rate is set

at 155.52 Mbps, and the buffer size is set at 100 cells or 1000 cells.
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5.5.2 The Measurement Window

When a new connection request arrives, its traffic characteristics are measured

within a monitoring interval. This interval has to be short enough to be practical.

Fuzzy logic CAC with predictive traffic descriptor is used as an example to illustrate

the effects of the monitoring interval on the variation of utilization, cell loss ratio

and number of connections.

Figure 5.5 shows ihe relationship between the monitoring period verses utilization.

Different line types represent simulations with different buffer sizes. The dashed

lines represent a buffer size of 1000 cells, and the solid lines represent a buffer size

of 100 cells. As shown in the figure, utilization is significantly reduced by increasing

the length of the monitoring period. In addition, if the monitoring period is too

small, there is not enough traffic statistic to establish the peak cell rate information.

This leads to an increase in the number of connections admitted and therefore cell

loss has occurred. This is particularly true for type 2 (T2) traffic which has higher

peak rate and long burst length. When the monitoring period is 10 msec, it has a

CLR of 1.0698e-3 and 1.1765e-3 for a buffer size of 100 and 1000 cells respectively.

However, if the monitoring period is beyond 20 msec, cell loss ratios are zero for

all sources with the expense of lower utilization. Therefore in order to meet 10~6

cell loss requirements, 20 msec monitoring period is used in all simulations.

The statistical information of the aggregate traffic, traffic load and queue length are

collected for the proposed fuzzy logic CAC. To ensure stability and reduce variance,

an average value of this information is used instead of instantaneous information.

Sampling of data is done in the background and is a long term measurement pro-

cess. An average is obtained by sampling the queue length (for example) over a

measurement interval and taking the average of samples. The average value is up-

dated at each sampling period, meaning, the oldest sample is discarded and new

average is obtained from the current and latest past samples. Empirically, it is

found that the proposed fuzzy logic CAC is quite robust to different choices of

samples and measurement intervals. Nevertheless, it is noted that setting of the
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Figure 5.5: Monitoring Period vs Utilization.

measurement time scale is an important issue for measurement-based CAC, and

further discussions can be found in [GT99, JDSZ97].

5.5.3 The Effects of Fuzzy Logic Prediction on the Con-
ventional CAC

To demonstrate the benefits of fuzzy logic prediction, it is applied to the conven-

tional equivalent capacity CAC [GAN91]. Therefore, for comparison purpose, three

methods are used to obtain the traffic descriptors of a new connection, namely, a

priori, measured non-predictive and measured fuzzy logic predictive. Traffic de-

scriptors in this case are composed of peak rate, mean rate and burst length.

Below is a list of the diflerent simulation scenarios in which the efficiency of the

network and the benefits of fuzzy logic prediction are undertaken for investigation:

Conventional Equivalent Capacity (or model-based CAC) with:

1. a priori traffic descriptors.

2. measured non-predictive traffic descriptors.
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Buffer Size
(cells)

100

Traffic Types

Tl
T2
T3

Column Average

1000
Tl
T2
T3

Column Average

Pred vs a priori

0.1315
0.2047
0.1269
0.1544

0.1847
0.3995

L 0.2281

0.2708

Pred vs Non-pred

0.1021
0.1033
0.1128
0.1061

0.1571
0.2630
0.1514

0.1905

Table 5.3: Efficiency improvement of the fuzzy logic predictive traffic descriptors
over the a priori and the non-predictive traffic descriptors on the conventional
CAC.

3. measured predictive traffic descriptors.

Figure 5.6 illustrates the efficiency achieved for the conventional CAC with various

traffic descriptors and buffer capacity under different traffic situations. There are no

cell loss in all cases. The figure clearly indicates that CAC scheme using predictive

traffic descriptors achieves highest link utilization compared to the a priori and

measured non-predictive traffic descriptors.

Table 5.3 tabulates the amount of efficiency improved for the fuzzy logic predictive

traffic descriptors over the a priori and the non-predictive traffic descriptors on

the conventional CAC. As shown in the table, when the buffer size is 100 cells, the

predictive traffic descriptors improve efficiency by about 15% and 11% compared to

the a priori and measured non-predictive traffic descriptors respectively; when the

buffer size is 1000 cells, the improvement is approximately 27% and 19% respec-

tively. Hence, it is demonstrated that fuzzy logic prediction significantly improves

network efficiency while maintaining QoS.

5.5.4 Performance Evaluation of the Proposed Fuzzy Logic
Measurement-based CAC

This section presents the simulation results to examine the performance of the

proposed fuzzy logic CAC, the effect of fuzzy logic prediction and the advantages
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Figure 5.6: The efficieu'.y achieved for the conventional CAC with various traffic
descriptors and buffer capacity under different traffic traces.
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of fuzzy logic measurement-based CAC over the conventional CAC.

The effect of fuzzy logic prediction on the proposed CAC is first evaluated in

the following section by comparing the performance of the predictive traffic de-

scriptor to the a priori and measured non-predictive traffic descriptor. Then, in

Section 5.5.4.2, the performance of the proposed fuzzy logic measurement-based

CAC is examined and compared with the conventional CAC.

5.5.4.1 The Effects of Fuzzy Logic Prediction

With the promising performance of fuzzy logic prediction on the conventional

CAC (shown in Section 5.5.3), it is incorporated in the proposed fuzzy logic

measurement-based CAC. Likewise, for comparison purpose, three methods are

used to obtain the traffic descriptor of a new connection, namely, a priori, mea-

sured non-predictive and measured fuzzy logic predictive. However, in this case,

the peak cell rate (PCR) is the only traffic descriptor required. PCR is considered

rather than the mean bit rate or burst length as it is simpler to determine.

Below is a list of the different cases in which the efficiency of the network and the

benefits of fuzzy logic prediction and control are undertaken for investigation:

Proposed Fuzzy Logic CAC (or real-time measurement-based CAC) with :

1. a priori traffic descriptor.

2. measured non-predictive traffic descriptor.

3. measured predictive traffic descriptor.

Figure 5.7 illustrates the efficiency achieved for the proposed fuzzy logic CAC

with various traffic descriptors and buffer capacity under different traffic situations.

There is no cell loss in all cases. The figure shows that fuzzy logic predicted traffic

descriptor improves network efficiency compared to the a priori and measured

non-predictive traffic descriptors.
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Buffer Size
(cells)

100

Traffic Types

Tl
T2
T3

Column Average

1000
Tl
T2
T3

Column Average

Pred vs a priori

0.1361
0.0660
0.0822 _
0.0948

0.1369
0.1086
0.0411
0.0955

Pred vs Non-pred

0.0484
0.0330
0.0267
0.0360

0.0323
0.0531
0.0296
0.0383

Table 5.4: Efficiency improvement of the fuzzy logic predictive traffic descrip-
tor over the a priori and the non-predictive traffic descriptor on the fuzzy logic
measurement-based CAC.

Table 5.4 tabulates the efficiency improvement for the fuzzy logic predictive traf-

fic descriptors over the a priori and the non-predictive traffic descriptors on the

proposed fuzzy logic measurement-based CAC. The improvement is less impres-

sive but still distinctive for the fuzzy logic CAC as compared to the conventional

CAC. The overall improvement in efficiency when using the fuzzy logic predictive

traffic descriptor is about 10% and 4% compared to the a priori and measured

non-predictive traffic descriptors respectively. This is mainly because statistical

multiplexing gain has fully exploited in the fuzzy logic CAC.

In summary, the fuzzy logic predictor provides a soft and accurate estimation of

traffic parameter(s) for new connections. As a result, the performance of the CAC

is significantly improved.

5.5.4.2 Comparison of the Conventional CAC and the Fuzzy Logic
Measurement-based CAC

Comparing the performance of both the conventional CAC and the proposed fuzzy

logic measurement-based CAC, Figure 5.7 shows that the proposed fuzzy logic

CAC produces consistently higher efficiency under all traffic conditions compared

with the conventional CAC (Figure 5.6). In Figure 5.6, efficiency achieved for

the conventional CAC is less than 0.5 and 0.8 for a buffer size of 100 cells and

1000 cells respectively. However, in Figure 5.7, efficiency achieved for the proposed
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Figure 5.7: The efficiency achieved for the fuzzy logic measurement-based CAC
with various traffic descriptors and buffer capacity under different traffic traces.
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r

Traffic Types
Tl
T2
T3

Queue Size 100 cells
0.4853
0.2312
0.2473

Queue Size 1000 cells
0.1860
0.1995
0.1871

Table 5.5: Efficiency improvement of the fuzzy logic measurement-based CAC over
the conventional CAC with predictive traffic descriptor (s).

fuzzy logic CAC is more than 0.5 and 0.8 for a buffer size of 100 cells and 1000

cells respectively. In particular, the proposed fuzzy logic CAC with predictive traffic

descriptor achieves highest efficiency among all cases. For example in Figure 5.7(b),

it can be observed that an efficiency of over 90% is achieved for types 1 (Tl) and

2 traffic (T2) and 80% for type 3 traffic (T3). It also indicates that regardless of

CAC schemes, as the size of the buffer increases, higher efficiency is achieved.

Table 5.5 compares the efficiency improvement between the fuzzy logic CAC and

conventional CAC using predictive traffic descriptor(s). On type 3 (T3) traffic, for

example, efficiency is improved by 25% and 19% when the buffer size is 100 and

1000 cells respectively.

The improvement is due to the fact that network performance parameters are used

as input linguistic variables. As a result, the fuzzy logic CAC uses more information

for making connection admission decisions than the conventional CAC. In addition,

because it does not have the additive property, the proposed fuzzy logic CAC better

exploits the advantages of statistical multiplexing.

Table 5.5 also indicates that when the buffer size is small, the efficiency improve-

ment between the fuzzy logic CAC and the conventional CAC yields a much greater

percentage as compared to the larger buffer size. This is because the effective band-

width of the conventional CAC tends to approach the PCR when the buffer size is

small, and closes to the SCR when the buffer size is large. Hence, the link is very

much under-utilized when the buffer size i. small.
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5.6 Conclusions

This chapter has addressed the issues related to CAC design and investigated var-

ious existing CAC approaches. Conventional admission controls are based on ana-

lytical models which require a priori traffic descriptors as input parameters. How-

ever it is often hard or even impossible to model every network situation and each

traffic flow, especially with the rapid emergence of new applications. In addition,

due to unavailability or inaccuracies and uncertainties in the knowledge about traf-

fic characteristics, e.g. mean bit rate or peak duration, during a connection setup

phase, an analytical model may not completely capture the significant statistical

information of traffic flows. On the other hand, measurement-based CAC using

a statistical allocation approach assumes fewer parameters and is able to achieve

a higher link utilization. Nonetheless, computational intelligent techniques such

as fuzzy logic controls, are quite attractive because of the difficulties in declaring

traffic descriptors, highly fluctuated and uncertain traffic, errors and uncertainties

involved in measurement-based CAC.

Based on the concepts of free bandwidth and the adaptive weight factor in [ZL98b,

ZL98a], this chapter has proposed a novel measurement-based CAC using a fuzzy

logic approach. Unlike conventional CAC, the proposed CAC does not use compli-

cated analytical models or a priori traffic descriptors. Instead, traffic parameters

are predicted by an on-line fuzzy logic predictor [QiuOl, QSW99J. QoS require-

ments are targeted indirectly by an adaptive weight factor. This weight factor

is generated by a fuzzy logic inference system which is based on arrival traffic,

queue occupancy and traffic load of the outgoing link. Admission decisions are

then based on real-time measurement of aggregate traffic statistics with the fuzzy

logic adaptive weight factor as well as the predicted traffic parameters.

The performance of the proposed CAC scheme has been investigated by simula-

tions. Both homogeneous and heterogeneous traffic were used in the simulations.

The effects of the measurement interval were first investigated by comparing the
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link utilization and cell loss ratio against the measurement periods. Simulation re-

sults reveal that longer measurement periods result in high computational power,

massive storage space and low link utilization. On the other hand, due to lack of

statistical information on traffic flows, small measurement periods result in more

connections being admitted and thus high cell loss. Therefore the measurement

interval not only has to be short enough to be practical, but also has to be able

to capture the significant statistical information of traffic flows. The advantages

of fuzzy logic prediction on CAC were then evaluated by applying the prediction

technique to the Guerin's equivalent bandwidth CAC [GAN91] and the proposed

measurement-based CAC. Simulation results show that fuzzy logic prediction sig-

nificantly improves link efficiency while maintaining QoS requirements on both

CAC schemes. In addition, the measurement-based approach incorporating fuzzy

logic inference and using fuzzy logic prediction is shown to achieve higher network

utilization while maintaining QoS objectives.

The next chapter focuses on the congestion control associated with transporting

Internet application data over ATM networks.



Chapter 6

Fuzzy Logic Congestion Control
for TCP/IP over ATM

The previous chapters have dealt with issues and solutions on reactive and preven-

tive congestion control in ATM networks. This chapter focuses on the congestion

control for transporting TCP/IP application data over ATM networks. It proposes

an intelligent selective cell drop scheme for TCP over ATM UBR based on fuzzy

logic prediction and control. The performance of the proposed scheme is compared

I with the conventional cell drop schemes by extensive simulation. The effects of

fuzzy logic prediction and control on TCP over ATM ABR are also investigated.

The fuzzy logic ABR service congestion control scheme proposed in Chapter 4 is

used for this study. The performance is then evaluated in comparison with the

conventional congestion control scheme.

6.1 Introduction

Over the past decade, the Internet has been growing exponentially. It is built based

on IP connectionless protocol which does not provide QoS guarantees. On the other

hand, ATM has been designed to support different types of service (Chapter 2)

and offers guaranteed QoS to connections. Recently, there has been an increasing

demand in multimedia applications which require guaranteed QoS. Since the vast

majority of computers are based on IP protocol, to provide guaranteed QoS, ATM

133
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is adopted by large Internet service providers (ISPs) as a high-speed backbone.

TCP/IP data applications are thus transported on ATM networks by best effort

ATM ABR and UBR services.

An application packet has to be fragmented by the source into cells in order to

transport over ATM networks. However, the problems of fragmentation and re-

assembly of the application packet and cell loss in ATM networks can severely

affect application performance and network utilization, especially during periods

of network congestion. Hence, there have been many recent investigations into

how TCP/IP can operate efficiently over the ATM infrastructure [HAOS01, LB99,

SHL98, GJK+97, JY96, RF95]. An important issue is to prevent congestion col-

lapse, minimize congestion levels and guarantee fairness.

End system policies and network policies are available to manage TCP/IP traffic

over ATM. At the end system, the transport layer of TCP can implement closed-

loop, window-based congestion avoidance mechanisms to improve its throughput

and prevent congestion collapse. At the network, switches can implement various

mechanisms to optimize resource utilization, fairness and higher layer throughput.

For example, ATM ABR service can implement effective closed-loop congestion

feedback mechanisms to reduce cell loss, and UBR service can implement intelligent

drop schemes to minimize incomplete packet transmission rate.

The end system polices interact with the network policies, and both of these policies

are affected by the large round-trip delays of the network. Effective throughput

decreases as round-trip delays get longer since the time required to recover the

original data transmission rate after a slow start is prolonged. The fairness among

connections is also at risk if the differences between round-trip delays among con-

nections become large.

To tackle the problem of long round-trip delays, this chapter proposes a cell drop

scheme for TCP over UBR based on fuzzy logic prediction and control. The scheme

is able to accept or drop a new incoming packet dynamically based on the predicted

future buffer condition in the switch, and it can thereby react to congestion earlier.
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In addition, fairness is maintained by a fuzzy logic inference system using soft-

computing. Consequently cell loss is kept to a minimum and high end-to-end

performance for the TCP protocol is delivered.

This chapter also presents an investigation on the effect of fuzzy logic prediction

and control on TCP over ATM ABR congestion control. The fuzzy logic ABR

service congestion control scheme proposed in Chapter 4 is applied to the ABR

switch algorithms, and its performance is evaluated in terms of effective throughput,

fairness, cell loss and cell delay variation.

This chapter first describes the architecture and transportation of TCP/IP over

ATM networks. The impact of ATM QoS requirements on TCP performance is

discussed in Section 6.3. End system policies and network policies are used to

manage TCP/IP traffic over ATM. Section 6.4.1 describes some end system polices

such as the TCP/IP congestion control mechanism and its enhancements. Intel-

ligent drop schemes for UBR service and rate-based closed-loop feedback control

for ABR service are the network polices. Section 6.4.2 presents a comprehensive

survey of intelligent drop schemes for the UBR service. Some of these schemes are

used later for comparison purposes in performance evaluation of the proposed cell

drop scheme. Then, in Section 6.4.3, the performance issues of running TCP over

ABR rate-based closed-loop feedback control are addressed.

To exploit the advantages of fuzzy logic prediction and control on cell drop, a

fuzzy logic selective ce" drop scheme (FSCD) for TCP over UBR is proposed in

Section 6.5. A simulation model and the setting of parameters are then described.

TCP performance over UBR is first studied by comparing the proposed scheme

with the well known conventional schemes described in Section 6.4.2. Different

TCP congestion control options are used in the simulation and the results are

presented in Section 6.7.2. Subsequently, the effect of fuzzy logic prediction and

control on TCP performance over ABR is investigated in Section 6.7.3. The fuzzy

logic ABR service congestion control scheme described in Chapter 4 is applied here

for ABR traffic control. TCP performance is then compared with the conventional

ABR switch algorithms by simulation. Finally a comparison of performance and
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Figure 6.1: The Architecture of TCP/IP over ATM.

cost between various TCP over ABR and UBR control mechanisms is presented in

Section 6.7.4.

6.2 Transportation of TCP/IP over ATM

The interoperability and transportation of TCP/IP over ATM are standardized

by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [LH98, Lau94]. The general ar-

chitecture of TCP/IP over ATM protocols is illustrated in Figure 6.1 (adapted

from [Goy99]). Basically, IP treats ATM just like another link layer for IP packet

transports, and enjoys all ATM functions and features including the guaranteed

QoS. The application and TCP/IP are on top of the AAL and ATM layer on each

source and destination. The source and destination end systems can be hosts or

routers. They are configured with both IP and ATM addresses. A source IP may

establish a switched VC (SVC) with the destination by querying the ATM address

resolution protocol (ARP) server for an IP/ATM address binding. However, if

permanent VCs (PVCs) are used, an ARP server is not required.

To transport IP application packets over ATM networks, the packets must be

segmented and encapsulated into ATM cells. Figure 6.2 shows the structures of

the protocol data units (PDUs) at each layer [Goy99]. The application packet
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Figure 6.2: The Structures of Protocol Data Units at Each Layer.

is first segmented into smaller TCP segments. The TCP maximum segment size

(MSS) is determined by the maximum transmission unit (MTU) of the underlying

link layer. The segment is then attached by a 20 byte TCP header and IP header

when it passes the TCP layer and IP layer respectively. Next, the IP packet passes

to the AAL layer. The AAL consists of two internal sublayers: a convergence

sublayer (CS) and a segmentation and reassembly sublayer (SAR). The IP packet is

encapsulated by the CS layer specified by the RFC 1483 [Hei93]. The layer attaches

an 8 byte logical link control (LLC)/subnetwork attachment point (SNAP) header

which contains the protocol ID for the higher layer. This header enables IP packets

to be distinguished from packets of other network layer protocols. The packet is

then further padded and appended an 8 byte trailer to form an AAL5 frame.

The SAR layer then segments the AAL5 frame into 48-octet segments, filling the

payloads of successive ATM cells. The padding ensures that the AAL5 trailer falls

in the last eight octets of the last ATM cell. Each ATM cells has a 5 byte header

which has an end-of-message (EOM) bit. This bit is an indication of AAL5 frame

boundaries. Hence this bit is set to one on the last cell in the AAL5 frame, every

other cell is set to zero.
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6.3 The Impact of ATM QoS Requirements on
TCP Performance

ATM QoS requirements are typically expressed in terms of loss and delay within

a negotiated rate across the network. Most existing TCP/IP data applications are

sensitive to losses but tolerant to delay. During congestion, a single cell loss at the

ATM layer results in an entire packet loss at the higher layer on the destination

TCP. Hence, cell loss in an ATM network can severely affect the TCP performance

and the efficiency of the network. The remainder of this section discusses the

impact of cell loss and its effect on TCP performance [HAOO].

TCP performance can be affected by fragmentation. This is because a packet has

to be fragmented into cells in order to be transported over ATM networks. If a cell

loss occurs in the ATM layer, all subsequence cells from the packet are useless to

the higher layer of the destination. However they are still transmitted across the

network, clogging the congested link. As a result, bandwidth is wasted and TCP

throughput is reduced.

The lack of error correction or recovery at the ATM and AAL5 layers can degrade

TCP performance. Although ATM protocol has error checking on the cell header

to prevent misrouting of cells, it does not perform any error checking on cell pay-

load or the retransmission of lost cells. In addition, AAL5 simply discards the

entire packet if a CRC error is detected. As a result, the destination TCP does

not send an acknowledgment to the source since it does not receive the segment

which has already been discarded at the AAL5 layer. The source TCP eventually

timesout and retransmits the packet. This results in the unnecessary retransmis-

sion of many cells which have already arrived at the destination previously, causing

further congestion and cell loss in the network.

TCP performance can be affected by the way the AAL5 reassembles cells at the

destination. AAL5 frame boundary is indicated by marking the EOM bit in the

header of the last cell of the AAL5 frame. If the last cell is lost, the AAL5 SAR layer

at the destination continues to reassemble cells into subsequence AAL5 frame(s).
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This process only stops when the last cell of an AAL5 frame is detected or a

maximum threshold is reached. Consequently, a loss of one last cell in an AAL5

frame may cause a loss of more than one AAL5 frame, resulting in reduced TCP

throughput.

The TCP congestion control protocol and related parameter settings can affect

TCP performance. A source TCP detects congestion by using a retransmission

timeout (RTO) timer for the last unacknowledged segment. Before the timer ex-

pires, the source TCP does not send any new segments if its allowed window is

reached. Significant time is wasted waiting for the retransmission timer to expire.

Hence the link is idle for a long period of time causing low TCP throughput. When

the RTO timer expires, the source TCP enters slow start phase and retransmits the

lost segment. It then waits for the acknowledgment of the retransmitted segment

from the destination TCP. For long distance connections, the delay in receiving

acknowledgment can be quite high, resulting in low TCP throughput. The sit-

uation becomes worse if an acknowledgment packet is lost in the congested link.

In addition, if cell loss frequently occurs, the connection is frequently forced back

to slow start phase. Each time, the link has to take several round-trip times to

effectively utilize the bandwidth.

The size of a buffer at ATM switches also has a significant effect on cell loss rate for

TCP/IP over ATM. The smaller the buffer, the higher the cell loss rate, resulting

in significant loss of TCP throughput. In [KS94], Keung and Siu show that a small

percentage of cell loss (less than 1%) can cause a throughput degradation of over

64% on a two-node network with five TCP connections.

Several mechanisms have been proposed to address the issue of cell loss on TCP

over ATM and its effect on TCP performance. The following section discusses these

mechanisms.
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6.4 Congestion Control for TCP/IP over ATM

This chapter focuses on the issues and solutions related to congestion control for

TCP/IP over ATM. Figure 6.3 illustrates four categories of design option available

to networks and TCP end systems for congestion control [Goy99]. These four

categories of design option are:

• Buffer management (for UBR service)

Queuing

Feedback control (for ABR service)

TCP end system policies

This chapter proposes solutions in relation to the buffer management for UBR

service and feedback control for ABR service later in the chapter. The performance

of the proposed solutions is evaluated using different TCP end system policies.

UBR service supports TCP/IP-based data communications by implementing FIFO

queuing and a simple dropping policy. This simple dropping policy randomly drops

cells from any frames. Since dropping cells without any regard to the AAL5 frame
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delineation can degrade TCP performance, more intelligent buffer management

policies using a packet-based (or frame-based) discard strategy have been developed

to improve TCP throughput and fairness on UBR service. These mechanisms aim

to reduce cell losses in packets by minimizing incomplete packet transmission rate.

Some of these mechanisms also adopt per-VC accounting to further improve fairness

among connections. Section 6.4.2 discusses various buffer management policies on

TCP over UBR.

Another TCP/IP over ATM implementation option is to use the ABR service cat-

egory. ABR class connections are closed-loop and rate-based. Upon congestion,

sources are informed by the feedback from the network to decrease their transmis-

sion rate. Consequently, cell loss in the network is reduced. Earlier generation

switches use a binary feedback scheme to indicate congestion. Later generation

switches require sophisticated mechanisms and use the ER field of the RM cells

to convey the allowed rate to each source. Switches can also implement virtual

source/virtual destination (VS/VD) by segmenting the end-to-end control loop

into smaller hop-by-hop control loop?. This approach can be quite expensive to

implement as it requires the conversion of per-class queue to per-VC queue and the

inclusion of all source/destination related functions at each switch. Section 6.4.3

discusses the effect of ABR rate control on TCP performance.

Besides network based solutions, effective TCP/IP end-to-end flow and congestion

control can be implemented at the end systems to improve TCP performance over

ATM. Mechanisms such as the fast retransmit and recovery (TCP Reno) [Jac88,

Jac90, Ste97], together with the basic TCP slow start and congestion avoidance

can be used to quickly recover from isolated segment losses. As for fast recovery

from multiple segment losses, the selective acknowledgments (SACKS) is proposed

in [MMFR96]. The following section describes these mechanisms.
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6.4.1 TCP Flow and Congestion Control

TCP is currently the most widely used transport protocol in the Internet. It

was originally specified in RFC793 [Pos81] but has since been enhanced in sev-

eral ways. RFC1122 [Bra89] recommends that a TCP must implement slow start

and congestion avoidance to ease congestion. The fast retransmit and recovery

mechanism (TCP Reno) was implemented after RFC 1122 to enable fast recovery

from isolated segment losses. These four algorithms were developed by V. Ja-

cobson [Jac88, Jac90, Ste97]. In 1996, RFC2018 [MMFR96] was proposed with

the option of selectively acknowledged (SACK) out-of-order segments in order to

quickly recover from multiple segment losses. The following sections provide a brief

overview of the basic TCP flow and congestion control mechanism and some of these

enhancements. Since basic TCP flow and congestion control mechanism, and TCP

Reno are more commonly used compared to SACK, they will be used in the simula-

tion studies on the proposed schemes. On going research, standardization and de-

ployment of TCP congestion control mechanism can be found in [FloOl, ADG+00].

6.4.1.1 Basic TCP Flow and Congestion Control Principle

TCP is a reliable end-to-end window-based flow and congestion control protocol.

It uses acknowledgments and retransmission for segment transmission and error

recovery. The flow control is enforced by two windows: a congestion window (cwnd)

and a receiver's advertised window (rcvwnd). cwnd is maintained by the sender and

is a sender's perception about the network current capacity, rcvwnd is kept at the

receiver, and is an indication of receiver's current buffering capacity. The current

value of rcvwnd is carried to the sender every time the receiver sends an ACK. At

any given instant, the sender never sends more than the minimum of cwnd and

rcvwnd segments into the network.

The basic TCP congestion control scheme consists of the "slow start" and "con-

gestion avoidance" phases [Jac88]. These two phases are identified by a variable

ssthresh which is maintained at the sender. The slow start mechanism effectively
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increases the window size to probe the available bandwidth. It starts by the sender

sending one segment of data into the network, that is, cwnd is initially set to one.

When the segment is acknowledged by the receiver, the cwnd is increased to two

segments. When these two segments are acknowledged, the cwnd is increased to

four segments, and so on. The window is increased exponentially. Eventually either

cwnd reaches ssthresh which is normally initialized to rcvwnd, or congestion occurs

thereby segments are dropped at switches due to buffer overflow.

There are two ways to detect congestion. The sender detects congestion by main-

taining a retransmission timeout (RTO) timer for the last unacknowledged seg-

ment. This timer is calculated based on the smoothed average and mean deviation

of measured samples of round-trip times (RTT) [Jac88]. It is doubled each time

(exponential back off) a segment is retransmitted due to the expiration of the time-

out timer and is reset each time an ACK for a new segment is received. On the

other hand, if the receiver detects a missing in-order segment from the arriving

segments, it sends duplicate ACKs for each out-of-order segment received.

Therefore when congestion occurs, the sender retransmits the unacknowledged seg-

ment and sets the ssthresh to half of cwnd. More precisely, ssthresh is set to the

minimum of cwnd and rcvwnd, but at least two segments. In addition, cwnd is

set to one segment size. Since the cwnd is less than ssthresh, the sender is forced

back to the slow start phase. Once ssthresh is reached, the sender enters the less

aggressive congestion avoidance phase. During the congestion avoidance phase, the

cwnd is increased additively by 1/cwnd each time a segment is acknowledged.

Figure 6.4 shows an visual description of slow start and congestion avoidance [Ste94].

The units of ssthresh and cwnd are assumed in segments instead of bytes, cwnd is

initialized to 32 segments. When congestion occurs, ssthresh is set to half of cwnd

which is 16 segments and cwnd is set to one segment. The sender enters slow start

phase and retransmits the lost segment, cwnd is increased exponentially each time

a new segment is acknowledged. This continues until cwnd reaches ssthresh where

the congestion avoidance phase starts. At this phase, cwnd is increased linearly

with a maximum of one segment per round-trip time regardless of number of ACKs
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received in that round-trip time.

6.4.1.2 TCP Reno: Fast Retransmit and Recovery

Most TCP implementations use a coarse granularity (typically 500 msecs) timer

for the retransmission timeout. When congestion occurs, significant time may be

lost waiting for the timeout timer to trigger. During this time, the sender does not

send any new segments if its allowed window is reached. It also does not retransmit

the lost segment even if duplicate ACKs are received. Moreover, once the timeout

timer expires, the sender retransmits the lost segment and is forced back to the slow

start phase. Consequently, the link experiences low throughput as the connection

remains idle for a long period of time and takes several round-trip times to fully

utilize the network. TCP Reno implements fast retransmit and recovery to enable

the connection to quickly recover from isolated segment losses [Ste97].

In fast retransmit, the arrival of three duplicate ACKs at the sender infers that

a loss has occurred, and retransmission is begun without waiting for the RTO to

expire. In fast recovery, the receipt of three duplicate ACKs, while indicating a loss
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of a segment, does not result in a full slow start. This is because obviously later

segments got through, so the network congestion is not too bad.

Fast recovery involves setting ssthresh to half of cwnd; retransmitting the lost seg-

ment and setting cwnd to ssthresh plus three segments. Each time another duplicate

ACK arrives, the sender increases cwnd by a segment and transmits a segment (if

allowed by the new value of cwnd). Once an ACK is received for new data, it resets

cwnd to the ssthresh value, and enters the congestion avoidance phase.

6.4.1.3 SACK: Selective Acknowledgments

The fast retransmit and recovery mechanism works well if no more than one segment

is lost per window. However, if more than one segment is lost per window, the first

lost segment will be detected by the sender from the duplicate ACKs received,

and the second lost segment is not detected until the RTO timer expires at the

sender. The connection is forced back to slow start phase and cwnd is set to

one. This situation can be avoided by implementing selective acknowledgments

(SACK) [MMFR96].

The availability of SACK is announced as an option in a SYN segment during

the establishment of a connection. When the TCP receiver receives out-of-order

segments, it sends duplicate ACKs with a "SACK block" option mapping out the

as-yet unacknowledged segments. This SACK block specifies the out-of-order seg-

ments that have been received and are being buffered at the receiver. Thus the

TCP sender optimizes its retransmission strategy, avoiding retransmitting segments

identified in the SACK block. Consequently, the sender can recover from multiple

lost segments in about one round-trip time. However if the sender's RTO expires,

the sender must retransmit that segment regardless of whether it appeared in a

SACK block.
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6.4.2 TCP over UBR

This section discusses TCP/IP applications over ATM UBR class service. UBR

class service category is a best-effort service, and no specific QoS must be provided.

Unlike tbe ABR service, UBR does not provide any network feedback control nor

source description. During congestion, cells are dropped at switches and sources

are not expected to decrease their transmission rate. Rate adaptation and error

recovery are handled by higher layers between TCP end systems.

Earlier generation drop schemes simply drop all incoming cells whenever the buffer

is full without any regard to the AAL5 frame delineation. This results in low

TCP throughput. Therefore, in order to achieve high throughput, intelligent buffer

management policies employing a packet-based (or frame-based) discard strategy

have been developed. These mechanisms aim to reduce cell losses in packets by

minimizing the incomplete packet transmission rate. However, these mechanisms

do not take fairness into consideration, i.e. when the buffer threshold for packet

drop is reached, incoming packets from any connections are dropped irrespective

of their current load in the buffer. Hence, more sophisticated mechanisms are

developed to alleviate the fairness problem by fairly allocating the buffer space to

each connection. Section 6.4.2.1 - 6.4.2.3 describe these schemes, some of which are

used for the purpose of comparison later in the chapter. Section 6.4.2.4 provides a

brief discussion of some other packet drop schemes.

6.4.2.1 Simply Drop Cell and Partial Packet Drop

Drop Tail (DT) is the simplest method to implement an ATM switch for UBR

service category. DT does not selectively drop packets, it simply drops cells from

the tail of the buffer whenever the buffer is full. It does not keep track of state

information for each connection either. Obviously, this scheme is not the best

policy as it does not provide any strategy to prevent cell loss. It also unnecessarily

transmits incomplete packets (i.e. packets in which at least one cell is dropped by

the switch). These incomplete packets are useless to the higher-layer protocols of
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the destinations. This results in a waste of bandwidth and leads to reduce effective

TCP throughput. In addition, if a cell is dropped at a switch, the TCP source

loses time waiting for retransmission timeout. The link is occasionally idle and

the resulting throughput can be very low though TCP congestion mechanisms can

effectively recover from loss later.

DT suffers from fairness and global synchronization problems in which connections

sending more data wil! get more system resources. Moreover, it is bussed against

long packets as the probability of dropping cells at a congested ATM switch is

higher than the shorter packets. Bursty connections will have poor performance

too since the probability of filling up the buffer is higher.

Simulation studies in [RF95] show that DT performance is poor. Using 10 TCP

(Tahoe) connections with different buffer sizes and packet sizes, it shows that the

effective throughput for TCP connections over packet IP networks is at least 90%

whereas TCP over ATM with DT can be as low as 34%. The performance is even

worse if largest packet size and smallest buffer size are used.

Partial Packet Discard (PPD) is proposed [AA93] to overcome the shortcoming

of DT. A packet is useless to the destination if at least one cell from the packet is

dropped at an ATM switch. The remaining cells from the packet should be dropped

rather than carried over the network which results in a waste of bandwidth. Hence

the aim of the PPD is to improve DT by dropping all subsequent cells (except the

last cell) belonging to the same packet which has already suffered a cell loss due to

buffer overflow. This improves the network utilization and decreases the delay of

the good packets (i.e. packets can reach the destination successfully without any

errors).

PPD needs to keep track of packet boundaries and maintains a drop list so that

the appropriate cell can be dropped. A drop list is a set of connections which at

least one cell of a packet has been dropped. PPD is slightly more complex than

DT, but can still be considered fairly simple. Similar to DT, PPD also suffers from

fairness and global synchronization problems.
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Romanov et la. [RF95] show that the effective throughput of TCP over ATM is

improved with PPD. Nevertheless, due to the significant number of incomplete

packets transmitted, the performance of PPD is still poor. Using the same simu-

lation parameters as in DT, the performance could be as low as 50%.

6.4.2.2 Packet Drop without Fairness

Early Packet Discard (EPD) is proposed by [HWMB94] (patent filed in March

1993) and [RF95] to prevent useless data from being transmitted as is the case with

PPD. EPD drops complete packets rather than partial packets. Consequently,

bandwidth is not wasted in carrying incomplete packets which would have been

discarded by the destination during reassembly EPD uses a buffer occupancy

threshold (R) to indicate the onset of congestion. Once the queue length reaches

this threshold, as long as there is enough buffer space, EPD continues to accept

cells from those packets which have already been partially admitted; whereas all

cells from any new packets are dropped. Ideally, if a switch accepts the first cell of

a packet from each connection before its queue length threshold value is reached,

there should have enough excess buffer capacity to accommodate the entire packet

for each connection. Therefore, typically, the EPD threshold value should be set

to at least buffer size — N x the maximum packet size where N is the expected

number of active connections at any time [GJK+98].

Similar to PPD, EPD needs to maintain a drop list. To decide when to drop new

incoming packets, it also needs to keep track of threshold-crossing and to identify

the beginning of packets.

In [RF95], the performance of EPD is demonstrated to outperform DT and PPD.

In the simulations, the EPD threshold is set to half the ATM switch buffer size

and TCP window size is 64 Kbyte. EPD achieves more than 55% of effective

throughput with a smaller buffer size and the biggest packet size. When the buffer

size is slightly increased, EPD achieves more than 95% of effective throughput

compared to the throughput produced by the PPD and DT.
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Although EPD improves the efficiency of TCP over UBR, it does not significantly

improve fairness. This is due to the fact that when the queue length threshold

value is reached, EPD simply drops the new incoming packet from any connections

irrespective of its current load in the buffer. As a result, the probability of dropping

a packet from a connection which has a smaller packet is higher even though it has

a lesser share of the fair share in the buffer. Thus, connections with larger packets

will have a higher chance of achieving more throughput than the connections with

smaller packets. The fairness problem of EPD has been demonstrated by simulation

studies in [GJK+98, FL95].

6.4.2.3 Packet Drop with Fairness

Selective Drop (SD) scheme is proposed by Goyal et la. [GJK+98, GJK+97] to

alleviate the fairness problem of EPD. Fairness is achieved by fair allocation of

buffer space to each VC. If the buffer occupancy of a VC exceeds its fair share,

its next meaning packet is dropped. Hence per-VC accounting is required to keep

track of the number of cells each VC has in the buffer.

Let assume there are X cells in the buffer belonging to Na number of active VCs

(VCs with at least one cell in the buffer). Fair allocation of buffer space, Fs, for

each VC would be:

-1 "a

The amount a VC is overloading the buffer (i.e. by what ratio it exceeds the fair

allocation) can then be measured by the ratio of the number of cells a VC has in

the buffer to the fair allocation. So if a VC i has Y cells in the buffer, its load

ratio, Li is:

(6.2)

j xNa
X

Therefore, if Lj > 1, then VC i is consuming more than the fair share, and if

Li < 1, VC i has underutilized the buffer space. Figure 6.5 illustrates the drop
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B R X

X < R : in accepting mode (no packets are dropped)

B X R

X > R : in discarding mode if Li > Z

Figure 6.5: Drop conditions for SD.

conditions for SD. For a given buffer size B, if the queue length A' is less than or

equal to a minimum static threshold value, i?, then SD is in accepting mode, and

no cells are dropped. Otherwise, if the queue length exceeds this threshold value,

R, a new incoming packet from VC i will be dropped if the load ratio of that VC is

greater than a predefined parameter Z. However, if the load ratio of that VC i is

not exceeding Z, the packet will not be dropped even if the queue length exceeds

threshold it!. Therefore the condition to drop a new incoming packet from a VC is:

{X > R) AND {L{ > Z) (6.3)

The optimum value of Z is found to be close to one from the simulation stud-

ies of [GJK+98, GJK+97]. Although a higher value of Z would increase network

utilization, it decreases fairness since packets from connections with more than

their fair share could be accepted. SD improves fairness and alleviates the global

synchronization problem since connections which overload the buffer are forced to

reduce their congestion windows, preventing them from consuming more than the

fair share of available resources. With these distinct advantages, the fairness con-

cept of SD is thus adopted in the proposed selective drop scheme using a different

approach.

SD is certainly more complex than EPD. Besides having some static threshold

values, it needs to constantly monitor the activity of each VC and update their

states. Additionally, more computational power is required to calculate fair share

and load ratio.
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Fair Buffer Allocation (FBA) [HK] packets dropping mechanism is similar to

SD but uses a more complex form of drop threshold. When queue length exceeds

a fixed threshold value, instead of comparing the load ratio of VC i with a fixed

parameter Z, it is compared with a dynamic drop threshold Dt:

Dt = Zx | ^ | (6.4)

Therefore a packet is dropped from VC i if the following conditions are met:

(X > R) AND {Li >Zx (6.5)| | )
A — si.

where B is the buffer size, X is the number of cells in the buffer, R is a minimum

queue length threshold value, Lj is the load ratio of VC i, and Z is a linear scaling

factor. FBA is a dynamic scheme since it adjusts its drop threshold according to

the congestion level in the switch. As X increases (congestion increases), load ratio

Li is compared with a smaller value. Consequently, more packets from connections

which have more cells in the buffer will be dropped, and only connections with

fewer cells in the buffer will not incur losses.

An extensive simulation study was conducted by Goyal et la. [GJK+98] to compare

the TCP performance of DT, EPD, SD and FBA. In the simulations, TCP segment

size was set to 512 bytes. LAN and WAN network configurations with varying

buffer sizes and number of sources were used. Simulation results show that both

FBA and SD achieve better efficiency and fairness over DT regardless the latency

of the network. Both FBA and SD also improve efficiency and fairness over EPD

on a LAN environment; however there is no significant improvement on WAN. The

study also shows that though FBA is more complex than SD, it does not improve

TCP performance significantly over SD.

6.4.2.4 Other Packet Dropping Schemes

Most other schemes are the improvement and extension of earlier schemes, DT,

PPD and EPD, and hence they inherit the fairness problem when working in con-

junction with earlier schemes. This section briefly describes some of these schemes.

A more detail survey of packet dropping schemes can be found in [LB99].
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Lakshman et la. proposes the drop from front (DFF) [LNO96] in which cells

are dropped closest to the beginning of the buffer rather than at the tail when

the buffer is full. As a result, the TCP source is notified of congestion a buffer

length drain time earlier than the tail drop scheme. Although DFF improves TCP

throughput, it is sometimes considered an unnecessary complexity as it requires

explicit queue manipulation to remove an existing entry.

Cheon and Panwar introduces the early selective packet discard (ESPD) [CP98].

Two queue threshold values: high and low thresholds are maintained. Fairness is

achieved by assuming highly active connections have a higher probability to reach

the high threshold value, and thus are marked red. Any new incoming packets of

a marked connection are dropped until the mark is removed. The mark is removed

when the queue length falls below the low threshold value. The trade-off between

efficiency, fairness and complexity of the scheme is not clear. Moreover, tuning of

the two threshold values have been shown to be a challenging task under different

network conditions.

Chiou and Tsai presents the age priority packet discarding (APPD) [CT98].

Cells are dropped based on the Age of the packets competing for resources. Age

is defined as the number of cells a considered packet has in the buffer. Whenever

the residual buffer space is not enough to accommodate new incoming cells, APPD

gives priority to the packet with higher Age. Hence a cell from a packet which has

more cells already in the buffer is accepted, otherwise it is dropped. Thus APPD

minimizes the waste in bandwidth by reducing the number of incomplete long

packets transmitted through the network. An additional Status.Table is needed to

keep track of connections in which cells have been discarded.

By taking the advantages of TCP fast retransmit and recovery mechanism, a

balanced packet discard (BPD) scheme [CHOO] is developed by Cohen and

Hamo [CHOO] to minimize the TCP timeout problem. BPD maintains two queue

threshold values: Lower-Threshold (LT) and Upper-Threshold (UT). Whenever the

lower-threshold is reached, BPD drops the incoming cell as well as all subsequence
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cells from the same packet. BPD also marks this VC as a "damaged" VC. A dam-

aged VC is given a higher priority over non-damaged VCs, that is, cells are only

dropped when the upper-threshold is reached. Hence, the damaged VC is given the

chance to recover from the first loss, without immediate additional packet losses.

As a result, multiple packet losses within the same window are minimized. The

gap between the lower-threshold and the upper-threshold is known as a recovery

period, that is, the spare buffer capacity is reserved for a subsequence number of

packets from a damaged VC. Hence the upper-threshold value is the upper bound

of this recovery period. A damaged VC becomes a regular VC when this threshold

is reached. Although BPD has a priority mechanism, the gap between the two

threshold values has to be carefully engineered in order to avoid multiple packet

losses from the same window.

6.4.3 TCP over ABR

ATM ABR service supports traditional TCP/IP-based data communications by

closed-loop and rate-based congestion control. Sources adjust their transmission

rates according to the feedback information from the network. Consequently, cell

loss rate can be drastically reduced when congestion occurs. Earlier generation

switches use a binary feedback scheme to indicate congestion. Later generation

switches use the ER field of the RM cells to convey congestion information to

sources.

There has been an increase in support for ABR service from ATM switches and

network card interface vendors. Hence it is important to study *• . ABR

rate control on TCP performance.

ABR service can be provided to a TCP source and destkiai • ;'/ m <^i</r an end-

to-end configuration or in an ATM backbone. In the former case, J!:<v TOP source

and destination are directly connected to an ATM network, whereas in latter c&se,

they are indirectly connected to an ATM network via edge routers. In both cases,

ABR control is terminated at the ATM layer inside the TCP hosts or edge routers.
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Figure 6.6: ABR service on a backbone ATM network.

When congestion occurs, TCP/IP protocols are not informed of congestion inside

the ATM network. Cells are lost in the routers or TCP hosts when buffers overflow.

Figure 6.6 shows the ABR service is provided on a backbone ATM network which

interconnects two Ethernet LANs via edge routers [HAOOj. Transmission rates

are controlled by two control loops: the ABR control loop bounded by the two

edge routers, and the end-to-end TCP control loop provided by the TCP source

and destination. The ABR control loop provides congestion information \v'- hin the

ATM network to the routers. The end-to-end TCP control loop provides congestion

information in the routers or in ATM network to the TCP source and destination.

Some research studies [Has97, JY96] reveal that TCP performance is degradated by

the interaction of these two control loops. The ABR rate control simply pushes the

congestion within the ATM network to the edge routers. Thus, to avoid cell loss,

the edge routers need to provide one receiver's window worth of buffer capacity for

each TCP connection.

Another essential factor to achieve good TCP performance over ABR is correct set-

ting of ABR parameters at switches as well as at end systems. Fang and Lin [FL97]

show that incorrect setting of these ABR parameters leads to degradation of TCP

performance.

Lastly, ABR service can be provided by either binary or explicit-rate feedback

congestion control. Binary feedback uses the EFCI bit of data cells (EFCI marking)
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or CI/NI bit of RM cells (Relative rate marking) to indicate congestion. Sources are

informed to either increase or decrease their transmission rate based on set or reset

of these bits. On the other hand, explicit-rate feedback uses the ER field of the RM

cells to convey the specific allowed rate to each source. It is a more sophisticated

control but provides better TCP performance than binary feedback schemes in

terms of fairness and robustness. A simulation study from Saito et la. [SKK+96]

shows that ABR service provided by the explicit-rate feedback control achieved

better TCP performance than the binary feedback control.

6.5 The Proposed Fuzzy Logic Selective Cell Drop
Scheme

Conventional cell drop schemes that implement static threshold values [GJK+98,

RF95, HK] on queue and fairness controls have an inherent disadvantage. They can-

not adapt well to traffic fluctuations, resulting in high cell loss, low TCP through-

put and unfairness under some situations. In this section, an intelligent selective

cell drop scheme which improves TCP throughput and fairness over UBR based

on fuzzy logic prediction and control is proposed. Unlike conventional cell drop

schemes, the proposed fuzzy logic selective cell drop controller makes intelligent

decisions based on imprecise quantities with soft-computing. Moreover, with pre-

diction, it can react to congestion sooner and thus improves TCP throughput.

Figure 6.7 shows the proposed fuzzy logic selective cell drop controller. It consists

of a fuzzy logic selective cell drop factor generator and a fuzzy logic predictor.

Tn> ensure fair buffer allocation among TCP sources and not to inherit the fairness

problem of EPD, the fairness concept is adopted as in SD. The fair share of each

VC is maintained by keeping track of the buffer occupancy against the number

of active VCs. Then the load ratio of a VC is used to ensure that it does not

exceed the fair buffer allocation. This is defined as the ratio of the number of

cells a VC has in a buffer to the equal share [GJK+98]. Consequently, the global

synchronization problem is also alleviated as sources which consume more than
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Figure 6.7: The Fuzzy Logic Selective Cell Drop Controller.

their fair share of resources are informed to decrease their congestion windows first

before other connections. Therefore, congestion windows of all TCP connections

are not decreased at the same time, avoiding all connections entering slow start

mechanism and ensuring the network is utilized as much as possible.

The predictor predicts the UBR queue one round-trip delay in advance. This

predicted queue value, together with the load ratio of VCi are provided to the fuzzy

logic factor generator which produces a selective cell drop factor (Scdf). This factor

is compared with a predefined drop threshold. If it is lower than the threshold value,

the cells from a packet are accepted. However, if it is higher than the threshold

value, the FSCD continues to accept cells from the packet which has already been

partially admitted; whereas new incoming packets are dropped.

As shown in Figure 6.7, the fuzzy logic selective cell drop factor generator is in-

tegrated with the fuzzy logic predictor. The output variable, selective cell drop

factor, is governed by two input variables, i.e. the predicted UBR queue length,

the load ratio of VCi\ and the linguistic information stored in the rule base.

Triangular and trapezium shapes are adopted for both input and output mem-

bership functions. Figure 6.8 shows the membership functions of the input and

output linguistic variables when the buffer size is 1000 cells. The design of the
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if pq is
high
high
medium
medium
medium
low
low

and load ratio is
high
medium or low
high
medium
low
high
medium or low

then 8a)f is
high
moderate-high
moderate-high
medium
moderateJow
moderateJow
low

pq: predicted UBR queue

Table 6.1: Linguistic Rules for the Fuzzy Logic Selective Cell Drop Controller.

fuzzy linguistic rules for the inference of 6cdf takes into consideration of the follow-

ing conditions:

• Under severe congestion: when the predicted queue length is increasing

rapidly and cells are about to overflow, then the selective cell drop factor

should be high or moderate_high to drop new incoming packets regardless the

load ratio of that particular VC.

• Under moderate load condition: the predicted queue length is increasing

moderately; if the load ratio of VC{ is high, then the selective cell drop factor

should be moderate-high to drop new packets from that VC in preference to

packets of a VC which has a low load ratio.

• Under a light load condition, the predicted queue length is small, therefore

the selective cell drop factor should be low, so that no cells are dropped.

Since the fuzzy system has two inputs and each has three membership functions, it

has a total of 9 linguistic rules. After some trial optimization, 7 independent rules

are adopted. Table 6.1 shows the linguistic rules for the fuzzy logic selective cell

drop controller.
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6.6 The Proposed Fuzzy Logic Congestion Con-
trol Scheme

A fuzzy logic ABR service congestion control scheme was proposed in Chapter 4. A

key feature of this scheme is its ability to target link utilization dynamically based

on the predicted future buffer condition in the switch. This is achieved by using

fuzzy logic target utilization and fuzzy logic prediction. The predictor estimates the

ABR queue length one round-trip delay in advance. The predicted queue length,

together wi* > jueue growth rate and current queue length are used to produce a

targe' vi •-h••••. >: < > *-.or. By using ABR and VBR class services, simulation results

shf .. ?],.:.!.- ?,;.. ••'.•• ogic control scheme outperforms the conventional control

sch •));, • - *i• n>• - >i QoS measurements.

To inve> ;••; .e the effects of fuzzy logic prediction and control on TCP over ATM

ABR congestion control, this proposed scheme is applied to the two switch algo-

rithms later in the chapter. TCP performance and QoS measurements are then

evaluated by a comparison with the conventional control scheme.

6.7 Performance Evaluation

In this section, simulation results are presented to illustrate the TCP performance

over UBR and ABR on the fuzzy logic control schemes and their advantages over

the conventional control schemes.

The simulation model and settings are described in the following section. Then,

TCP performance over UBR is studied by comparing the proposed fuzzy logic se-

lective cell drop scheme (Section 6.5) with the well known conventional schemes

described in Section 6.4.2. Subsequently, TCP performance over ABR \? nvesti-

gated by comparing the proposed fuzzy logic congestion control scheme (Chapter 4)

with the conventional control scheme on an approximate fair rate switch algorithm

and an exact fair rate switch algorithm. Finally, a comparison of performance and

cost between various TCP over ABR and UBR control mechanisms is presented in

Section 6.7.4.
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Figure 6.9: Simulation Model.

6.7.1 Simulation Model and Parameters

Figure 6.9 shows the simulation model used in the simulation. It is an N peer-to-

peer connection network which shares a single bottleneck link between switches.

The switches implement explicit rate allocation algorithms for AST? service and

drop schemes, such as, EPD, SD, FBA and FSCD, for UBR service.

All traffic is unidirectional. The TCP sources implement basic TCP window-based

flow control protocol. This includes slow starts, congestion avoidance and retrans-

mission [Jac88, Ste97]. For fast recovery from isolated segment losses, the TCP

sources also implement the fast retransmit and recovery mechanism [Jac90, Ste97].

A large, infinite file transfer application runs on top of TCP for the TCP sources.

The TCP sources start sending data at the same time and keep sending a segment

as long as it is allowed by the TCP window. All simulation parameter settings are

tabulated in Table 6.2. Simulation duration is 5 seconds.

Performance Metrics

Two major performance metrics, efficiency and fairness [GJK+98, Kal97, RF95], for

TCP/IP over ATM are used for the discussion in this chapter. They also conform

to the recommendations of the test working group of the ATM Forum [JB97].

Definition 1 : Efficiency (E): Efficiency is the ratio of the sum of all TCP

throughput to the maximum possible throughput on a bottleneck link. Thus it can
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Parameter
TCP Source:
Maximum segment size (byte)
Timer granularity (msec)
Receiver winder size (Kbyte)
ACK delay timer
Link:
Speed (Mbps)
Propagation delay (fis/Km)
Length (Km) x:y:x
ABR End System:
MCR (Mbps)
PCR (Mbps)
ICR (Mbps)
Buffer size
ABR-Switch:
Output buffer size, (Cells)
UBR-End System:
Buffer size
UBR-Switch:
Buffer size, K (Cells)
Minimum drop threshold, R
Linear scale factor, Z

Value

9140 or 1460
100
64
Not set

155.52
5
1:1:1, 10:100:10

0
155.52
15.52
infinity

200 - 1400, and infinity

infinity

1000, 2000, 3000, and infinity
0.9
0.8

Table 6.2: Simulation Parameters.

be expressed as:

Efficiency (E) = -
C

(6.6)

where N is the total TCP source-destination pairs, X{ is the throughput of the zth

TCP connection (0 < i < TV), and C is the maximum possible TCP throughput

achievable over a bottleneck ATM link.

TCP throughput is measured at the destination TCP layer. It is defined as the total

number of bytes (excluding retransmission or losses) delivered to the destination

application divided by the total connection time. This is also known as goodput by

some researchers [CH00, AA93, FJ93].

The maximum possible TCP throughput over UBR can be calculated as follows: to

deliver a 9140 byte TCP segment over a 155.52 Mbps link, the ATM layer receives
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the payload which is illustrated in Figure 6.10. This payload is fragmented and

padded to form 192 ATM cells. Hence 9140 bytes at the TCP layer results in 10176

bytes at the ATM layer. Thus, the maximum possible throughput is 9140/10176

= 89.82 % = 139.69 Mbps on a 155.52 Mbps link.

On the other hand, the maximum possible TCP throughput over ABR has to

account for the overhead of RM cells (every 32 cells have an RM cell). Thus, it can

be approximated as: 9140/10176 x 31/32 « 87.01 % which is 135.32 Mbps over a

155.52 Mbps link.

Besides providing high overall throughput, the network must also distribute through-

put fairly among competing connections. The definition of fairness depends on the

type of services. For UBR service, fairness can be defined as its ability to allo-

cate throughput fairly among competing TCP connections. As for ABR service,

fairness is determined by the ability to meet the MCR guarantee and to share the

remaining bandwidth fairly. In general, fairness is measured by the fairness Index

(F) and is defined by Equation (6.7).

Definition 2 : Fairness Index (F): Fairness Index is a measurement of the

dispersion of the individual throughputs. It can be expressed as:

p.... ,ess Index (F) = i=N (6.7)

i=N

where N is the total TCP source-destination pairs, x{ is the measured throughput

at the destination TCP layer of the ith TCP connection (0 < i < N), and e,- is the

fair share of the available bandwidth of the zth TCP connection.

For a symmetrical iV-source network configuration, e; is simply an equal share of
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the bottleneck link bandwidth (e* = C/N). Whereas for a more complex config-

uration, ci can be derived from the max-min fairness definition (Section 3.5). A

low fairness index value indicates high unfairness among the connections, and vice

versa. The desired fairness index value must be close to 1. Hence, a fairness index

of 0.99 is considered to be near perfect. However, a fairness index of 0.90 may

or may not acceptable depending on the application and the number of sources

involved [GJK+98].

With a finite buffer size and variable ABR capacity (network which consists of

VBR and ABR sources), cells may be dropped when the buffer is overflown. These

lead to timeouts and retransmissions of TCP segments. As a result, throughput is

decreased. Hence cell loss is also an important factor on TCP over ATM, Cell loss

(in percentage) is defined as the ratio of a number of cells dropped to the number

of cells sent during the simulation.

6.7.2 TCP Performance Improvement over ATM UBR

This section presents the simulation results to illustrate the TCP performance over

UBR service on the proposed fuzzy logic selective cell drop scheme (Section 6.5)

and its advantages over the conventional schemes, such as EPD, SD, and FBA.

Firstly zero TCP packet loss is considered in which an infinite buffer size is as-

sumed. Then the TCP performance on various drop schemes with different TCP

congestion control options is investigated. Different buffer sizes, link distances and

TCP segment sizes are used in the simulation. Hence, in Section 6.7.2.2, the ba-

sic TCP window-based flow and congestion control mechanism on various drop

schemes is first examined. Then in Section 6.7.2.3 the effects of the fast retransmit

and recovery mechanism is established.

For all cases simulated, five TCP sources and destinations on the network config-

uration are used as shown in Figure 6.9.
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Link
(Km)

1
100

Maximum Queue
(Cells)

6288
5860

Efficiency

1
1

Fairness

1
1

Table 6.3: TCP over UBR: Buffer requirements for zero loss (TCP segment size
9140 bytes).

6.7.2.1 Zero TCP Packet Loss

To achieve zero cell loss, infinite UBR service buffering is assumed at the switches.

Table 6.3 shows the buffer requirements for TCP running over UBR using a segment

size of 9140 bytes. All connections achieve 100% possible throughput and perfect

fairness. For a 1 Km link distance, the maximum queue length is 6288 cells =

6288 x 48 bytes « 301,824 bytes. This is approximately equal to the sum of the

window size of five TCP connections, i.e. 5 x 64 Kbytes = 320,000 bytes. As the

link distance increases, the maximum queue length decreases. This is because the

switch needs a larger round-trip time to clear the buffer before it receives the next

window size of data.

6.7.2.2 Basic TCP Flow and Congestion Control Mechanism

In this section, different link distances, buffer sizes and TCP segment sizes are used

to illustrate TCP performance over UBR on both the conventional and the fuzzy

logic selective cell drop schemes.

Tables 6.4 and 6.5 list the results of TCP performance on various cell drop schemes

with the basic TCP flow and congestion control mechanism. The consolidated

results are presented in Figure 6.11. In the figure, the average efficiency and fairness

values are used to compare the performance of various cell drop schemes with

different link distances and segment sizes.

Tables 6.4 and 6.5, and Figure 6.11 show that the fuzzy logic selective cell drop

scheme consistently improves both efficiency and fairness. This is because the fuzzy

logic predictor estimates the UBR queue length one round-trip delay in advance,
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so the buffer is less likely to be overflown or empty. In addition, soft-computing

provides a more accurate estimation of parameters (e.g. buffer occupancy and load

ratio) as opposed to the "hard" threshold values used in the conventional schemes.

Prom the tables and figure, the fuzzy logic selective cell drop scheme achieves

higher efficiency without a trade-off in fairness. Moreover, regardless of buffer size,

the fairness index is maintained at above 0.97 (best shown in Figure 6.11(b)) in

most cases. On the other hand, the conventional cell drop schemes do not perform

consistently. For example, the FBA scheme performs better than the SD scheme

with smaller TCP segment size (Table 6.4), but not in most cases when larger

segment size is used (Table 6.5).

It can also be observed that fairness and efficiency improve with a larger buffer

size. Since the buffer size is dependent on the sum of the window size of TCP

connections, a larger buffer size results in more cells being accepted before the

buffer is overflown. Hence efficiency improves with increasing buffer sizes. For

example, from the tables, on average, a buffer size of 3000 cells improves efficiency

by about 40% compared to a buffer size of 1000 cells.

In addition, efficiency is also improved by using larger segment size, especially when

the buffer size is larger. When the segment size is larger, more data (cells) can be

delivered to the destination. This also implies that a larger buffer is required to

queue the data if the link is fully utilized. Thus the buffer is better utilized with

a larger segment size. Therefore there is a trend of efficiency increases when the

buffer size is increased. However, fairness is lower for larger segment size. This

may be due to TCP synchronization effects in which some connections are able to

send their entire windows of segments when the buffer is about to overflow, while

other connections have to drop their segments.
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Link
(Km)

•

1

Buffer Size
(Cells)

1000
2000
3000

Column Average

100
1000
2000
3000

Column Average

Packet Drop Scheme
EPD
0.3484
0.4062
0.4969

0.4172

0.3247
0.4596
0.5742

0.4528

SD
0.3491
0.4961
0.5861

0.4771

0.3898
0.4997
0.6772
0.5222

FBA
0.2937
0.5638
0.7601

0.5392

0.3755
0.6178
0.8478
0.6137

FSCD
0.4003
0.5712
0.7773

0.5829

0.4060
0.6268
0.8539

0.6289

(a) TCP Efficiency

Link
(Km)

1

Buffer Size
;Cells)

1000
2000
3000

Column Average

100
1000
2000
3000

Column Average

Packet Drop Scheme
EPD
0.9406
0.S875
0.9376
0.9552

0.9569
L0.9684
0.9613
0.9622

SD

0.8767
0.9856
0.9953

0.9525

0.9848
0.9909
0.9921
0.9893

FBA
0.8920
0.9922
0.9986
0.9609

0.9765
L 0.9994

0.9958
0.9906

FSCD
0.9788
0.9952
0.9989

0.9910

0.9944
0.9978
0.9985
0,9969

(b) Fairness

Table 6.4: TCP over UBR: Performance Comparison of the Conventional and the
Fuzzy Logic Selective Cell Drop Schemes (TCP segment size 1460 bytes).
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Link
(Km)

1

Buffer Size
(Cells) __

1000
2000
3000

Column Average

100
1000
2000
3000

Column Average

Packet Drop Scheme
EPD j

0.2227
0.6834
0.8676
0.5912

0.4120
0.8729
0.8504

L0.7118

SD
0.2949
0.7964
0.9552
0.6822

0.3701
0.9197
0.9225

L07374

L F B A
0.2436
0.6894
0.7243
0.5524

0.5186
0.8598
0.9199
0.7661

JTSCD
0.3841
0.8345
0.8718
0.6968

0.7090 !
0.9531
0.9596

0.8739

(a) TCP Efficiency

Link
(Km)

1

Buffer Size
(Cells)

1000
2000
3000

Column Average

100
1000
2000
3000

Column Average

Packet Drop Scheme
EPD
0.7968
0.9650
0.9556
0.9058

0.8048
0.9592
0.9903

0.9181

L_ S D

0.9562
0.9882
0.9699
0.9714

0.7310
0.9951
0.9916

0.9059

FBA
0.8056
0.9540
0.9805
0.9134

0.8255
0.8549
0.9242

L_0.8682

FSCD
0.9804
0.9954
0.9985
0.9914

0.9799
0.9958
0.9881

0.9879

(h) Fairness

Table 6.5: TCP over UBR: Performance Comparison of the Conventional and the
Fuzzy Logic Selective Cell Drop Schemes (TCP segment size 9140 bytes).
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Figure 6.11: TCP over UBR: Performance Comparison of the Conventional and
the Fuzzy Logic Selective Cell Drop Schemes.
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6.7.2.3 TCP Reno: Fast Retransmit and Recovery

Tables 6.6 and 6.7 show the simulation results of TCP Reno on various cell drop

schemes with a segment size of 1460 and 9140 bytes respectively. Figure 6.12

presents the consolidated results and enables comparisons of the average efficiency

and fairness values for different link distances and segment sizes to be made.

The tables and figure indicate that fast retransmit and recovery mechanism sig-

nificantly improves efficiency compared with the corresponding drop schemes in

basic TCP congestion control protocol, especially with EPD and SD. For exam-

ple, Table 6.6 shows that with a segment size of 1460 bytes, efficiency is improved

by about 50% in the EPD and SD. Overall, all schemes achieve a similar amount

of efficiency with TCP Reno. However the FSCD scheme achieves slightly higher

efficiency and fairness compared to various conventional schemes.

Another observation is that fairness and efficiency improve with a larger buffer

size. This is consistent with the earlier results obtained with basic TCP congestion

control mechanism (Section 6.7.2.2). A larger buffer size results in more cells being

accepted before the buffer is overflown.

However, fairness and efficiency degrade with larger segments on all drop schemes.

Fast retransmit and recovery mechanism retransmits a lost segment without waiting

for timeout. With a larger segment, dropping one cell of a segment causes a larger

number of cells to be retransmitted by the TCP source. If there is already not

enough buffer space in the switch, this will deepen the congestion since much of

the data will be retransmitted again, clogging the already congested link. This

results in a waste of bandwidth and thus lower throughput.
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Link
(Km)

1

Buffer Size
(Cells)

1000
2000
3000

Column Average

100
1000
2000
3000

Column Average

Packet Drop Scheme
EPD
0.9330
0.9545
0.9963

L0.9613

0.9251
0.9943
1.0000
0.9731

SD

0.9363
0.9857
1.0000

0.9740

0.9588
1.0000
1.0000

0.9863

FBA
0.8285
0.9955

L 1.0000

0.9413

0.9077
1.0000
1.0000

0.9692

FSCD
0.9456
1.0000
0.9900

0.9785

0.9703
1.0000
1.0000

0.9901

(a) TCP Efficiency

Link
(Km)

1

Buffer Size
(Cells)

1000
2000
3000

Column Average

100
1000
2000
3000

Column Average

Packet Drop Scheme
J3PD j

0.9939
0.9794
0.9980
0.9904

0.9759
0.9854
0.9932
0.9848

SD

0.9765
0.9809
0.9918
0.9831

0.9958
0.9913
0.9953
0.9941

FBA
0.9738
0.9890
0.9790

L 0.9806

0.9900
0.9921
0.9916
0.9912

FSCD
0.9970
0.9964
0.9991
0.9975

0.9917
0.9960
0.9955
0.9944

(b) Fairness

Table 6.6: TCP Reno over UBR: Performance Comparison of the Conventional
and the Fuzzy Logic Selective Cell Drop Schemes (TCP segment size 1460 bytes).
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Link
(Km)

1

Buffer Size
(Cells)

1000
2000
3000

Column Average

100
1000
2000
3000

Column Average

Packet Drop Scheme
EPD
0.5393
0.9446
0.9639

0.8159

0.8601
0.9605
0.9650

0.9285

SD
0.5551
0.9270
0.9622

0.8148

0.8090
0.9596

L0.9644

0.9110

FBA
0.5993
0.8510
0.9538
0.8014

0.8039
0.8552

L0.9248
0.8613

FSCD
0.5822
0.9478
0.9616

0.8305
0.8774
0.9533
0.9616

0.9308

(a) TCP Efficiency

Link
(Km)

1

Buffer Size
(Cells)

1000
2000
3000

Column Average

100
1000
2000
3000

Column Average

Packet Drop Scheme
EPD
0.8858
0.8543
0.9368
0.8923

0.6803
0.9727
0.9347

0.8626

SD
0.9566
0.9731
0.9088
0.9462

0.7206
0.9826
0.9918
0.8983

FBA
0.9572
0.9714
0.9844

L0.9710

0.8830
0.9126
0.9318
0.9091

FSCD

0.9694
0.9721

JJ.9766
L 0.9727

0.9351
0.9992
0.9941

0.9761

(b) Fairness

Table 6.7: TCP Reno over UBR: Performance Comparison of the Conventional
and the Fuzzy Logic Selective Cell Drop Schemes (TCP segment size 9140 bytes).
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Figure 6.12: TCP Reno over UBR: Performance Comparison of the Conventional
and the Fuzzy Logic Selective Cell Drop Schemes.
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6.7.3 TCP Performance Improvement over ATM ABR

This section presents the simulation results to illustrate the TCP performance over

ABR service with the proposed fuzzy logic congestion control scheme (Chapter 4)

and its advantages over the conventional scheme. The proposed fuzzy logic con-

trol scheme is first applied to the ERICA+ and BEMO ABR switch algorithms.

The performance of the proposed scheme is then compared with the conventional

congestion control scheme on the two switch algorithms.

Firstly only TCP traffic is used. Then in Section 6.7.3.2 the interaction of TCP

traffic with VBR traffic is considered.

For all cases simulated, the distance between switches is assumed to be 100 Km,

and for the links connecting sources or destinations to switches, the distance is

10 Km. It is a WAN configuration. The initial cell rate (ICR) at the ATM-end

systems is set to 10% of the link rate. TCP segment size is 9140 bytes.

6.7.3.1 Zero TCP Packet Loss

Five TCP sources and destinations on the network configuration (Figure 6.9) is

used. To study the buffer requirements on zero cell loss ratio, an infinite ABR

queue length is assumed at the switches.

Table 6.8 shows the buffer requirements on the conventional and the fuzzy logic con-

trol schemes in which 100% possible throughput and perfect fairness are achieved.

The maximum queue length is very much affected by the ICR at the ABR end sys-

tems, the distance of the feedback path, and the queue control function. From the

table, it shows that the fuzzy logic control scheme has a lower maximum and aver-

age queue length compared to the conventional scheme. This means that the fuzzy

logic control scheme only requires a smaller buffer in order to achieve maximum

possible efficiency and fairness.
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Queue Length
(Cells)

Maximum
Average

ERICA+
Conventional

428
387

Fuzzy Logic
326
306

BBMO
Conventional

1328
377

Fuzzy Logic
316
309

Table 6.8: TCP over ABR: Buffer requirements for zero loss.

6.7.3.2 With VBR Traffic

Five TCP sources and destinations, and one VBR background traffic are applied to

the network configuration (Figure 6.9). The VBR source is modeled as a Poisson

distributed on-off source with 10 msecs ON and 10 msecs OFF. It starts trans-

mitting cells at t = 300 msecs at a variable rate with a mean bit rate of 124.42

Mbps (i.e. 80% of the link rate). Note that this high volume of VBR traffic is

deliberately added to observe cell loss under different conditions.

At the switch, since VBR traffic has a higher priority than ABR traffic, and this

simulation study is to investigate the buffer requirements and TCP performance

over ABR service, the VBR queue is thus assumed to have an infinite buffer size.

Infinite ABR service buffering is assumed first in order to study the buffer require-

ments for a zero cell loss ratio. Table 6.9 shows the buffer requirements for the

conventional and the fuzzy logic control schemes. From the table, the fuzzy logic

control scheme has the least buffer requirements in order to achieve maximum ef-

ficiency and fairness without cell loss. It has a lower maximum and average queue

as well as a lower cell delay variation.

To further study the efficiency, fairness and cell loss ratio at the switch with lim-

ited buffer size, the ABR service output buffer is varied from 200 to 1400 cells.

Figures 6.13 - 6.16 show the resulting TCP performance over ABR service on the

conventional and the fuzzy logic control schemes with various buffer sizes. Differ-

ent line types represent simulations with different control schemes. The dashed

lines are the conventional schemes, and the solid lines are the fuzzy logic control

schemes.
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Queue Length
(Cells)

Maximum
Average

Cell Delay Variation

ERICA+
Conventional

716
266
154

Fuzzy Logic
620
225
140

BEMO
Conventional

1326
246
124

Fuzzy Logic
612
234
123

Table 6.9: TCP over ABR with VBR background traffic: Buffer requirements for
zero loss.
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Figure 6.13: TCP over ABR: TCP Efficiency Comparison.

The efficiency, fairness, cell delay variation and cell loss ratio are shown in Fig-

ures 6.13, 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16 respectively. Figure 6.13 shows that before both

schemes achieved zero cell loss, the fuzzy logic control scheme achieves a higher

efficiency than the conventional control scheme. This is due to lower cell delay

variation and thus lower cell loss which is illustrated in Figures 6.15 and 6.16 re-

spectively. Figure 6.14 shows that the ERICA+ switch algorithm with fuzzy logic

control improves fairness, whereas the BEMO switch algorithm with fuzzy logic

control has a slight decreased of fairness for better efficiency before achieving per-

fect fairness with zero cell loss.
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Figure 6.16: TCP over ABR: Cell Loss Comparison.

6.7.4 Comparison of TCP over ABR and UBR Mechanisms

Due to the end-to-end explicit rate congestion feedback mechanism, ABR is an

expensive solution to reduce cell loss and improve TCP performance. In contrast,

UBR mechanisms are less expensive and simple to implement. This section com-

pares the performance between these two mechanisms.

Table 6.10 shows the simulation results of the buffer requirements for zero loss and

finite buffer size on ABR-ER and UBR mechanisms. Under the cases of no cell

loss, both TCP over UBR and ABR-ER achieve maximum efficiency and perfect

fairness. However, TCP over UBR requires larger buffer sizes at switches in order

to have the same level of performance. If buffer size is limited to, for example,

1000 cells, FSCD can only achieve 71% efficiency and a 0.98 fairness value. Hence,

although the ABR-ER mechanism is expensive to implement, it does not require a

large buffer size within the network in order to achieve better TCP performance.

A similar study has been conducted by Li et la. [LST96], with the comparison

being between ABR-ER and UBR-EPD in a LAN environment. It demonstrates

that when buffer size is limited, TCP performance of UBR-EPD degrades in terms
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Service
Category
ABR-ER

UBR
UBR

Maximum Queue
(Cells)

326f
5860
1000J

Efficiency

1
1

0.7090

Fairness

1
1

0.9799
fERICA-H with Fuzzy Logic control
JFuzzy Logic Selective Cell drop scheme

Table 6.10: TCP over ABR.-ER versus UBR: Buffer requirements (TCP segment
size 9140 bytes, 100 Km link distance).

Scalef
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Performance

ABR-ER
UBR-FSCD
UBR-FBA, UBR-SD
UBR-EPD
UBR-PPD
UBR-EFCI
UBR-DT
—

Cost

ABR-ER
ABR-EFCI
UBR-FSCD
UBR-FBA
UBR-SD
UBR-EPD
UBR-PPD
UBR-DT

fScale 1 has the best performance and yet
the most expensive to implement

Table 6.11: Performance and Cost Comparison among various TCP over ABR and
UBR control mechanisms.

of fairness. TCP over UBR-EPD also suffers from the "beat-down" problem while

TCP connections traverse multiple congestion links. When the buffer is not over-

flown, UBR-EPD has similar performance as ABR but requires a larger buffer size.

Fang and Lin [FL97] compared the TCP performance of ABR-EFCI over UBR-

EPD. A different buffer size and LAN and WAN distances were used in the stud-

ies. It shows that ABR-EFCI does not have a significant performance gain over

the UBR-EPD. In some situations, the ABR-EFCI is sensitive to ABR parameter

tuning. As a result, its performance is poorer than the UBR-EPD.

Table 6.11 compares the performance and cost for various TCP over ABR and

UBR control mechanisms. ABR-ER has the best performance but it is the most

expensive service to implement, whereas the UBR-DT is the least expensive ser-

vice despite its poor performance. Among UBR mechanisms, based on simulation
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results, it can be concluded that the FSCD has the best performance with the ex-

pense of slightly more computation due to prediction. The FBA is more complex

than SD, but it does not improve TCP performance consistently and significantly

when compared to SD. However, both the FBA and SD perform better than the

EPD especially in terms of fairness.

6.8 Conclusions

This chapter has presented an examination of the Internet TCP/IP traffic over

ATM UBR and ABR classes of service. In both cases, fuzzy logic prediction and

control have been used to improve the efficiency and fairness of traffic throughput.

For TCP over UBR, a fuzzy logic selective cell drop (FSCD) scheme was proposed.

A key feature of the scheme is its ability to accept or drop a new incoming packet

dynamically based on the predicted future buffer condition in the switch. This is

achieved by using a fuzzy logic predictor and a fuzzy logic selective cell drop factor

generator. The fuzzy logic predictor estimates the UBR output switch queue length

one round-trip delay in advance. Thereby it tackles the problem of long round-

trip delays in the network. In addition, a fairness concept is adopted as in SD by

keeping track of the buffer load ratio of each VC, which prevents any VC from

overloading the buffer. The predicted queue length and the load ratio of the VC

are then fed into the fuzzy logic selective cell drop factor generator which produces

a drop factor. The decision to drop a packet is then based on this drop factor and

a predefined threshold value.

The performance of this proposed cell drop scheme was compared with other con-

ventional schemes such as EPD, SD and FBA, by simulations. Persistent TCP

traffic was applied to a two nodes network with five peer-to-peer connections. Dif-

ferent buffer sizes, link distances and segment sizes with different TCP congestion

control options were tested with various cell drop schemes. Simulation results

show that the proposed scheme achieves higher TCP efficiency and better fairness

compared with various conventional schemes on the basic TCP congestion control
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mechanism. With TCP Reno, efficiency is further improved for all UBR cell drop

schemes, in particular the EPD and SD schemes. However, the proposed scheme

achieves higher performance over all other schemes. Thus it can be concluded that

although TCP performance can be improved by efficient TCP end-to-end conges-

tion control mechanisms, with the application of fuzzy logic prediction and control,

the performance is further improved.

To study the effect of fuzzy logic prediction and control on TCP over ABR., the fuzzy

logic ABR service congestion control scheme described in Chapter 4 was applied

to both approximate and exact fair rate computation ER switch algorithms. The

performance of the fuzzy logic control with the conventional schemes was then

compared. When the same two nodes network with five TCP connections were

used, simulation results show that on zero TCP packet loss, the fuzzy logic control

scheme achieves maximum efficiency and perfect fairness with a smaller buffer size.

With the addition of a high volume VBR connection, the fuzzy logic control scheme

achieves higher efficiency with lower cell loss and cell delay variation.

A comparative study of the performance and cost of various TCP over ABR and

UBR control mechanisms was also conducted. Under the cases of no cell loss,

both TCP over ABR and UBR achieve maximum efficiency and perfect fairness.

However, TCP over UBR requires larger buffer sizes at switches, whereas TCP

over ABR compensates the complexity of feedback mechanism with smaller buffer

size. Hence ABR-ER is the most expensive service to implement though it has thfc

best TCP performance. Among UBR mechanisms, based on simulation results, it

can be concluded that FSCD has the best performance although it requires slightly

more computation due to prediction.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Concluding Remarks

This thesis presents the application of fuzzy logic prediction and control on traffic

management in high speed networks. Three major aspects of traffic management

have been investigated: (1) flow and congestion control for ABR service (2) con-

nection admission control for VBR service and (3) congestion control for TCP/IP

over ATM. The primary focus has been on the development of intelligent traffic

controllers in these areas. The main goal is to overcome the problems of long

round-trip delays, uncertainty of traffic parameters in high speed networks, and

the limitations in conventional control schemes. This is achieved by incorporating

fuzzy logic prediction and control in the proposed traffic control schemes. The key

feature of these proposed schemes is their ability to predict traffic or network re-

sources far enough in advance so that traffic flow or resource usage can be controlled

in time to avoid congestion and achieve high network utilization. In addition, with

the robust framework of fuzzy set theory, the problems of traffic uncertainty and

fluctuations in high speed networks are better dealt with. Performance of the pro-

posed schemes is evaluated by simulation with different network i onditions and

configurations.

The following presents the conclusions of this study.

181
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7.1.1 Flow and Congestion Control for ABR Service

This part of the research has been concentrated on the development of a novel fuzzy

logic closed-loop rate-based congestion control scheme for ATM ABR service. Var-

ious congestion detection techniques and control mechanisms employed by existing

switch schemes were investigated. Approaches such as using static threshold values

or mathematical equations on queue control, incorporating traffic load and queue

length information in feedback control mechanisms, application of fuzzy logic and

neural networks were examined.

To tackle the problem of long round-trip delays in the feedback control loop, a

novel fuzzy logic congestion control scheme which does not use static threshold

values or complex queue control functions was proposed. It is based on prediction

in which link utilization is targeted dynamically one round-trip delay in advance.

This is achieved by using a fuzzy logic predictor and a fuzzy logic target utilization

factor generator. The predictor estimates the ABR queue length one round-trip

delay ahead. The predicted queue length, together with the queue growth rate

and current queue length is provided as input to a fuzzy logic inference system

which produces a target utilization factor. This factor is then incorporated in the

feedback control message in which control information is conveyed to the source.

The proposed fuzzy logic control scheme was applied to an approximate fair rate

switch algorithm (ERICA+ [JKG+96]) and an exact fair rate switch algorithm

(BEMO [TQ98]). The performance of the fuzzy logic control scheme was then

compared with the conventional scheme on the two switch algorithms. With net-

work models consisting of only ABR traffic, the fuzzy logic congestion control

scheme is able to optimize both transient and steady state responses. It exhibits

a faster convergence time, lower buffer requirements, and smaller rate and queue

oscillation during transient periods, and is much more stable in rate and queue

length when in steady state. With the presence of VBR/CBR and ABR traffic,

the fuzzy logic congestion control scheme exhibits lower buffer requirements and

low cell loss for large round-trip delays, while still being able to maintain high link
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utilization. Hence, the overall requirements of QoS are improved. The proposed

fuzzy logic congestion control scheme which adapts well to complex network con-

figurations and traffic fluctuations is thus proved to be a more effective mechanism

than the conventional scheme.

For the purpose of comparison to the proposed fuzzy logic control scheme, the

BEMO switch algorithm was enhanced by integrating the algorithm with the con-

ventional congestion control strategy of the ERICA+. Congestion is thus controlled

by targeting the link utilization using a queue control function and a fixed non-zero

queuing delay. In contrast to the ERICA+ algorithm, due to the exact fair rate

computation, the enhanced BEMO algorithm does not need to keep track of the

maximum previous and current allocation of ER values in order to achieve max-

min fairness. It also has the advantage of fast convergence time, and is able to

interoperate with other switches schemes which do not mark the ER field of RM

cells.

In the ERICA+, step, linear, hyperbolic and inverse hyperbolic queue control func-

tions were proposed to control queue and delay [VJGF98]. From the simulation

results, the authors concluded that the inverse hyperbolic queue control function

has the best performance as opposed to the hyperbolic function. However, af-

ter the discovery of a minor error, an analytical study conducted by this research

shows that the hyperbolic queue control function is preferred as it has a decreasing

function when a switch is lightly overloaded. Further simulation studies show that

the hyperbolic queue control function has a better performance in terms of rate

convergence time and buffer requirements.
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7.1.2 Connection Admission Control for VBR Service

This part of the research has been focused on the investigation of the benefits of

fuzzy logic prediction on CACs, and the design of a novel fuzzy logic measurement-

based CAC. CAC approaches such as traffic and queue modeling for the conven-

tional schemes, traffic and system performance measurements for the measurement-

based schemes, fuzzy logic controls and/or neural networks for the unconventional

control schemes, and the effective bandwidth approach verses statistical allocation

approach were also investigated.

To overcome the inaccuracies and errors involved in the conventional measurement-

based CAC, a novel measurement-based CAC using a fuzzy logic approach was

proposed. It adopts the concepts of free bandwidth and the adaptive weight factor

in [ZL98b, ZL98a]. In contrast to the model-based CAC, the proposed CAC does

not use complicated analytical models or a priori traffic descriptors. Instead, traf-

fic parameters are predicted by an on-line fuzzy logic predictor [QiuOl, QSW99].

This has the advantage of being able to forecast the workload, and also solves the

difficulties involved for a user to accurately describe the traffic characteristics of

the new connections. Another key feature of the proposed scheme is its ability to

target QoS requirements indirectly by an adaptive weight factor. This weight fac-

tor is generated by a fuzzy logic inference system which is based on arrival traffic,

queue occupancy and link load. Admission decisions are then based on a real-time

measurement of the aggregate free bandwidth with the fuzzy logic adaptive weight

factor as well as the predicted traffic parameters.

The effect of the measurement interval was first investigated by comparing the link

utilization and cell loss ratio against the measurement periods. Both homogeneous

and heterogeneous traffic were used in the simulations. Simulation results reveal

that the measurement interval has to be short enough to be practical, and also be

able to capture the significant statistical information of traffic streams.

The benefits of fuzzy logic prediction on CAC were then evaluated by applying

the prediction technique to the conventional CAC and the proposed fuzzy logic
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measurement-based CAC. Simulation results show that fuzzy logic prediction sig-

nificantly improves link efficiency while maintaining QoS requirements on both

CAC schemes. In addition, the measurement-based approach incorporating fuzzy

logic inference and using fuzzy logic prediction is shown to achieve higher network

utilization while maintaining QoS objectives.

7.1.3 Congestion Control for TCP/IP over ATM

The major part of this work has been directed towards designing an intelligent and

robust cell drop scheme to support TCP traffic over ATM UBR category of service.

The effect of fuzzy logic prediction and control was also investigated for TCP over

ABR service.

To address the problem of long round-trip delays in the network, an intelligent fuzzy

logic selective cell drop (FSCD) scheme for TCP/IP over UBR was proposed. This

is achieved by using a fuzzy logic predictor which estimates the UBR output switch

queue length one round-trip delay in advance. The proposed scheme is thus able to

accept or drop a new incoming packet dynamically based on the predicted future

buffer condition in the switch. In addition, to ensure fairness among connections,

a fairness concept is adopted as in SD by keeping track of the buffer ratio of each

connection, preventing any connection from overloading the buffer. The predicted

queue length and the load ratio of the VC are then supplied as inputs to the fuzzy

logic selective cell drop factor generator which produces a drop factor. The packet

dropping decision is then based on this drop factor and a predefined threshold

value.

Simulation results have demonstrated that the proposed scheme consistently achieves

higher TCP efficiency and better fairness over the conventional schemes with the

basic TCP congestion control mechanism. With TCP Reno, efficiency and fairness

have been further improved on all UBR cell drop schemes, and the proposed scheme

again achieves higher performance over all other schemes. Thus it can be concluded

that performance can be improved by efficient TCP end-to-end congestion control
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mechanisms, however, with the application of fuzzy logic prediction and control,

performance is improved even further.

The effect of fuzzy logic prediction and control on the performance of TCP over

ABR service was also investigated. The fuzzy logic ABR service congestion con-

trol scheme described in Chapter 4 has been applied to the conventional switch

algorithms. Simulation results have shown that on zero TCP packet loss, the

fuzzy logic control scheme achieves maximum efficiency and perfect fairness with a

smaller buffer size. With the addition of a high volume VBR connection, the fuzzy

logic control scheme achieves higher efficiency with lower cell loss and cell delay

variation.

Finally, the performance and cost of various TCP over ABR and UBR control

mechanisms were compared. Under the case of no cell loss, both TCP over ABR

and UBR achieve maximum efficiency and perfect fairness. However, TCP over

UBR requires larger buffer sizes at switches. Although TCP over ABR has smaller

buffer requirements in the network, it has a complex feedback mechanism. Hence

ABR.-ER is the most expensive service to implement though it has the best TCP

performance. Among UBR mechanisms, based on simulation results, it can be

concluded that FSCD has the best performance although it requires slightly more

computation due to prediction.

7.2 Recommendations for Future Work

The following outlines some extensions of the research presented in this thesis which

are worth pursuing in traffic control, especially with the applications of fuzzy sets

and fuzzy logic theory.

Due to the advances in hardware and switching technologies, ER switches are

becoming popular since they perform better than the earlier generation EFCI

switches. In the transitional period, EFCI and ER switches may coexist in the

same network. Thus a switch scheme should operate efficiently in a multi-vendor
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and mixed EFCI-ER environment. In this research study, the performance of the

proposed fuzzy logic congestion control scheme was only examined using networks

with single type switches. Therefore, it would be worth investigating the interop-

erability of the proposed fuzzy logic ER scheme combined with EFCI switches in

the same network-

In the simulation studies, the performance of the proposed fuzzy logic CAC was

compared to the conventional model-based CAC. It would be worth comparing the

performance with some conventional measurement-based CACs. In addition, real

VBR traffic traces such as MPEG video sources could be used in the simulation.

The performance of the proposed CAC could also be further examined on multi-hop

network configurations.

In this research, the performance investigation of the proposed congestion control

schemes for TCP over UBR and ABR were based on a simple five TCP connections

with a two switch network configuration. It would be interesting to study their

behavior in an environment of a large number of VCs and multiple switches.

The proposed scheme for TCP over ABR provides better performance over the

conventional schemes in terms of effective throughput and fairness. A further

improvement to TCP over ABR, especially under long round-trip delays, is to

incorporate the feedback capabilities of ATA4 ABR into end-to-end TCP conges-

tion protocol. For example, the allowed cell rate generated by the proposed ABR

congestion control scheme can be integrated with the TCP explicit congestion noti-

fication protocol (ECN) proposed in [RF99]. The current TCP ECN allows routers

at the ATM network boundary to modify the IP packet header as an indication of

congestion to the end systems instead of dropping the packet. With the integration

of an ABR congestion control algorithm, TCP end systems would benefit from a

more intelligent and fast ECN response over ATM networks.

Future broadband satellite communications systems will offer high-speed Internet

access and multimedia services. Several Ka-band satellite sy;-t';ios are in the plan-

ning stages to provide these services by IP, ATM or a combination of ooth [FPOO].
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Long latency delay path is one of the design issues on satellite networks. Hence it is

useful to investigate the performance of fuzzy logic prediction and control on these

emerging technologies. Therefore the proposed fuzzy logic traffic control schemes

for CAC, TCP over UBR and ABR can be applied to satellite networks to further

investigate their performances.

The design of fuzzy logic membership functions and linguistic rules for the traffic

controllers proposed in this thesis is by experiments using simulations. They can be

further optimized and automated by genetic algorithms [Vos99, SSZ97] to provide

a more optimal performance.
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Table of Abbreviations

1 AAL
1 ABR
1 ACR
1 ADTF
1 ANN
1 APPD
1 AR

1 A ™
1 BEMO
1 B-ISDN
f BN
1 BPD
1 BRM
1 CAC
1 CBR
1 CCR
1 CDF

1 CDV
1 CDVT
1 CI

1 CLP

I CLR
1 CRC
1 CRM
1 CS
1 CTD
1 CTDV
1 DES
1 DFF

ATM Adaptation Layer
Available Bit Rate
Allowed Cell Rate
ACR Decrease Time Factor
Artificial Neural Network
Age Priority Packet Discarding
Autoregression
Asynchronous Transfer Mode
Bi-directional Explicit Rate Marking Optimizer
Broadband-ISDN
Backward Notification
Balanced Packet Discard
Backward Resource Management
Connection Admission Control
Constant Bit Rate
Current Cell Rate
Cutoff Decrease Factor
Cell Delay Variation
Cell Delay Variation Tolerance
Congestion Indication
Cell Loss Priority
Cell Loss Ratio
Cyclic Redundancy Check
Missing RM cell count
Convergence Sublayer
Cell Transfer Delay
Cell Transfer Delay Variation
Destination End System
Drop From Front
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DIR Direction bit
DMRCA Dynamic Max Rate Control Algorithm
DT Drop Tail
EFCI Explicit Forward Congestion Indication
EOM End-Of-Message
EPD Early Packet Discard
EPRCA Enhanced Proportional Rate-Control Algorithm
ER Explicit Rate
ERICA Explicit Rate Indication for Congestion Avoidance
ESPD Early Selective Packet Discard
FBA Fair Buffer Allocation
FIFO First In First Out
FSCD Fuzzy Logic Selective Cell Drop
FMMRA Fast Max-Min Rate Allocation
FRM Forward RM
FRTT Fixed Round Trip Time
FTP File Transfer Protocol
GFC-2 Generic Fairness Configuration-2
IBT Intrinsic Burst Tolerance
ICR Initial Cell Rate
ID Protocol ID byte
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force
IP Internet Protocol
ISDN Integrated Services Digital Network
ISP Internet Service Provider
ITU-T International Telecommunication Union-Telecommunication
LAN Local Area Network
LLC Logical Link Control
Mrm Minimum number of cells between RM-cell generation
MACR Mean Allowed Cell Rate
MBS Maximum Burst Size
MCR Minimum Cell Rate
MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology
MSS Maximum Segment Size
MTU Maximum Transmission Unit
nrt-VBR non-real time Variable Bit Rate
iVrm Maximum number of cells between RM-cell generation
NI No Increase
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology
PCR Peak Cell Rate
PDU Protocol Data Units
PPD Partial Packet Discard
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PTI
PVC
QDLF
QL
QoS
rt-VBR
RA
REM
RDF
RIF
RM
RS
RTO
RTT
SAR
SACK
SCR
SD
SES
SN
SNAP
SVC
Trm

TBE
TCP
TCR
UBR
UPC
VBR
VC
VCI
VLSI
VP
VPI
VS/VD
WAN
WWW

Payload Type Indicator
Permanent Virtual Circuit
Queue Drain Limit Factor
Queue Length bytes
Quality of Service
real time Variable Bit Rate
Request/Acknowledge
Rate Envelope Multiplexing
Rate Decrease Factor
Rate Increase Factor
Resource Management
Rate Sharing
Retransmission Timeout
Round Trip Time
Segmentation and Reassembly Sublayer
Selective Acknowledgments
Sustainable Cell Rate
Selective Drop
Source End System
Sequence Number bytes
Subnetwork Attachment Point
Switched Virtual Circuit
Upper bound on the time between RM-cell generation
Transient Buffer Exposure
Transmission Control Protocol
Tagged Cell Rate
Unspecified Bit Rate
Usage Parameter Control
Variable Bit Rate
Virtual Channel
Virtual Channel Identifier
Very Large Scale Integration
Virtual Path
Virtual Path Identifier
Virtual Source and Virtual Destination
Wide Area Network
World Wide Web
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Conferences and Journal Abbreviations
APCC
ATRS
ATNAC
GLOBECOM
ICC
ICCS
ICICS

ICT
IEICE

IEEE
INFOCOM
ISPACS

ITC
JSAC

IEEE Asia-Pacific Conference on Communications
Australian Teletraffic Research Seminar
Australia Telecommunication Networks Sz Applications Conference
IEEE Global Telecommunication Conference
IEEE International Conference on Communications
International Conference on Communication Systems
International Conference on Information, Communications &
Signal Processing
International Conference on Telecommunications
The Institute of Electronics, Information and
Communication Engineers Transactions on Communications
Institute of the Electrical and Electronic Engineering
The IEEE Conference on Computer Communications
International Symposium on Intelligent Signal Processing and
Communication Systems
International Teletraffic Congress
IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications
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